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Abstract 

The rapid development of technologies for air travel since the Second World War has 

contributed to significant changes in how space is perceived, conceived and imagined in Canada. 

From the extensive mapping conducted by Canadian air survey companies across the world 

between the late 1940s to the 1970s, to the networks for air travel that carved commercial 

corridors between urban centres and remote parts of Canada, air travel helped standardize 

emergent ways of seeing land as transparent, quantifiable and ready for resource extraction. The 

distanced and calculative view afforded by air travel has helped a small sector of the population 

to measure, standardize and reify relationships on land, thereby integrating representations of 

natural resources into transnational systems of circulation. In this portfolio thesis, I examine the 

media produced through and for air travel in Canada, including air surveys, maps, surveillance 

systems, and artworks. Postwar developments in air travel, combined with changing border 

control policies and technologies, also meant the proliferation of extractive ways of seeing the 

body through biometrics and other imaging technologies in the security theatre of airports. I 

therefore examine Canada’s three busiest airports, examining their cultural displays and security 

apparatuses, in order to critically consider visual regimes of governmentality. In this thesis, I 

outline how extractivism entails the negation of place-based relationality, and its replacement 

with the relationality of logistics and the world-system. This portfolio thesis takes the form of 

standalone chapters framed by an introduction and a conclusion, and accompanied by a web-

based research-creation project (miningmaps.net). This project includes artistic data 

visualizations examining the widespread use of “fly-in/fly-out” operations in Canada’s gold 

mining industry, and their wide-ranging environmental, social and cultural implications.  
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  Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Situation 

 My interest in the subject of air travel has been strongly influenced by the technological 

and geopolitical consequences of US policy in the last two decades. The question of aerial 

mobility in the 21st century is, inevitably for me, cast in the long shadow of 9/11. As with so 

many others, I remember exactly when I first saw the low-flying planes crash into the two towers 

of the World Trade Center, and I clearly recall the screens through I which I learned of the 

disaster, the silent confusion that came from watching the planes re-emerging and combusting in 

a hypnotic loop. Little did I know then that a short walk from where I stood transfixed by the 

screen in the lobby of a nondescript building, the International Civil Aviation Organization was 

preparing its General Assembly in downtown Montréal, which would turn out to be a historic 

gathering to address how 9/11 would radically transform the organization’s priorities across the 

world.   

  My perspective on the visual and cultural dimensions of aerial mobilities are thereby 

shaped by the technological and policy changes that followed the US “war on terror” of the Bush 

years, the US military’s representations of perceived threats through aerial reconnaissance, and 

the drone warfare that soared during the Obama years. It seemed like new and terrifying ways of 

seeing were emerging through the US state’s shaping of aerial mobilities—whether through 

drone killings in Afghanistan remotely controlled from Nevada, or the US Transport Security 

Administration’s routine use of full body scans at airports. All of this formed the background of 

my interest in aerial mobilities, as I observed both writers and artists attempt to broach these 

strange new visual forms of representation and contextualize them within cultural and 
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geographical histories. Inspired by scholar Donna Haraway’s concept of situated knowledges and 

her reminder that all vision is embodied, I would like to briefly outline the geographical and 

technological coordinates that shaped my own outlook on air travel. My interest in the role of the 

airplane in Canada would not have arisen without the travels that I have undergone throughout 

the southern parts of this country from a young age. Coming from a white Canadian and French 

settler ancestry, I have been especially interested in disentangling the colonial legacies shaping 

how space is produced and represented.   

Growing up in a largely francophone environment in Tiohtià:ke/ Montréal, Québec in the 

80s and 90s, representations of national space in Canada seemed to most urgently and potently be 

challenged by another national project with colonial roots: Quebec sovereignty. Following my 

move to British Columbia in 2012, the confrontation with different cultural tensions was vivid. 

First through the Idle No More movement, spurred by Indigenous rejection of a Canadian federal 

policy for the privatization of waterways, and concurrently, through events and discussions 

surrounding the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, I witnessed changes in consciousness 

taking shape across settler Canada. In Vancouver, on the territories of the xwməθkwəy̓əm 

(Musqueam), Skwxwú7mesh (Squamish) and Səl̓ílwətaʔ (Tsleil-Waututh) First Nations, I 

continued being involved in the events and discussions surrounding the city’s artist-run centres, 

working for outreach art programs and writing on art. I remember noticing the verb “extract” 

being increasingly used in everyday situations, on social media or in informal conversations. 

Each time, the verb seemed to be used in reference to an unethical taking or stealing of something 

for personal gain. However, in parallel with these loose references to interpersonal “extraction,” I 

was investigating the concrete and destructive effects of industrial natural resource extraction in 

Western Canada. Despite the verb “extract” appearing through abstract uses in the rarefied 

spheres of art and academe, I wondered to what extent such everyday uses stem from a material 
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basis in the industrial processes of the extractive sector, and more broadly, the explosive and 

ongoing confrontations between settler-colonial and Indigenous epistemologies. 

This thesis is thereby informed by my personal situation travelling within Canada and the 

broader conjuncture in which Canadian extractive industry corporations have clashed with 

Indigenous and non-Indigenous land defenders in Western Canada and abroad, through local 

confrontations that bring into sharp focus the transnational infrastructures of logistics. In my 

research for this thesis, I have found different cases in which air travel has played a significant 

role in industrial resource extraction, cases which have led me to critically consider the vertical 

geographies of extraction and the role that airplanes specifically have played in shaping different 

ways of seeing in Canada. 

 

1.2 Postwar Air Travel 

Historically, air travel has led to significant changes in perceptions of land. The sharp rise 

of international passenger flights in the decades following the Second World War evinces the 

breadth of transnational forces reshaping the experience of human mobility. WWII led to the 

development of the jet engine for aircraft, the refinement of technologies of aerial reconnaissance 

and the development of methods for interpretating photographic evidence, such as the use of 

stereoscopic imagery and lenses. The end of the war meant the transfer of technologies from 

military to civilian use, with new opportunities for former military officers to use techniques of 

surveying and photo interpretation, notably through the abundance of military planes and 

photographic equipment decommissioned. Mapping the Canadian territory proved to be one such 

opportunity for a number of young men who served with the Royal Air Force. 

A middling world power, Canada’s extensive air travel infrastructure contrasts with its 

relatively low population. The country has the third largest aerospace sector in the world, 
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managed by the largest single Air Navigation Service provider, NAV CANADA.1 The breadth of 

this infrastructure reflects the covered surface area, the routine use of air travel across vast 

distances and less obviously, the economic and geopolitical prominence of the industries relying 

on such infrastructure. Beyond passenger travel, the aviation industry fuels the logistical means 

for the exploration and transportation pursued by large companies in Canada’s extractive sector. 

A broad examination of the numbers serves as a reminder of the exponential growth of air travel 

in Canada over the last few decades.  

In 1950, only 25 million legal passenger arrivals were counted across the world. Since 

then, flight traffic has increased exponentially, with the International Civil Aviation Organisation 

counting 4.3 billion passengers in 2018.2 Such a change is reflected within Canada, where the 

total number of commercial flight passengers rose from a million following WWII to 140 million 

in 2019. Prior to the current COVID-19 pandemic, this growth had seen dips marked by the oil 

crisis of 1973, the financial crisis of 2008 and the security changes following the 2001 terrorist 

attacks.3 All these crises pale in comparison to the length and scale of changes brought on by 

COVID-19, which I will not delve into in this thesis due to its recent and ongoing effects. 

Air travel in Canada is characterized in part by technologically advanced infrastructure 

and the low density of the country’s population. While some companies and communities in 

remote areas rely extensively on such flight infrastructure, such patterns of air travel should be 

considered in different terms than regular flights within the densely populated southern parts of 

Ontario and Quebec, where over three quarters of Canadians live, and where there is less need to 

 
1 See Transport Canada, “Transportation in Canada: Comprehensive Report, 2016,” 2017. 
2 Mimi Sheller and John Urry, “The New Mobilities Paradigm,” Environment and Planning 38 (2006), 207; “The 

World of Air Transport in 2018,” ICAO, accessed March 30, 2021, 

https://www.icao.int/annual-report-2018/Pages/the-world-of-air-transport-in-2018.aspx 
3 «Canadian commercial aviation activity, 1946 to 1975,” Statistics Canada, Series T195_198.  
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travel regionally by air. However, more than any other form of transportation, air travel produces 

widespread cultures of transnational mobility, by which the speed of movement is intertwined 

with practices in business (e.g. through tourism), labour (seasonal work, fly-in/fly-out 

operations), social life (celebrations, reunions), politics (diplomacy, lobbying) and more. Belied 

by the fleeting experience of millions of passengers every year, commercial air travel in Canada 

is dependent on the labour of thousands of workers, who notably keep the infrastructure of 

airports running across sectors such security, logistics, the service industry, and air travel 

management. I will detail some of these roles in my discussion of the particular types of media 

controlling and regulating passenger mobility at airports (Chapter 4).  

Air travel is deeply ingrained in logistics—the management of supply chains—and is 

worth considering in terms of the speed and distance of transportation it offers compared to other 

modes of transportation such as road, rail or sea. The transportation routes of air travel need to 

converge in selected nodes, however, and international airports are important spaces in which to 

analyse the movement of goods, the labour surrounding the logistics of air travel, in addition to 

the more overt and visible patterns of human mobility such spaces are organised for. As 

sophisticated infrastructures for international borders in the 21st century, airports are productive 

sites to analyze representations of transnational mobilities, with their unusual concentration of 

wayfinding signs, technologies of surveillance, corporate marketing and cultural displays catering 

to tourism. They are crucial nodes for globalized mobilities and border security, and airports 

include a broad range of media that reflect and capture human movement.  

Canada’s major international airports also include media for the cultural representation of 

human mobility through artistic and cultural displays, as well as a number of devices for security 

screening, such as biometric imaging and X-ray scans. Canada’s busiest airports aim to cultivate 

aesthetic and sensory experiences that contrast with the stringent controls on people’s movements 
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that made airports notorious after 9/11. Airports represent the convergence of many different 

types of media in a relatively confined space. They are sites through which high volumes of both 

people and goods circulate, and this movement is represented through particular protocols for the 

purposes of navigation, logistics, surveillance and data collection.  

 Furthermore, developments in aviation and its protocols throughout the twentieth century 

have provided for increased opportunities to represent the Earth’s surface from the skies. Since 

the First World War, this has notably taken place through military and civilian air surveys. The 

Canadian air survey industry has played a major role in developing the methods and techniques 

of air surveys in the decades following WWII. With Canada serving as one of the industry’s early 

test sites, the industry was instrumental in surveying Latin America as early as 1946 and parts of 

South and South East Asia in the 1950s. These air surveys largely served as the basis for maps by 

which governmental agencies and extractive industry corporations—some of which directly 

funded such surveys—could identify the location and type of natural resources to be extracted.4 

 Sociologist Peter Adey has observed that the distanced and calculative views used by 

mid-twentieth century air surveys strikingly parallel another kind of aerial view: the institutional 

view of passengers as they cross borders through airports, their movements made legible to state 

agencies through codified images such as passport photographs or biometric scans. This 

calculative and acquisitive view, which casts both land and bodies under visual and epistemic 

grids, extends imperialistic and colonial ways of policing movement through borders, in 

particular through the legacies of US and UK interests in shaping technologies of air travel 

throughout the last century.5 In his book Aerial Life, Adey compares aerial images from disparate 

 
4 Donald W. McLarty, “Canada’s Private Sector Air Survey Industry,” in Mapping a Northern Land: Survey of 

Canada, 1947-94, eds. Gerald McGrath and Louis Sebert, (McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1999). 
5 Peter Adey, “Aerial Views: Bodies, Borders and Biopolitics,” in Peter Adey, Aerial Life: Spaces, Mobilities, Affects 

(Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2010).  
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geographies through this problematic, drawing out the forms of power inherent to the 

representations by which land and people are rendered as objects. He stops short, however, of 

articulating this comparison between media in terms that elucidate the particular logics of 

capitalism and colonialism at play.  

 

1.3 Research Question 

 The legacy of colonialism continues to shape settler perspectives on land in Canada, but 

the processes reshaping land in accordance with the transnational movements of goods are not 

solely the products of colonial polities or their attendant ways of representing space. The 

paradigms of logistics and extractivism, both deeply shaped by the legacies of colonialism and 

capitalism, offer frameworks for further considering the violent dispossession of Indigenous 

people—e.g. through the Indian Residential School system, the reservation system and Pass 

System—as co-extensive with settler epistemologies and ways of representing land. Has the 

development of technologies for aerial representations of nature revealed underlying paradigms 

that determine an active relation between human subjects and nature in postwar Canada? If so, 

what are they? What is the cultural character of the new material relations shaped by the mobility 

of people and goods through the airplane? 

It has become a cliché, notably in describing the exponential growth of flight activity, to 

claim that the world is becoming increasingly interconnected.6 I want to push back against the 

uncritical acceptance of such a claim and counter its optimistic connotations, by specifically 

 
6 For example, a 2017 Transport Canada report claims the rise in the air travel sector “is due to foreign travelers from 

rapidly growing markets entering income groups that make air travel an affordable option (e.g. China, India and 

Brazil). In addition, as the world becomes increasingly interconnected, international leisure and business travel will 

become increasingly popular for Canadians.” Transport Canada, “Transportation in Canada: Comprehensive Report, 

2016,” 2017, 44.  
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considering to what extent air travel has actually contributed to separations between people and 

their communities, and between people and non-human life. At the scale of a typical US city, it is 

easier to trouble the perception of an increasing “connection” between the inner city and suburb, 

as actualized by the car; or with hindsight, to understand the implications of “connecting” one 

coast to another by railway, as with Canada’s 19th century nation-building project. The 

separations produced in each of these instances reveal how forms of racial capitalism can become 

ingrained in the everyday through transportation infrastructure. The development of technologies 

for air travel in Canada, intertwined as they are with long histories of colonial and capitalist 

entrenchment, has thereby produced instruments that ensure the reproduction of an extractivist 

consciousness. The airplane has revealed a particular way that spaces are perceived, conceived 

and imagined in postwar Canada, an outlook deeply shaped by extractivism.   

In the following chapters, I will thereby focus on media that have historically served to 

support and extend the resource extraction model of Canada, and I will closely examine how the 

distanced views afforded by air travel have introduced ways of seeing space as malleable and 

transparent, notably through techniques of representation that facilitate the transformation of 

space along transnational and capitalist lines.  

 

1.4 On Extractivism and Technology 

Much has been written about the role of the Canadian nation-state in the perpetuation of 

natural resource extraction under the auspices of British imperialism. Historically, the settler 

form of the state—first French and British, and later Canadian—has played a leading role in 

supporting companies—e.g., the Hudson's Bay company, which for many decades was the 

company owning the largest amount of land on earth—to explore Indigenous lands for natural 

resources and export them to Europe.  
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I will consider the legacy of colonialism through an examination of the colonial relation not 

as the “base” towards which cultural representations flow, but following Dene scholar Glen 

Coulthard, as an “inherited background field”7 within which economic, political and social 

relations converge to facilitate the effects of power.  

The paradigms of extractivism and logistics have been mutually reinforcing at least since 

the postwar period, and antecedents to this relation can be traced back to early European 

colonization, notably in the co-extensive role of exploration both for precious metals and trade 

routes (as explored in Chapter 3). In this thesis, I will thereby analyze representations of space 

through the long durées of capitalism and settler-colonialism. Michi Saagiig Nishnaabeg scholar, 

writer and artist Leanne Betasamosake Simpson has articulated the deep relationship that binds 

extractivism and colonialism, specifically through their respective processes of extraction and 

assimilation: 

Extraction and assimilation go together. Colonialism and capitalism are based on 

extracting and assimilating. My land is seen as a resource. My relatives in the plant and 

animal worlds are seen as resources. My culture and knowledge is a resource. My body is 

a resource and my children are a resource because they are the potential to grow, 

maintain, and uphold the extraction-assimilation system. The act of extraction removes all 

of the relationships that give whatever is being extracted meaning.8  

 
7 Glen Sean Coulthard, Red Skin, White Masks: Rejecting the Colonial Politics of Recognition (University of 

Minnesota Press, 2014). 14. 
8 Naomi Klein, “Dancing the World into Being: A Conversation with Idle No More’s Leanne Simpson,” Yes! 

Magazine 5 (2013) last accessed March 30, 2021, https://www.yesmagazine.org/social-justice/2013/03/06/dancing-

the-world-into-being-a-conversation-with-idle-no-more-leanne-simpson/. See also Ramón Grosfoguel, "Epistemic 

Extractivism : A Dialogue with Alberto Acosta, Leanne Betasamosake Simpson, and Silvia Rivera Cusicanqui," 

Knowledges Born in the Struggle (Routledge, 2019). https://doi.org/10.4324/9780429344596-12.  
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 Simpson here powerfully describes the radical transformations by which colonialism and 

capitalism, as they co-extensively act through extraction, render forms of life as mere resources 

or things. This sense of extraction in Simpson’s expansive formulation reaches well beyond what 

is conventionally understood as a natural resource. Simpson’s formulation of extraction, while 

concretely personal, also evokes the broader imbrication of assimilation, extraction and 

subjection that followed different forms of dispossession in the longue durée of settler-

colonialism.  

 What other formulations of extraction are relevant? The process of removal associated to 

extraction itself connotes a forcible, if not violent, process. What is extracted is not merely given, 

found, exchanged or rescued. Instead, extraction supposes the disruption of a pre-existing order 

of relations or, to reiterate Simpson’s formulation, extraction “removes all of the relationships 

that give whatever is being extracted meaning.” Extractivism severs vital relations. 

 Pierre Bélanger, urbanist and editor of the book Extraction Empire, has extensively 

detailed how the Canadian state has been extensively involved in promoting policies of 

extraction. Clarifying the political-economic dimensions of extraction as they extend from 

colonialism in Canada specifically, Bélanger writes:  

What is extraction? While extraction is often associated with mining, machines, and other 

mechanical means of resource exploitation, it is the state of Canada that is, a priori, the 

preeminent extractive technology. The Crown, its original source of power. Reserve 

territory is usually seen as a tool of the state, it is a state itself–primarily through the rural 

imagination of the monarchy and enforced management of lands under his jurisdiction—

that mobilizes territory as a bureaucratic system of political control, legal empowerment, 
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cultural domination, indigenous dispossession, settlement in position, resource acquisition, 

environmental engineering, and international disposition.9  

This definition foregrounds the role of the Canadian state specifically as a “technology” of 

extraction, and the role of legislation such as the Indian Act is clear when considering how the 

reserve system has continued to function as a mechanism to legally render Indigenous land as 

“Crown land” and thus ready it for market processes. Bélanger uses the term extraction with its 

connotation of forcible removal stemming from the violent dispossession of colonialism. Beyond 

specific historical and geographical context, however, extraction involves a particular type of 

relation. Imre Szeman, a researcher in energy humanities, details the character of this relation, 

notably by expanding on the significance of extraction for understanding the planetary scale: 

At the heart of practices of extraction is a relation to the environment – one in which the 

latter is transfigured into little more than a site and source of the natural resources required 

for the operations of modern societies. This connection between extraction and the 

environment is not new. What is new is our understanding of the significance of our 

extractive operations on the state of the planet. The Anthropocene is the name for a global 

society figured around extraction. When we consider extraction in relation to the 

environment, we recognize that extraction is, inevitably, a one-way process. What is 

extracted is used up, leaving behind only dangerous waste, environmental destruction, and 

substances that interfere with the climate. (It is telling that we do not describe solar or wind 

energy through the language of extraction, though these forms of energy also produce – i.e. 

extract – value.) Extraction is a process that reshapes and uses up the natural environment, 

with consequences for both those who live close to the sites of extraction and those far 

 
9 Pierre Bélanger, ed. Extraction Empire (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2015), 30. 
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from these sites, who have no option but to live in an atmosphere and on a planet 

transformed by extraction.10  

However, extraction and extractivism often also involve more abstract uses. Given the 

prominence of the latter term in recent humanities scholarship, it is worth acknowledging misuses 

and the potential flattening of meaning. Szeman and Jennifer Wenzel have sounded the alarm on 

the “synonymic restatement” whereby the adjective “extractive” comes to characterize all of 

capitalism. In seeking precise and necessary uses of “extractivism” in light of the term’s broad 

relevance, the authors write: 

In the proliferation of extractivism-talk, however, we notice another troubling aspect of 

conceptual creep. Enlisted to describe other kinds of exploitative relations – say, among 

humans, or between humans and other sorts of things, such as texts – ’extractivist’ expands 

into a synonym for ‘instrumentalist’, in which use implies abuse. This metaphorisation, we 

argue, involves a simultaneous dematerialisation, losing the very thing that gives 

extractivism its conceptual bite.11  

The following chapters will echo the authors’ cautions against misuses, and instead examine the 

cultural implications of extractivism through a materialist lens that centres how capitalism and 

settler-colonialism have shaped the extractivist outlook, notably through practices of industrial 

mining. However, given the role of resource extraction in the colonization of what is now Canada 

(and indeed across the Americas), I believe more metaphoric uses of “extractivism” can bring 

into sharp relief the epistemological differences between settler and Indigenous relations to 

mobility and land. Writers such as Dylan Robinson and Leanne Betasamosake Simpson have 

 
10 Imre Szeman, “On the politics of extraction,” Cultural Studies 31, no. 2–3 (2017): 444. 
11 Imre Szeman and Jennifer Wenzel, “What do we talk about when we talk  

about extractivism?,” Textual Practice (19 February 2021), 7. DOI: 10.1080/0950236X.2021.1889829  
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articulated how the term works to identify the relations between cultural processes of 

appropriation and settler-colonial ways of perceiving resources.12 Examining the roots of the term 

can also help to clarify the critical work the term can do. 

The concept of extractivism in Anglophone humanities scholarship draws notably from the 

concept of extractivismo, which itself originates in Latin American research and activism 

coinciding with local struggles against economic models based on resource extraction.13 

Extractivism, at least in its earliest formulations as extractivismo thus refers to an economic 

model, the logic that imagines planetary matter in terms of its potential circulation through 

supply chains and the processes by which natural resources can infinitely be removed from the 

land. Researcher Thea Riofrancos has traced the origins of this discourse to the work of 

Indigenous and environmentalist activists during the neoliberal period. According to Riofrancos, 

“[t]he historical narrative begins in the early 1990s but focuses on the proliferation of oil-related 

protest in 2005–2006.”14 The term extractivismo has been mobilized by different parts of the Left 

in Latin America, and Riofrancos has closely analyzed the context of Ecuador.15  

Alberto Acosta, an Ecuadorian economist and influential scholar on extractivism who 

formerly served as Ecuador’s Minister of Energy and Mining, has defined the concept in terms of 

industrial applications and processes: 

In an attempt to arrive at a comprehensible definition, we will use the term extractivism 

to refer to those activities which remove large quantities of natural resources that are not 

 
12 Recent critiques of Canadian extractivism in humanities scholarship include: Dylan Robinson, Hungry Listening: 

Resonant Theory for Indigenous Sound Studies (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2020); Leanne 

Betasamosake Simpson, As We Have Always Done: Indigenous Freedom through Radical Resistance, (Minneapolis: 

University of Minnesota Press, 2017). 
13 On both the Left and the Right. See Thea Riofrancos, “Extractivismo unearthed: a genealogy of a radical 

discourse,” Cultural Studies 31, Nos. 2–3 (2017), 277–306. 
14 Riofrancos, “Extractivismo," 277–306. 
15 Thea Riofrancos, Resource Radicals: From Petro-Nationalism to Post-Extractivism in Ecuador (Durham: Duke 

University Press, 2020). 
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processed (or processed only to a limited degree), especially for export. Extractivism is 

not limited to minerals or oil. Extractivism is also present in farming, forestry and even 

fishing.16  

The allusion to exports is important here for a few reasons. Objects extracted for export markets 

do not directly flow back into local economies, and the dispossession of land from mining 

operations also means a degree of alienation from the products of labour. Secondly, products of 

mining for the export market tend to integrate supply chains in order to reach markets. In 

extractivism, products of extraction thereby become imbricated in logistics. I will be following 

Acosta’s understanding of extractivism to include operations beyond mining and hydrocarbon 

extraction, noting the fundamental difference between hard-rock mining, in which the products of 

extraction (e.g. gold) have historically required ever more capital-intensive exploration (to greater 

and greater depths) since they cannot be fabricated or produced, and industries such as forestry in 

which reproduction takes place.17 Within a broader conception of extractivism, furthermore, the 

natural objects implied by the term “natural resources” can be expanded to encompass not only 

oil, gas, coal, salt but also water, the human body, more-than-human life and even data.18 

As an economic model, extractivism also crystallizes one of the central contradictions of 

capitalism: the pursuit of infinite growth based on finite planetary resources. Extractivism thereby 

offers a theoretical framework for thinking through urgent questions facing the planet. In the 

 
16 Alberto Acosta, “Extractivism and Neoextractivism: Two Sides of the Same Curse,” (2012), 20, last accessed 

March 30, 2021, https://www.tni.org/files/download/beyonddevelopment_extractivism.pdf. 
17 “extractive industry (mining the most important) is likewise an industry sui generis, because no reproduction 

process whatever takes place in it, at least not one under our control or known to us. (Fishery, hunting etc. can 

involve a reproduction process; likewise forestry; this is therefore not necessarily purely extractive industry.)” Karl 

Marx, Grundrisse: Foundations of the Critique of Political Economy (London: Penguin, 2005). 726. 
18 Sandro Mezzadra and Brett Neilson, “On the multiple frontiers of extraction: excavating contemporary 

capitalism,” Cultural Studies 31, Nos. 2–3 (2017), 185–204, http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09502386.2017.1303425; 

Nick Couldry and Ulises A. Mejias, The Costs of Connection: How Data Is Colonizing Human Life and 

Appropriating It for Capitalism (Stanford University Press, 2019); Shoshana Zuboff, The Age of Surveillance 

Capitalism: The Fight for a Human Future at the New Frontier of Power, 2019, (New York: Hachette Book Group, 

2019). 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09502386.2017.1303425
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following pages, I will argue that extractivism can also be defined as the negation of place-based 

relationality, and its replacement with the relationality of logistics and the world-system. 

Extractivism is also starkly opposed to practices of meaningful reciprocity. Simpson drives to the 

heart of the problem: the alternative to extractivism, she says, is “deep reciprocity.”19  

Extractivism, because of its broad way of seeing objects in nature as resources within a 

market logic, can be characterized as a “mindset,” as Klein and Simpson have claimed.20 The 

concept thereby lends itself to critically interpreting cultural objects. The way of seeing 

characteristic of extractivism, in which place-based relationality is negated industrial natural 

resource extraction, is what I will refer to as the “extractive outlook.” At the level of media, this 

is manifested by how media content serves to negatively produce space in a first instance, e.g. 

with an actor (mining company, surveyor, etc.) “pushing out” the relations it consciously or 

unconsciously deems to be worth severing—e.g. through choices of framing and reduction—and 

in the second instance, the form of media functions to circulate new meanings—notably as easily 

portable or easily shared representations. These are concrete means ensuring, at the level of 

representation, that meanings are imposed on land, so that extraction remains “inevitably, a one-

way process.”21  

 More practically, however, media that represent relations as things or objects to be 

extracted can play a role in shaping the desire for such perceived objects, and in reifying their 

separability from original contexts (soils, rivers, bodies, etc.). In this light, images and 

 
19 Leanne Betasamosake Simpson and Naomi Klein, “Dancing the World into Being: A Conversation with Idle No 

More’s Leanne Simpson,” Yes Magazine (5 March 2013), last accessed March 30, 2021, 

https://www.yesmagazine.org/social-justice/2013/03/06/dancing-the-world-into-being-a-conversation-with-idle-no-

more-leanne-simpson/ 
20 Naomi Klein, This Changes Everything: Capitalism vs. the Climate (Toronto: Simon and Schuster, 2015), 447. 
21 Imre Szeman, “On the politics of extraction,” Cultural Studies 31, no. 2–3 (2017): 445. 
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instruments such as maps and aerial photography can solidify, reflect or contest the cultural 

frameworks that allow for the destructive separations of extractivism to take hold. 

 Writer Macarena Gómez-Barris has extensively addressed the manifestations of 

extractivism in particular ways of seeing. Clarifying the power inherent in distant, overseeing 

gazes, she writes:  

During the last 40 years, neoliberalism has normalized what I call the ‘extractivist 

viewpoint’, which reduces the representation of living things and entities to commodities. 

Within extractivist logics, nature is marked for removal and commodity conversion, [...] 

The extractivist viewpoint, [...] legitimates the power of the state to oversee the 

management of nature from above. This aerial perspective on nature has been further 

exacerbated by surveillance and satellite digital technologies that use radar sensors to map 

territories as natural resources.22 

While Gómez-Barris articulates how the “extractivist viewpoint” particularly affects Latin 

America, the Canadian context offers substantial examples of how media, policies, and sites 

relating to aerial views and air travel have shaped distinct ways of seeing the world.  

The context of postwar air travel in Canada is especially relevant for critically evaluating 

visual representations that serve an extractivist role, largely because of the geographical and 

geopolitical position of Canada as a nation-state in the late 20th and early 21st  centuries, and the 

character of technological evolutions in air travel during the same period.  Extractivism in 

Canada is persuasively contested by Indigenous-led organisations and struggles. Canadian 

mining as an industry has intervened in explosive ways amongst Indigenous communities.23 The 

 
22 Macarena Gómez-Barris, “Inverted Visuality: Against the Flow of Extractivism,” journal of visual culture 15, no. 

1 (2015), 30. 
23 As recently exemplified in the Xinka Parliament’s opposition to Vancouver-based Pan American Silver’s plans for 

the Escobal silver mine in Guatemala. Breaking the Silence Maritimes-Guatemala, Earthworks and the Institute for 
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number of examples expand considerably if we consider oil and gas in an expanded conception of 

mining.24 In its recent Land Back report, the Yellowhead Institute writes that in Canada, 

 The vast majority of natural resource extraction is based on the leasing, permitting, and 

licensing of Crown Land… access to state corporations and private companies to build 

hydro and energy corridors, transportation infrastructure, and enable mining, forestry, and 

oil and gas development. They also alienate Indigenous peoples further from the land and 

water.25 

In Canada, the roots of this alienation from land and water can be found not solely in capitalism, 

but also in the dispossession accompanying historical and ongoing capital accumulation, and in 

the effects of colonialism as the country’s “inherited background field.” The convergence of state 

and private interests in the often expansive and resource-intensive operations of mining partly 

justifies the need to consider an analysis of both colonialism and capitalism in their shaping of 

extractivist representations. 

US artist and writer Allan Sekula has critiqued and theorized a genealogy of extractive 

ways of seeing, taking the photographic archive of a mining operation—the Shedden Studio, 

Cape Breton, in eastern Canada—as a starting point. In his article “Photography between Labour 

and Capital,” Sekula approaches mining as an archetypal form of labour that also marks a 

particular way of looking at the world. From his case study with the photographic archives of a 

 
Policy Studies – Global Economy Program, “Xinka Parliament Announces Breakthrough in Escobal Mine 

Consultation Process, Rejects Pan American Silver’s Bad Faith,” Mining Watch Canada (26 October 2020), last 

accessed March 30, 2021, https://miningwatch.ca/blog/2020/10/26/xinka-parliament-announces-breakthrough-

escobal-mine-consultation-process-rejects 
24 For example, the recent struggles of the Wet’suwet’en against the construction of the Vancouver-based Coastal 

GasLink’s pipeline against this jurisdiction’s express consent, inspiring blockades and actions on maritime and rail 

logistics infrastructure in early 2020. 
25 Yellowhead Institute, “Land Back: A Yellowhead Institute Red Paper,” (October 2019), last accessed March 30, 

2021, https://redpaper.yellowheadinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/red-paper-report-final.pdf 

page 25 
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mining community in Nova Scotia, Sekula greatly expands the scale of his focus to present a 

genealogy of extractivist ways of seeing, in which the mining industry, for Sekula, plays a 

privileged role: “[m]ore than any other practice, mining exemplifies the direct domination of 

nature, the extraction of value from nature by alien means. Mining is the symbolic antithesis of 

agriculture, the inorganic opposite of cultivation and husbandry.”26 In this view, he echoes US 

historian of technology Lewis Mumford, who in Technics and Civilization writes that “the mine 

is nothing less than the concrete model of the conceptual world which was built up by the 

physicists of the seventeenth century.”27 Attempts to trace the ways of seeing inherent to this 

“conceptual world” in the humanities and natural sciences lead to one figure more than any other: 

Francis Bacon, the English philosopher and statesman. “If the modern-day extractive economy 

has a patron saint” writes journalist Naomi Klein in 2014, “the honor should probably go to 

Francis Bacon.”28  

It is less well-known that Bacon had a direct influence in the early British colonization of 

the eastern seaboard of what is now Canada. In addition to the huge influence of his literary and 

scientific writings, Bacon had personal stakes in colonial enterprises, even owning stock in the 

colonial Newfoundland company, as historian Sarah Irving has extensively investigated.29 In 

1910, three centuries after the colonial expedition Bacon helped to organize to what is now the 

easternmost province in Canada, the government of Newfoundland issued a stamp celebrating 

Bacon as "the guiding spirit in colonization scheme." Bacon’s prose offers numerous examples 

 
26 Allan Sekula, “Photography between Labour and Capital,” in Mining Photographs and Other Pictures 1948-1968: 

A Selection from the Negative Archives of Shedden Studio, Glace Bay, Cape Breton, ed. Benjamin H.D. Buchloh and 

Robert Wilkie, (The Press of the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design and The University College of Cape Breton 

Press, 1997), 193-268.  
27 Lewis Mumford, Technics and Civilization, first edition 1934, (New York, 1963), 70, 

 quoted in Sekula, “Photography between Labour and Capital,” 205. 
28 Naomi Klein, This Changes Everything: Capitalism Vs. the Climate, (New York City: Vintage, 2014), 170. 
29 Sarah Irving, Natural Science and the Origins of the British Empire (Routledge, 2015). 
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promoting the domination of nature and anticipating extractivist ways of seeing. In his celebrated 

work Novum Organum, he writes:  

The present discoveries in science are such as lie immediately beneath the surface of 

common notions. It is necessary, however, to penetrate the more secret and remote parts 

of nature, in order to abstract both notions and axioms from things by a more certain and 

guarded method.30 

Such explorations, however, were deeply tied to the advancement of the interests of the state, 

notably through colonization. Klein and other critics such as Carolyn Merchant31 have noted 

Bacon’s inherently masculinist and patriarchal language and perspectives. Bacon’s instrumental 

and extractive view of nature is also co-extensive with the process of reifying nature and readying 

it for processes of capital accumulation. Historically, as capitalism began to take hold and change 

perceptions of nature, Marx wrote that 

For the first time, nature becomes purely an object for humankind, purely a matter of 

utility; ceases to be recognized as a power for itself; and the theoretical discovery of its 

autonomous laws appears merely as a ruse so as to subjugate it under human needs, 

whether as an object of consumption or as a means of production.32  

Marxist scholars Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer have addressed the deception by which 

state powers have instrumentalized science towards a rapacious conquering of nature. Their 

scathing critique of Bacon is highly relevant to formulating a philosophical examination of the 

 
30 Francis Bacon, “Aphorisms Book I: On the Intepretation of nature and the Empire of Man,”  

“The Premium Complete Collection of Francis Bacon,” (Qasim Idrees, 2017), 1283. 
31 Carolyn Merchant, The Death of Nature: Women, Ecology, and the Scientific Revolution, (New York City: Harper 

& Row, 1980). 
32 Karl Marx, Grundrisse, 407. 
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relations between extractivism, technology and political power. In a sweeping passage, Adorno 

and Horkheimer expose the role of technology in the long legacy of Bacon’s thought:  

Bacon well understood the scientific temperament which was to come after him. The 

"happy match" between human understanding and the nature of things that he envisaged is 

a patriarchal one: the mind, conquering superstition, is to rule over disenchanted nature. 

Knowledge, which is power, knows no limits, either in its enslavement of creation or in its 

deference to worldly masters […] Technology is the essence of this knowledge. It aims to 

produce neither concepts nor images, nor the joy of understanding, but method, 

exploitation of the labor of others, capital. The "many things" which, according to Bacon 

knowledge still held in store are themselves mere instruments: the radio as a sublimated 

printing press, the dive bomber as a more effective form of artillery, remote control as a 

more reliable compass. What human beings seek to learn from nature is how to use it to 

dominate wholly both it and human beings. Nothing else counts.33  

In this passage, the epistemological confrontations by which the Enlightenment and its Baconian 

views on the domination of nature hold sway are represented as historical, rather than  part of an 

ongoing dispossession, while the contemporary instruments derived from the technological 

inventions that Bacon prized as modern—such as the compass, gunpowder, and printing34—

continue to extend social inequalities in many parts of the world.  

 Furthermore, simple observation of processes of natural resource extraction today can 

provide evidence of the many practical and direct ways in which of technology facilitate 

 
33 Max Horkheimer and Theodor W. Adorno, Dialectic of Enlightenment (Stanford University Press, 2002), 2. 
34 “Again, we should notice the force, effect, and consequences of inventions, which are nowhere more conspicuous 

than in those three which were unknown to the ancients; namely, printing, gunpowder, and the compass. For these 

three have changed the appearance and state of the whole world: first in literature, then in warfare, and lastly in 

navigation” In Bacon, Francis. “Aphorisms Book I: On the Intepretation of nature and the Empire of Man,” The 

Premium Complete Collection of Francis Bacon (Qasim Idrees, 2017), 1392. 
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extractivism. Beyond practical applications, can there be said to be anything essential about 

characteristics of contemporary technology, in how they facilitate or support extractivism? If so, 

how can technology be liberated towards other uses? Finally, how are such concerns reflected in 

the archetype of contemporary transportation technology that forms the substance of this thesis—

the airplane? 

I now want to turn to a few reflections on technology from philosophers Yuk Hui and 

Martin Heidegger. In 1953, Heidegger announced with his lecture The Question Concerning 

Technology that the essence of modern technology is the process of enframing (Gestell). Hui 

clarifies that there is nothing technological to such an essence, which rather entails “a 

transformation of the relation between man and the world such that every being is reduced to the 

status of ‘standing-reserve’ […] something that can be measured, calculated, and exploited.”35 

This enframing, furthermore, has nothing to do with the production or conceptualization of 

“frameworks” but rather with a claim on things that challenges them through a process of 

assembling and ordering.36 In terms that echo our discussion of extractivism, Hui reflects on the 

breadth of Heidegger’s concept of the standing reserve and its pessimistic vision: “Technological 

development, accompanied by its rationality and driven by the desire for mastery, forms a 

gigantic force that is in the process of depriving the world of any other possibility and turning it 

into a giant standing reserve.”37 In his lecture, Heidegger alludes to an airliner as a generic 

example of modern technology to explain the concept of “standing-reserve.”38 He conceives of 

the airliner standing on a runway as a mere object, but one which is only characteristic of modern 

 
35 Yuk Hui, The Question Concerning Technology in China: An Essay in Cosmotechnics (MIT Press, 2019). 3. 
36 Martin Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology and Other Essays,” (New York: Garland Publishing, 

1977). 20n17. 
37 Hui, The Question. 239. 
38 Heidegger, “The Question.” 17. 
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technology when it is ready: when it is ordered, with all necessary parts, to ensure transportation. 

For Heidegger, its readiness as “standing-reserve” means it is revealed as modern technology. 

However, he does not go so far as to consider the differential implications of the standing reserve, 

and the differing conditions in which the standing-reserve is made to appear. The technology I 

am interested in addressing in this thesis, on the other hand, is framed through questions of 

epistemic confrontation, in which the enframing process of modern technology and its rendering 

of the world as a collection of standing reserves is problematized as ongoing sites of struggle.   

 

1.5 Methodologies 

 While many of the media in the following pages describe representations that may at first 

seem merely pragmatic instruments directed towards short-term goals, I will nonetheless engage 

in a reading of such media as cultural objects and media texts. Welsh cultural theorist Raymond 

Williams’ well-worn characterization of culture as a “whole way of life” provides a framework 

for limiting the objects under scrutiny to those that have held meaning or influence beyond 

specialist contexts.39 For instance, how can the biometric imaging produced through the 

movement of passengers past airport security gates be read as a cultural object? How can the 

photogrammetric representation of the terrain elevation on an uninhabited rocky outcrop be 

understood in terms of its cultural relevance? In each instance, one can infer the ways of life 

reflected through such images by considering the institutional discourses through which the 

images are produced, as well as the environmental, economic or social shifts they lead to. I will 

thus engage in a comparative media analysis of air survey photography by examining, for 

 
39 Raymond Williams, Keywords: a vocabulary of culture and society (Oxford University Press, 2015). 
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instance, how it produced ways for the Canadian government to control its population and 

resources on a scale that was unattainable with the limitations of ground survey photography.  

The conditions of technology I will focus on in this thesis, however, are the cultural forms 

and ways of seeing—in short, the outlook—that has been shaped by the pervasiveness of aerial 

travel in the postwar period. My analysis of how media influence a particular outlook, notably 

media transferred from military to civilian uses such as air surveys, is indebted to German media 

theorist Fredrich Kittler. In Kittler's formulation that “media determine our situation,” “situation” 

is derived from the German Lage, which carries particular militaristic connotations. In this thesis, 

I expand on the Kittler’s situation as an outlook, to expose how media determine the spatial 

contingency of our situation, and hence our outlook. I also opt for the term “outlook” because it 

connotes the temporal dimensions of a prospect, and carries the sense of prediction based on a 

personal interpretation of data (e.g. “economic outlook”).  

Williams has greatly contributed to debates around technological determinism. 

Emphasizing how technologies tend towards particular behaviours rather than wholly controlling 

them, Williams writes:  

Determination is a real social process, but never (as in some theological and some Marxist 

versions)... a wholly controlling, wholly predicting set of causes. On the contrary, the 

reality of determination is the setting of limits and the exertion of pressures, within which 

variable social practices are profoundly affected but never necessarily controlled.40 

Williams’ cautions will guide my analyses of the technology of air travel and its attendant media 

in relation to the determining influences of extractivism. A further caution against excessive zeal 

 
40 Raymond Williams, Television: Technology and Cultural Form (London: Routledge, 1974) 133. 
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in identifying determinations is more particular to Marxist discussions of technology. In a 

footnote to Capital, Vol. 1, Marx concisely articulates that   

Technology reveals the active relation of man to nature, the direct process of the 

production of his life, and thereby it also lays bare the process of the production of the 

social relations of his life, and of the mental conceptions that flow from those relations.41 

The passage has been expanded on notably by British geographer David Harvey, against the grain 

of misinterpretations claiming that technology “determines” a person’s active relation to nature. 

Instead, I will analyze this propensity of technology to reveal and disclose an “active relation to 

nature,” for instance, in terms of how the plane has revealed ways of conceiving, perceiving and 

imagining land.  

The study of media in air travel offers an index of how land has been perceived from the 

air in the past decades, but also, more categorically, how the technology of air travel has revealed 

particular ways of dominating nature. Through a materialist lens, it becomes clear that the 

widespread use of planes arise (both literally and figuratively) from economic relationships 

shaping land, through its transformation under capitalism. More broadly, in the chapters that 

follow I will examine how the economic model of extractivism flows into a corresponding 

extractivist outlook. I will also be examining cultural implications of the ongoing confrontation 

between extractivist ways of representing land and Indigenous ways of centering land in social 

and cosmological relationships.  

As Coulthard has articulated, the dispossession of land from Indigenous people has had 

the dual negative implication of eliminating a traditional source of livelihood, but also of 

eliminating epistemological systems for reciprocal relations: 

 
41 Karl Marx, Capital: A Critique of Political Economy, Vol. 1 (London: Penguin Classics, 1990), 493n4. 
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stated bluntly, the theory and practice of Indigenous anticolonialism, including Indigenous 

anticapitalism, is best understood as a struggle primarily inspired by and oriented around 

the question of land—a struggle not only for land in the material sense, but also deeply 

informed by what the land as system of reciprocal relations and obligations can teach us 

about living our lives in relation to one another and the natural world in nondomination 

and nonexploitative terms.42  

The ways that Indigenous people have written about, visually represented and critically addressed 

land are thereby vitally important to considering the ethical implications of dominating 

representations of land, and potential alternatives to the processes underlying them. 

My interest in the cultural outlook formed by air travel serves to underscore the links 

between historical intensifications of capitalist extraction and business logistics, to identify how 

such material changes have affected cultural outlooks in everyday life. As such, the thesis draws 

from a materialist methodology, and applies it to the analysis of aerial imagery and the logistical 

media of air travel. This methodology directly reflects the dialectical materialism by which 

consciousness is influenced by a society’s material realities and economic conditions. In A 

Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, Marx formulates the dialectical materialist 

relation in pithy terms: “The mode of production of material life conditions the general process of 

social, political and intellectual life. It is not the consciousness of men that determines their 

existence, but their social existence that determines their consciousness.”43 Marx’s dialectical 

materialism has been criticized by thinkers including Bruno Latour for failing to properly account 

for the determining role of other material conditions, such as those produced by media and 

 
42 Coulthard, Red Skin, White Masks. 13. 
43 Karl Marx, Early Writings (London: Penguin, 2005). 425. 
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communication technologies.44 Jane Bennett, in the preface to her 2010 book Vibrant Matter, 

addresses the current of new materialism, and offers a reminder of the differing materialisms 

beyond Marxism: 

How did Marx’s notion of materiality—as economic structures and exchanges that 

provoke many other events—come to stand for the materialist perspective per se? Why is 

there not a more robust debate between contending philosophies of materiality or between 

contending accounts of how materiality matters to politics? 45 

Taking a counterpoint to the lineage of materialism forged by Hegel and Marx, Bennett rather 

follows in the materialism of “Democritus-Epicurus-Spinoza-Diderot-Deleuze.”46 Latour has 

articulated to what extent Marxist materialism is not “materialist enough”47 in how it elides the 

precise material substance (“practice and craftmanship”) of technologies characterizing economic 

production. In a 1983 lecture, “Visualisation and Cognition: Drawing Things Together,” Latour 

considers the relevance of dialectical materialism for the study of maps and inscriptions: 

“Materialist” explanations often refer to deeply entrenched phenomena, of which science 

is a superstructure (Sohn-Rethel, 1978). The net result of this strategy is that nothing is 

empirically verifiable since there is a yawning gap between general economic trends and 

the fine details of cognitive innovations. Worst of all, in order to explain science we have 

to kneel before one specific science, that of economics. So, ironically, many “materialist” 

accounts of the emergence of science are in no way material since they ignore the precise 

 
44 Bruno Latour, "Visualisation and Cognition: Drawing Things Together," in Knowledge and Society Studies in the 

Sociology of Culture Past and Present, ed. H. Kuklick  (Jai Press, 1986). 
45 Jane Bennett, Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things (Durham: Duke University Press, 2010). Xvi. 
46 Bennett, Vibrant Matter. xiii 
47 Bruce Braun, “Producing Vertical Territory: Geology and Governmentality in Late Victorian Canada,” Ecumene 7, 

no. 1 (2000): 19; Latour, Visualisation and Cognition. 
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practice and craftmanship of knowing and hide from scrutiny the omniscient economic 

historian. 48 

Latour’s lecture is at once dismissive of the dialectical materialist method and highly relevant for 

addressing the influence of both colonialism and capitalism on maps in this thesis, and I will 

return to his concept of the “immutable mobile.” However, Latour’s materialism tends to isolate 

media from the influence of the state and the market. It is telling that in this text’s extensive 

discussion of maps as the strategic means to gain power, for instance, Latour makes no reference 

to colonialism.49 Furthermore, a dialectical materialist approach is significant to the extent that 

centering the materialism of economic processes under capitalism sheds light on the differential 

technological processes by which capital accumulation has and continues to transform land, with 

significant cultural, political and social effects. As geographer Neil Smith has put it: “capital 

stalks the earth in search of natural resources,” and “No part of the earth's surface, the 

atmosphere, the oceans, the geological substratum or the biological superstratum are immune 

from transformation by capital.”50 It is with these criticisms in mind that I wish to use a 

conception of materialism that accounts for the determining role of capital, which, co-extensively 

with settler-colonialism, influence the materiality of extractivist and logistical media. 

Furthermore, the dialectical materialist method provides the analytical means to make sense of 

the influence in the relation between economic processes of extractivism and the extractivist 

outlook, specifically how in how the latter affects cultural production and registers through 

precise language, inscriptions, and maps.  

 
48 Latour, Visualisation and Cognition. 3 
49 Métis anthropologist Zoe Todd has articulated manifestations of this blind spot in Latour’s work. Zoe Todd, “An 

Indigenous Feminist’s Take on the Ontological Turn: ‘Ontology’ Is Just Another Word for Colonialism,” Journal of 

Historical Sociology 29, no. 1 (2016): 4–22. 
50 Neil Smith, Uneven Development: Nature, Capital, and the Production of Space, (University of Georgia Press, 

2008), 49, 56. Quoted in Braun, “Producing Vertical Territory,” 38. 
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The thesis also examines the paradigms of logistics and extractivism through how media 

and visual representations have registered economic changes in the postwar period in Canada. In 

order to trace these connections—i.e., how the abstractions of economic models have been 

hypostasized into cultural practices—I specifically adopt Marxian analyses of abstraction, 

including the concept of “real abstraction.” 

From the Latin “abstrere” or “to draw away from,” in Marxist thought abstraction tends to 

take on a negative meaning in opposition to the concrete conditions of material life. In addition, 

this conceptual sense of abstraction is proximate to the sense of abstraction in art—both of which 

imply a “drawing away from.” If we consider the embodied character of “removal” from land 

through generic technologies of flight, different readings of removal in formal abstraction can 

emerge. The history of formal abstraction in painting can be analyzed through such technologies. 

A significant detail from the early history of abstraction in art allows us to chart the 

concurrent evolution of air travel and formal abstraction in painting. One of the first recognized 

abstract painters and a figurehead of the avant-garde Russian movement of Suprematism, Kasimir 

Malevich, illustrated his book The Non-Objective World (1927) with aerial reconnaissance 

images. His accompanying text stated that "the environment corresponding to this new culture [of 

non-objective Suprematism] has been produced by the latest achievements of technology, and 

especially of aviation, so that one could also refer to Suprematism as ‘aeronautical.’”51  

From this early historical correlation between formal abstraction and technological 

development, it is tempting to consider painterly abstraction as somehow influenced by the 

abstractions afforded by emerging technologies. However, as philosopher Peter Osborne has 

 
51 Kasimir Malevich, The Non-Objective World, trans. Howard Dearstyne (Chicago: Paul Theobald and Company, 

1959), 61. Quoted in Allan Sekula, “The Instrumental Image: Steichen at War,” in Photography against the Grain, 

(Halifax: The Press of the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design, 1984).  
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noted, in distinction to Marxist conceptualizations of abstraction, “things are complicated in 

matters of aesthetics,” and in painting, abstraction has emerged as a privileged “non-conceptual” 

term for “the object of the intuition of sensuously concrete form.”52 Despite Malevich’s claim, 

the extent of a systematic influence of technologies of flight can only be a matter of speculation. 

It is relevant, however, to read the trajectory of formal abstraction as part of the emerging 

technological realities of which air transportation played a role through a materialist lens as a 

corrective against the dominant Romantic and modernist readings of abstract art as it emerged in 

the twentieth century.  

However, the term “abstraction” still retains many divergent meanings, and its potential 

relevance for determining the paradigms revealed by air travel needs to be clarified through the 

use of modifiers. The concept of “real abstraction” offers ways of analyzing the concrete forms of 

media. Philosopher Alfred Sohn-Rethel, most prominently associated to the detailed 

systematization of the concept, uses the term to distinguish from purely conceptual abstractions. 

“Real abstraction” for him is an actually existing abstraction, acting “as a kind of social synthesis 

that constitutes commodity producing society as a social totality.”53 Money is a common example 

of such an actually existing abstraction that acts as “social synthesis,” but the abstractions of 

infrastructure that allow airlines to operate through border security and ticketing protocols 

(Chapter 4) offer another. 

In formulating accounts of individuals’ movements through technologies of air travel, I 

hope to evoke a sense of how the paradigms of logistics and extractivism are active at different 

scales of experience. In the following chapters, narratives detailing the movement of goods and 

 
52 Peter Osborne, “The Reproach of Abstraction,” Radical Philosophy 127, 22. 
53 Sean O’Brien, “Marx After Growth,” last accessed March 30, 2021, https://www.the87press.com/post/marx-after-

growth-2-the-esoteric-marx-sean-o-brien. See also Alberto Toscano, “The Culture of Abstraction” Theory, Culture & 

Society 25 (SAGE, 2008), no. 4: 69. 

https://www.the87press.com/post/marx-after-growth-2-the-esoteric-marx-sean-o-brien
https://www.the87press.com/post/marx-after-growth-2-the-esoteric-marx-sean-o-brien
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the movements of people across places thereby gesture towards the need to consider transnational 

and local scales in considering extractivism across its abstract and concrete manifestations. 

More specifically, the histories outlined in each of the following chapters follow a 

roughly chronological order. The first period covered in Chapter 2—roughly from 1946 to 

1968—examines the legacies of air surveys and attendant extractive views extending Canada’s 

alignment with British and American interests against the spread of communism in Asia, through 

the Colombo Plan, and the contracts of air survey companies across the global south. The second 

period covered in Chapter 3—roughly from 1969 to 1989—examines the onset of neoliberalism, 

the rise of passenger air travel within Canada, and specifically the growing flight connections 

between the country’s populated south and the northern area now known as Nunavut. The third 

period covered in Chapter 4, from 1990 to 2019, examines the changes to airports and the airline 

industry after 9/11, as reflected in the country’s three major airports. I focus on a more 

contemporary period in Chapter 5 (the 2010s), with the growing dominance of Canada’s gold 

mining industry, which I examine through the industry’s shaping of mineral displays at the Royal 

Ontario Museum, and the research-creation project included with this thesis. By outlining the 

impacts of air transportation technologies at different scales—i.e. between the geopolitical (e.g. 

the narratives of economic development during the Cold War) and the personal (e.g. the travels of 

artist Pudlo to exhibitions in Southern Canada)—I hope the share a sense of the cultural 

conditions and stakes of the questions raised. 

The portfolio thesis format allows for a formal variety of contributions,54 and I have 

found it to be the most suitable for combining my critical analysis, written stories and web-based 

research-creation project into a coherent final PhD project. It is worth clarifying that chapters 2, 

 
54 This format is distinct from research-creation or more traditional (monograph-format) thesis options.  
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3, 4 and 5 of the present document are standalone contributions, and they are framed by this 

introduction and a conclusion. Each chapter introduces a different case study and examines a 

different body of visual representations revealing the influence of extractivism and logistics in 

shaping relations to nature. Taken together, the different periods, places and actors outlined 

across chapters register shifts in consciousness produced by air travel in postwar Canada. 

The research-creation complement to this thesis is a web-based project accessible at 

www.miningmaps.net. I will outline this project’s distinct methods in Chapter 5 (section 5.3), 

which have likewise relied on distinct data and sources (outlined in section 5.6). 

 

1.6 Overview of the literature 

I this thesis, I largely draw from transdisciplinary scholarship in the humanities. Relevant 

books and articles roughly correspond to three categories: media studies, visual culture studies, 

and critical settler studies. However, the concerns of this thesis also echo emerging 

interdisciplinary fields including mobility studies, geohumanities and experimental geography.  

Instead of proposing a critical analysis of the media of air travel as discrete aesthetic 

objects, in this portfolio thesis I choose to examine such media alongside competing and 

contrasting uses of air travel technology. In this respect, the project extends writing and research 

aims of Sekula, who in his article “The Instrumental Image,” critiqued the aesthetization of war 

photographs taken by the celebrated US photographer Edward Steichen while organizing aerial 

reconnaissance missions during the First World War, arguing that the instrumental role of aerial 

images was being mystified through the market valuing of the works, and that Steichen’s use of 

aerial capture technologies needed to be considered in light of the material relations imposed by 

http://www.miningmaps.net/
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the war.55 Working through cultural criticism and a lens-based artistic practice, Sekula 

extensively wrote about the logistics of maritime traffic, but also in a few short texts addressed 

the visual cultural implications of mining in Canada.  

 Several thinkers have theorized the influence of transportation technologies on sense 

perception. For instance, cultural studies scholar Wolfgang Schivelbusch has examined how 

railroads in the 19th century affected the consciousness of travellers in his influential book The 

Railway Journey: The Industrialization of Time and Space in the Nineteenth Century.  

Schivelbusch’s conclusions parallel those drawn by communications scholar James C. Carey in 

his analysis of telegraph lines as they followed railway lines in the 19th United States.56 

Philosopher Marshall McLuhan has provocatively suggested a close relation between air 

transportation and ways of seeing: “with air transportation comes a further disruption of the old 

town-country complex that had occurred with the wheel and road. With the plane, the cities 

began to have the same slender relation to human needs that museums do.”57 However, it is 

McLuhan’s peer, Harold Innis, who is more influential for this thesis, particularly through his 

histories of technology and colonial exploration in the conclusion of The Fur Trade in Canada.58  

  Scholars in Geography, Geohumanites and the geography of media, such as Derek 

Gregory, Trevor Paglen, Laura Kurgan have greatly contributed to the analysis of media 

representing land from the skies. Much of this research has dealt specifically with satellite 

imagery, such as Denis Cosgrove’s influential book Apollo’s Eye.59 Derek Gregory has written 

 
55 Allan Sekula, “The Instrumental Image: Steichen at War,” Photography against the Grain: Essays and Photo 

Works 1973 -1983, (Halifax: The Press of the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design, 1984).  
56 James W. Carey,  "Technology and Ideology: The Case of the Telegraph," in Communication as Culture, (London: 

Routledge, 2009). 
57 Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media: The Extension of Man (London: Routledge, 2005), 94. 
58 Harold Adams Innis, The Fur Trade in Canada: An Introduction to Canadian Economic History (University of 

Toronto Press, 1956). 
59 Denis Cosgrove, Apollo's Eye: A Cartographic Genealogy of the Earth in the Western Imagination (Baltimore, 

Johns Hopkins University Press, 2003). 
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extensively on the drone views of the US military after 9/11, and artist and writer Trevor Paglen 

has extensively analyzed the movements of airplanes to and from “black sites” in the US, both 

through art and critical writing. I have considered such work in tandem with scholarship in 

critical cartography studies, largely through scholars Claire Reddleman and Denis Wood. 

Canadian geographer Deborah Cowen has written about the militaristic origins of 

logistics, specifically in relation to the violence of settler-colonialism60 and the roots of ongoing 

conflicts pitting state-sanctioned infrastructure projects against the ways of life of Indigenous 

nations.61 Scholars Brett Neilson and Sandro Mezzadra have analyzed capitalism with important 

insights into the cultural implications of contemporary borders and the operations of capital as 

they affect geographical dimensions of place, space and scale. More specifically, Mezzadra and 

Neilson have discussed the potentials and limits of extractivism as a concept for the humanities, 

arguing notably that it does not constitute a dominant paradigm of the current moment, unlike 

logistics and finance.62 Finally, on the subject of logistics I have been greatly influenced by the 

theorizations and methods of anthropologist Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing. What I have found 

especially influential in Tsing’s work is how she has traced the movement of commodities across 

places, examining the transnational processes of logistics through human and more minute scales 

using narratives and “logistical stories.” Tsing’s article on the speculations of Canadian frontier 

mythology as it shaped the Bre-X scandal is especially relevant for considering the cultural 

 
60 Settler-colonialism is a form of colonization based on the replacement of a pre-existing population with a new 

population of settlers. According to scholar Patrick Wolfe, it is a structure rather than an event. Patrick Wolfe, 

“Settler colonialism and the elimination of the native,” Journal of Genocide Research 8 (December 2006), no. 4, 

388. 
61 Deborah Cowen, The Deadly Life of Logistics: Mapping Violence in Global Trade (Minneapolis: University of 

Minnesota Press, 2014). 
62 Sandro Mezzadra and Brett Neilson, “On the multiple frontiers of extraction: excavating contemporary 

capitalism,” Cultural Studies 31 (2017), Nos. 2–3, 175–184. http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09502386.2017.1303397 
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dimensions of mining in Canada.63 However, her book The Mushroom at the End of the World, is 

especially relevant for considering possibilities for stylistic and methodological experimentation 

for writing about logistics more generally.64  

 In terms of contemporary analyses of air travel, the relatively recent field of mobility 

studies has examined how airplanes and aeromobilities differ from contemporary and historical 

modes of transportation, while drawing from methods in sociology, geography and other fields. 

Peter Adey’s Aerial Life remains a central reference, but one can also name in this vein the work 

of Doreen Massey, John Urry and Mimi Sheller. 

 Media theorist John Durham Peters popularized the term “logistical media,” in reference 

to those media whose “job is to orient and organize” such as calendars, clocks, maps and 

censuses. As a dominant paradigm of capitalism today, logistics play an important role in 

inflecting such media with the calculative logic that characterizes the paradigm, using 

cartographic instruments, for instance, to ensure the security of supply chains.  

Analyzing visuality in relation to air travel requires a degree of transdisciplinarity, i.e. 

working between particular fields or disciplines, a strategy with the distinct advantage of bridging 

discussions on the visual media of air travel across the fields where it is most addressed: 

surveillance studies; cultural geography; media studies and visual culture studies. In terms of the 

analysis of media for surveillance, scholars working across surveillance studies, sociology and 

media studies have paid close attention to the context of airports in the US and Canada. David 

Lyon and Mark B. Salter have both produced invaluable analyses of the particular steps involved 

in airport security clearances, combining these with an analysis of Canadian policy. Simone 

 
63 Anna Tsing, “Inside the Economy of Appearances,” in The Blackwell Cultural Economy Reader, eds. Ash Amin 

and Nigel Thrift (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2004): 83–100. 
64 Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing, The Mushroom at the End of the World: On the Possibility of Life in Capitalist Ruins, 

(Durham: Duke University Press, 2015). 
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Browne’s book Dark Matters has been the most influential publication on surveillance for this 

thesis because of its broad cultural purview, through which Browne analyzes airports as settings 

in which art, popular culture and racial discrimination reflect cultural dimensions of surveillance.  

 In terms of the cultural dimensions of airports in Canada, there is a limited body of 

writing that addresses art at Canadian airports specifically. Bernard Flaman’s chapter “Public Art 

and Canadian Cultural Policy: The Airports” examines the extensive influence of the Massey 

Report on cultural policy at airports, but the historical influence of this analysis remains limited 

to the mid-twentieth century, and the processes of nation-building by which Canadian airports 

sought to affirm a national rather than regional or local cultural identity. The latter emerged over 

the following decades and is evidenced by the place branding at airports that I detail in Chapter 4. 

Menno Hubregtse’s writings on the design and architecture of Canadian airports, notably his 

book Wayfinding, Consumption and Air Terminal Design, extensively analysed the commercial 

implications of airport architecture and design, in which travellers are seduced towards particular 

commodities. The art of the Vancouver International Airport has been more widely written about 

than that of many other airports. Art critic Robin Laurence provides an overview in A Sense of 

Place and Hubretse details the public art of Bill Reid in Wayfinding, Consumption and Air 

Terminal Design. Additionally, informal conversations with people who have lived in the region 

have also helped me understand the epistemologies surrounding individual works. Taking courses 

with Stó:lō writer Dylan Robinson, a Canada Research Chair in Indigenous Art at Queen’s in 

2017, and discussing public art in and around Vancouver with him has notably solidified my 

understanding of Indigenous public art beyond multicultural policies of inclusion.  

 I am also especially influenced by recent research in and around the lands on which I have 

written this thesis: specifically, the lands of the xwməθkwəy̓əm (Musqueam), Skwxwú7mesh 

(Squamish) and Səl̓ílwətaʔ (Tsleil-Waututh) First Nations in Vancouver and the lands of the 
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Anishnaabe and Haudenosaunee in Kingston/Katarokwi. I’m here thinking specifically of writing 

by two leading thinkers, Glen Coulthard and Leanne Betasamosake Simpson, whose recent 

scholarship have provided vital insights into ways of contesting the ongoing effects of capital and 

colonialism through the support of Indigenous, place-based epistemologies.  

Finally, in my work as an artist and writer, I have been indebted to the emerging practices 

of many artists who have critically investigated the roles of emerging technologies for digitally 

and photographically capturing movement. The transdisciplinary character of this portfolio thesis 

is thereby deeply informed by the photo essays, films and exhibitions of Allan Sekula on the 

subject of logistics; German-Egyptian artist Harun Farocki’s videos and installations on 

“operative images;” US artist Trevor Paglen’s photographic work on state surveillance and 

networks of rendition; and the investigative work of Forensic Architecture, an agency based at 

Goldsmiths University led by artists including Susan Schuppli. 

 The research of this thesis has been conducted across sites including Canada’s busiest 

airports—Toronto-Pearson International Airport, Vancouver International Airport and Montréal-

Trudeau International Airport. I have also extensively drawn from archives, such as Library and 

Archives Canada in Ottawa, City of Vancouver and City of Richmond Archives, and in Montréal, 

the Bibliothèque et archives nationales du Québec in Montréal and the Visual Collections 

Repository at Concordia University. These chapters extend into, and are informed by, a research-

creation project taking the form of a website with illustrations, maps and data visualizations. 

Using flight tracking data, the website maps networks of air travel used by Canada’s gold mining 

industry. The research-creation project allows for a more in-depth analysis of the relations 

between extractivism and air travel, and allows for a more experimental investigation into the 

flight networks of a particular company –Barrick Gold. In the project, I also experiment with 
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processes of abstraction, destabilizing and questioning rather than extending conventional 

readings of media.  
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Chapter 2 

Airborne Media 

 

Long cast in the shadow of European empires, Canada has a significant and problematic 

history of mapmaking in support of imperialist interests. In this chapter, I explore how the 

Canadian state has contributed to developments in mapmaking practices—especially after WWII 

and through the media of air surveys, and the Geographical Information System (GIS)— in ways 

that have contributed to perceiving space in extractivist terms. In the two decades following the 

war, the Canadian government provided generous assistance for Canadian air surveys of its own 

territory and across the Americas, but also in British Commonwealth nations across South Asia 

and Africa. The Canadian air survey industry promoted significant innovations in cartographic 

technologies, aggressively marketing its services to parts of the global south. It was also said to 

be performing most of the new mapping in the world in the mid-twentieth century.65 

What has been the role of Canadian aerial photography in encouraging the model of 

extractivism at home and abroad? This chapter will explore to what extent the destructive 

outcomes of resource extraction today are facilitated by representations of space. Through this 

analysis I remedy a lack of critical writing on the important role of Canadian air surveys in the 

mid-twentieth century, and the lack of visual culture or humanities scholarship on the imposing 

archive constituted by air survey photography and image maps.  

In this chapter, I extend historian of technology Marionne Cronin’s work on the role of 

the bush plane in Canada’s north in the early twentieth century. Cronin’s work is invaluable for 

understanding the early uses of the airplane for resource extraction in Canada. I also extend 

 
65 Donald W. McLarty, “Canada’s Private Sector Air Survey Industry,” in Mapping a Northern Land: Survey of 

Canada, 1947-94, Gerald McGrath and Louis Sebert, eds. (McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1999), 163. 
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sociologist Peter Adey’s wide-ranging research into the role of air surveys and attendant “aerial” 

ways of seeing. Adey’s book Aerial Life makes only a passing mention of the uses of surveys for 

forestry in Canada. As with his material example of surveying, Adey’s project to examine “aerial 

life” sought to “see the forest for the trees.” This historical reference led me to seek survey media 

in Canadian archives. Many air survey photos are stored at the National Air Photo Library in 

Ottawa. Through personal travels and research, however, I found that the national archives 

(Library and Archives Canada in Ottawa) included more substantial information to support 

historical and cultural analyses, specifically in folders that supplemented printed maps with the 

historically relevant elucidations of such material by government officials and air survey 

companies. 

As geographer Denis Cosgrove and photographer William L. Fox have noted in their co-

authored book Photography and Flight: “The co-evolution of photography and flight would 

produce a dominant way of seeing and picturing the modern world of the twentieth and twenty-

first centuries. The two histories are thus inextricable.”66 More deterministically, French architect 

Le Corbusier has outlined the desire for personal acuity that underpins this convergence: “the 

airplane has given us the bird’s eye view. When the eye sees clearly, the mind makes a clear 

decision.”67 

 In the following pages I will address this interrelation of photography and flight through 

a periodization of survey cartography, examining practices in which aerial photography, 

surveying and cartography converge as applied photography. My purpose here is to analyze how 

aerial surveying was systematized for the purposes of representing land as resource in the two 

decades following WWII. Instead of privileging readings of such aerial photography in aesthetic 

 
66 Denis Cosgrove and Wiliam L. Fox, Photography and Flight, (London: Reaktion Books, 2010), 9. 
67 Le Corbusier, Aircraft: The New Vision, (London: The Studio, 1935). 
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terms, I will adopt a materialist analysis that considers the abstraction of extractivist imperatives 

during the Cold War, and how these have manifested through rapidly developing and circulating 

cartographic instruments.  

 

2.1 Airports and Empire 

Since their opening in the first half of the twentieth century, Canada’s three busiest 

airports—Toronto-Pearson International Airport; Vancouver International Airport; and Montréal-

Pierre-Elliott-Trudeau International Airport—have introduced increasingly sophisticated ways of 

facilitating international travel. Canada’s role in the British Commonwealth, and the influence of 

British Air Force training programmes greatly contributed to shaping each of these airports, 

leading to the first trans-Atlantic flights from Canada during WWII. Canada’s airport 

infrastructure has extended and complemented existing imperial infrastructure from the 

beginning. The country’s first purpose-built and publicly-funded airports served military 

purposes for the British government, and in 1917 Britain’s Royal Flying Corps established five 

military training airports to recruit military personnel in the country for the war effort in 

Europe.68   

 Canada’s three major airports were all first planned in the interwar period, and built 

within a 15-year period of each other. In 1928, the Municipality of Vancouver leased land on 

Lulu Island, where the city meets the Fraser River and the Salish Sea, to develop an airstrip that 

had previously been used by the Aero Club of British Columbia for a number of private flights. 

In 1931, the province’s Premier, Simon Fraser Tolmie, opened the City of Vancouver Airport and 

Seaplane Harbour.69 During the Second World War, the airport was temporarily controlled by the 

 
68 Norman Ball, Building Canada: A History of Public Works (University of Toronto Press, 1991), 288. 
69 Rosalind Alix Rorke, “Constructed Destinations: Art and Representations of History at the Vancouver 
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Department of Defence, and the site saw a large military-fuelled expansion, as it served as a 

centre for munitions manufacturing and a base for the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan. 

In 1938, Toronto-Pearson Airport started construction and saw its first flight landing a 

year later with an American Airlines aircraft. Then known as Malton Airport, the airport was 

built from a converted farmhouse.70 It underwent massive expansions during WWII and for the 

British Commonwealth Air Training Plan, for instance building six hangars and several 

administrative buildings to support the programme.  

 By virtue of its greater proximity to Europe, the origins of Montreal’s International 

Airport are more directly tied to Allied logistics deployed during the war. After German forces 

shot down hundreds of Royal Air Force planes over Europe, Britain attempted to supplement its 

air force by shipping new planes from the United States over the Atlantic Ocean. German U-

boats intercepted these shipments, however, and British forces took chances with yet another 

alternative: directly flying the planes over the Atlantic. The Royal Air Force Ferry Command was 

tasked with assuring this hazardous delivery, and its main base of operations was a former 

racetrack on the outskirts of Montreal. Officially inaugurated in 1941, Montreal’s airport would 

thus provide the infrastructure to ferry thousands of aircraft to Britain during the war.71  

 

 
International Airport,” (MA Thesis, University of British Columbia, 2001), 22. 
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Figure 1. A Consolidated Liberator, AL627 of the Ferry Command Unit of RAF 

Transport Command flying over Montreal, nearing the end of a flight from Prestwick 

[Scotland], Royal Air Force transport command aircraft over Montreal, May 1944, 

Imperial War Museum Collection, © IWM TR 2493, 

https://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/205189081 

 

 

2.2 Air Surveys and Cold War Geographies 

 Douglas Kendall, an employee of the Royal Air Force, scrutinized military planes in 

detail. Spending hours peering over aerial photographs produced by British aerial surveyors 

depicting military operations in Germany, Kendall was able to interpret the tiniest specks in 

photos as potential sites of weapons manufacture. Later decorated by the British and US 
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governments for his services, Kendall originally worked for an air survey company in South 

Africa before running the photo interpretation unit of the Royal Air Force during the war.72  

 Once the war was over, Kendall travelled to Canada to bid on a large survey project in the 

province of Ontario. This task came to him as an assignment from Percy Hunting, head of the 

Hunting Group, a large and diversified UK-based company heavily involved in the oil industry.73 

In 1946, following the successful bid to survey forested areas of Ontario, Kendall founded the 

Photographic Survey Corporation (PSC), an air survey company headquartered in Toronto, which 

came to have a decisive influence on the mapping of Canada and parts of the global south in the 

following decades. 

 The period immediately following the war saw an intense activity among Canadian air 

surveyors to realise the potential of war-time technology for civilian and business applications. 

Between 1945 and 1950, at least five private air survey companies were founded in Canada: the 

PSC, based out of Toronto; Aero Surveys Limited, in Vancouver; Spartan Air Services, in 

Ottawa; and in Québec, La Compagnie Photo Air Laurentides and Aéro Photo Inc.74  

Such companies were prized particularly in regard to mapping Canada’s northern lands, 

perceived as being widely unmapped and resource-rich. Former pilot Donald W. McLarty details 

the wide range of applications for private air surveys in regard to their potential to evaluate 

vertical geographies: “Water resources, soil types, crops, and land use could all be identified by 

studying aerial photographs. The potential for mineral deposits and oil-bearing strata were first 

established by a geological study of aerial photographs, often supplemented by airborne 

 
72 Donald W. McLarty, “Canada’s Private Sector Air Survey Industry,” in Mapping a Northern Land: Survey of 
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geophysical surveys. Basic mapping was a prerequisite for the delineating of resources.”75 Survey 

work in this context was intended as the starting point for development, a guide to order 

territories by their potential for resource extraction.  

The maps produced through such survey work were also plans: they ascribed knowledge 

of resources and locations to specific locations, inciting future readers of the map to direct 

operations in ways that followed the map’s information, maps that would continuously need to be 

updated. The production of aerial surveys thus lent itself well to techniques of accumulation. As 

Kendall noted: “the more survey you do, the more survey you generate. In the Arctic, for 

instance, you do a reconnaissance survey and find things that require a detailed survey.”76 Survey 

maps also played a more ideological and cultural role on a geopolitical scale. 

 From the Canadian government’s perspective, air surveys had long been a tool to disavow 

the heterogeneous ways of knowing land from the ground, and to circumvent the lengthier 

process of ground surveys. With air surveys, in the early decades of the 20th century the relatively 

new apparatuses of airplane and photography could be coupled to avoid the close relations that 

early settlers, notably fur traders, shared with Indigenous people and their respective modes of 

transportation.77 In 1925, the Government of Canada, through its Department of National 

Defence, issued its Report of Civil Aviation. Commenting on the photographs produced through 

aerial surveys, the Report summarily claims that 
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the photographs are readily interpreted; and, illustrating as they do everything in nature that 

is visible from the airplane, a much greater amount of detail can be shown on a small-scale 

map. They also serve to fix one’s position along a route much better than a small-scale 

map. The surveyor is no longer travelling blindly, exploring as he goes, nor is he dependent 

on Indian [sic] guides to lead him on his route, but he can easily plan in camp his course of 

travel, select his camping places and mark them on the photographs for the guidance of his 

men.78  

The statement exemplifies the disavowal of representations of land from the ground, and 

articulates their replacement with the technologically-enhanced gaze of the male settler-colonizer.  

Canadian historian Marionne Cronin has extensively examined the use of airplanes in the 

Canadian North and articulated how in such contexts air surveys refer to “not to a single 

instrument or technique, but to a constellation of techniques clustered around the use of aircraft to 

acquire information about the country’s geography and geology.”79 This definition expands on 

the allusion to aerial surveys as “image maps,”80 highlighting the importance of networks and 

logistics in their production. Furthermore, Cronin writes that as early as 1933, such instruments 

were expressly used for the identification of natural resources. The Chief Aerial Surveys 

Engineer for the Department of the Interior thereby defined aerial surveying as “the application 

 
78 Department of National Defence, “Report of Civil Aviation” (1925), quoted in Clarence Winchester and F.L. 

Wills, Aerial Photography: A Comprehensive Survey of its Practice and Development, (London: Chapman and Hall, 

1928), 208. 
79 Marionne Cronin, “Northern Visions: Aerial Surveying and the Canadian Mining Industry, 1919-1928,” 

Technology and Culture 48, no. 2 (2007): 303–30. 
80 “Image maps are pictures, much like digital photos. They originated with airborne photography, whereby a camera 

carried aloft captured an image of the landscape on a light-sensitive sheet of glass or film. The addition of lines or 

labels makes an air photo a full-fledged map, and electronic computing adds further refinement once a scanner 

converts the image to a grid of pixels, or picture elements, each with a numerical code describing a small area on the 

ground. Digital image maps can be displayed on a computer monitor or other electronic device, projected onto a 

screen, printed on paper, enhanced electronically to heighten contrast or highlight selected features, and transformed 

geometrically to remove relief displacement.” Mark Monmonier, How to Lie with Maps (University of Chicago 

Press, 1996), 395. 
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of the aeroplane and of aerial photography to the investigation and development of the natural 

resources of Canada.”
81

 

Although land surveyors in Canada had used photography to record geological features as 

early as the 1860s82 the impetus for extending aerial photography into Canada’s North came from 

mining. Cronin notes how the expansion of these technologies to map the North, through the 

economic incentives of mining also coincided with a heightened cultural interest in the North, as 

expressed by a handful of influential artists and writers, who nevertheless worked in and around 

Toronto: 

The impetus for adopting aerial surveying in the Canadian mining industry came from 

one central condition: mining’s expansion into the Canadian Shield. This geological 

formation is a vast swath of exposed bedrock that has been scraped bare by glaciers and is 

spotted with thousands of lakes and muskeg bogs. Stretching southeast from the Beaufort 

Sea, the band of rock swings under Hudson Bay and reaches back up into the Ungava 

Peninsula. […] Interestingly, this period of economic expansion paralleled a period of 

increasing cultural interest in the North, including the  work of artists such as the Group 

of Seven and historians such as Harold Innis and Donald Creighton.83 

The Group of Seven—largely white, settler artists based in Toronto—were instrumental in 

shaping perceptions of wilderness and national identity in Canada before WWII. However, many 

critics and artists have noted the troubling legacy of the Group of Seven in their Romanticization 

 
81 Marionne Cronin, “Northern Visions,” 306. 
82 “In phototopography, surveyors would use photographs taken from mountains or large hills to help establish the 

lay of the surrounding land. These photographs partially reproduced a cartographic, bird’s-eye perspective, 

facilitating map creation. A key breakthrough in the use of photographs came with Laussedat’s development of 

mathematical techniques for converting perspective views into orthographic projections, the results of which he 

published between 1898 and 1903. In fact, the first serious use of photogrammetry—the use of photographs to 

develop maps—involved terrestrial photography, including the work of Eduard Deville, who would be a significant 

figure in the development of Canadian aerial-surveying techniques.” Marionne Cronin, “Northern Visions,” 307. 
83 Marionne Cronin, “Northern Visions,” 308. 
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of Indigenous lands devoid of Indigenous people, and their subsequent celebration as canonical 

figures in Canadian art.84 In light of Cronin’s research, it is not surprising to find direct relations 

between the economic imperatives of the Canadian mining industry and Group of Seven 

paintings. In 1938, for instance, Group of Seven painter A.Y. Jackson was invited by mining 

prospector Gilbert La Bine to fly on his company’s plane in order to visit his company’s 

Eldorado gold mine and a uranium mine in Great Bear Lake, in the Northwest Territories. 

Jackson’s painting at the latter site characteristically skirts the social and economic foundations 

of the artist’s presence in this northern location, which remain hidden in plain sight for him to 

focus instead on formal plays of colour and light.85     

  

2.3 Survey Techniques 

 In the mid-twentieth century, surveys conducted by plane usually required a crew of at 

minimum: one pilot, one navigator and one photographer. In a promotional pamphlet from the 

1950s, the PSC outlines the steps involved in preparing a resources survey for forested areas. At 

least three flights over the same area were required to produce necessary documentation. The 

survey team must first prepare a base map, which involved remote sensing, and recording ground 

data from the air, for instance through the radar signals of an Airborne Profile Recorder. After 

preparing a base map, the pamphlet suggests, the survey team must photograph the chosen 

 
84 Deanna Bowen and Maya Wilson-Sanchez, “A Centenary of Influence,” Canadian Art, last accessed January 10, 

2021, https://canadianart.ca/features/a-centenary-of-influence-deanna-bowen/. 
85 “In 1938 [La Bine] asked me if I would like to visit his Eldorado Mine. Ten years earlier I had been as far as 

Yellowknife and I always had a yearning to see what kind of country lay beyond. I accepted his invitation to travel 

on the Company’s plane from Edmonton to the mine. [...] We arrived at the radium mine, a little centre of industry in 

a great empty wilderness. I spent six weeks at Eldorado, from August into October. The weather was lovely. I 

wandered over the rocky hills, which were easy to traverse. There were patches of spruce and small birch, and 

muskeg lakes, but mostly open rock.” A.Y. Jackson, A Painter’s Country: The Autobiography of A.Y. Jackson, 

(Toronto: Clarke, Irwin & Company Limited, 1958), quoted in “Sun and Fog, Great Bear Lake by Alexander Young 

Jackson,” last accessed March 30, 2021, https://cowleyabbott.ca/artwork/AW33041 
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location, before rephotographing forested areas at a smaller scale. The images produced by plane 

were then collated into photo mosaics by hand in order to determine how landscape features 

corresponded to pre-established coordinates.86  

  

 
86 Photographic Survey Corporation Limited. "Air Survey News." Library and Archives Canada, 

File: RG85-D-1-A; volume number: 649; file number: 1004-83. 
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Figure 2. “The Use of Aerial Photographs for Mapping,” Topographical Survey Bulletin, 

No. 62, (Ottawa: Department of the Interior, 1932), Source: Library and Archives 

Canada/OCLC 12883285.  

 

The information thus gleaned is inscribed on the base map with consideration of four 

categories: species, height, composition, density and site. This information is then verified 
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through a ground observation before being calculated as tables and prepared as a printed map. 

Other uses for aerial photography and preparation of the base map include: the compilation of a 

geological inventory (e.g. for subsurface or mining-related information), the study of water 

resources, and the study of agricultural potential. These processes are significant to broader 

cultural approaches because of their fragmentation and reconstruction of images of land—

effectively collaging an aerial landscape together—and at a later stage, superimposing layers onto 

a “base map.” Such a process layers on new meanings based on identified resources (timber 

types, height, etc.) so that the maps gain new uses while obscuring the photographic image below 

and schematizing representations of the space depicted. 

 In the late 1950s, Canadian government agencies largely used a combination of manual 

techniques in order to print maps from airborne photographic images. For instance, surveys 

typically used print overlays and transparencies to hand draw particular areas of interest or 

manual overlays of prints from aerial surveys slotted together like a mosaic.87 Such techniques 

were often short-lived in the second half to the twentieth century, however, as new technologies 

developed and often replaced the last at phenomenal rates. This process notably accelerated 

opportunities for the superimposition of meaning on “base maps” or unedited photographs of 

land, leading to the digital processes of GIS, in which such layers can be added and removed 

based on extensive records of geospatial data, thereby greatly easing the transportation of 

relevant data.  

 
87 “the production of a topographic map includes four phases. Phase 1 is the acquisition of the air photography or the 

satellite imagery of the area to be mapped. Phase 2 is the surveying of field control. This consists of finding the 

latitude, longitude, and elevation of a number of points on the ground that can be identified on air photographs. 

These act as “peg points” to ensure that the maps to be plotted will be correct in position, orientation and scale. Phase 

3 is the plotting of the map from the air photographs. Finally phase 4 is the reproduction of the map by lithographic 

printing, electrostatic printing, or any other means... In all phases of mapping the advancement in equipment and 

techniques since the Second World War has been phenomenal. Indeed it is not an exaggeration to say that none of 

the mapping methods in use in 1933 was even thought of in 1945. It is against this background of rapid and continual 

change that the rest of this chapter must be read.” In Mapping a Northern Land, 142. 
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The evolution of survey techniques in the decades following the war also entailed the 

increasing abstraction of land towards ever more precise information about resources and ever 

more choice as to what to include or exclude. This process of abstraction formally schematized 

and simplified fragments of land, while reducing representations to graphic signs deemed most 

essential, as I will outline below. 

 

2.4 Aerial Surveys in the Americas 

 The domestic assignments of air survey companies largely catered to work in forestry, 

however, and much of the space to be surveyed would only be in their preferred “leaf-free” and 

“snow-free” conditions at limited times of the year.88 Such factors, combined with government-

funded technical expertise and a desire to market it abroad, led Canadian air survey companies to 

strike contracts in a series of South American countries in the mid-1940s. 

 Spartan Air Services, an Ottawa-based survey company and important competitor to the 

PSC, obtained one of its first contracts abroad in Colombia in 1955. Hired by the Tropical Oil 

Company, its project was to photograph the Magdalena River, which runs from the Cordillera 

Central to the Caribbean Sea. This surveying was conducted in the midst of a play on national 

image entertained by Canadian and American interests in the region. The Tropical Oil Company 

was the subsidiary of the International Petroleum Company, which the American corporation 

Standard Oil created to advance its interests in Latin America, but only via the Canadian 

subsidiary Imperial Oil, in a context of widespread anti-American sentiment.89 While Imperial 

 
88 Donald W. McLarty, “Canada’s Private Sector Air Survey Industry” in Mapping a Northern Land, McGrath and 

Sebert, eds., 177. 
89 In the 1920s, after taking over the Tropical Oil Company, Imperial Oil “proved to be a handy surrogate, enabling 

Jersey Standard to circumvent anti-American sentiments in Colombia that reflected lingering resentment over the 

loss of Panama”. Graham D. Taylor, “From Branch Operation to Integrated Subsidiary: The Reorganisation of 

Imperial Oil under Walter Teagle, 1911–17,” Business History 34, no. 3, (1992): 61, 

DOI:10.1080/00076799200000082  
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Oil’s business activities acted as a smokescreen for American interests, and played a role in 

allaying fears of yet another American intervention into Colombia’s natural resource exploration, 

the air survey of the Magdalena River by a Canadian company could diffuse the potential of 

contestation on the grounds, where virulent anti-imperialism acted as a severe impediment to the 

advancement of American economic interests.90 

Canadian aerial surveys often operated on the coattails of British or American imperial 

interests. As British geographer Denis Cosgrove and US writer William L. Fox write, such 

developments occurred in sparsely populated areas of the Americas:  

[A]erial surveys did play a significant role in one of the last 66 attempts to expand 

Britain’s imperial reach during the 1950s. In 1956 the Falkland Islands Dependency 

Survey had been created by the Colonial Office with the explicit intention of securing 

imperial rights over parts of Antarctica that were subject to rival claims by Argentina and 

Chile; it had done so by producing accurate maps of the territory through a programme of 

aerial photography of Graham Land and other ‘British’ parts of the continent. Using 

Canso over-wing aircraft that had proved their reliability in the Canadian Arctic, the 

Falkland Islands Dependencies Aerial Survey Expedition (fidase) was undertaken by a 

commissioned private firm, Hunter AeroSurvey Ltd, under the direction of a former 

wartime bomber pilot, Peter Mott. The intention was to make a high-altitude photographic 

 
90 Exxon (parent company of Imperial) has repeated this process of obfuscation through the naming of ocean-going 

ships. A long-time researcher of the global maritime industry, US artist and writer Allan Sekula has noted this 

change in a 1996 talk, claiming “what oil companies are trying to do is to is to basically, through leasing 

arrangements, remove themselves from any liability from oil spills, and what you have is smaller more fly-by-night 

companies potentially hauling oil especially in the international oil trade. So this whole business of renaming struck 

me as quite interesting … the whole set of disguises that occur. I think it's fashionable to think of the play of naming: 

you know, there's a certain kind of orthodoxy within postmodern culture that assumes that the capacity to rename is 

always a victory for difference and subversive practices and transgressive practices, but in fact we realized that […] 

there are various ways in which they can fabricate false identities and one has to measure the difference between 

renaming from below and renaming from above… and perhaps chart out the space in which these two can collide.” 

Allan Sekula, “Allan Sekula (February 21, 1996),” SCI-Arc Media Archive, uploaded to Youtube September 2017, 

1:41, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ECvNfSgh5_o. 
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survey of 42,000 square miles of Graham Land and the Wedell Sea in the course of two 

summer seasons.91 

 The influence of British colonial legacy is clear in a scholarly examination of this contract 

from a Canadian perspective. In an influential publication on air surveys in Canada from 1999,92 

Donald W. McLarty claims that with the Hunting air survey contract, “maps and aerial 

photographs were put to good use later by the U.K. forces during the Falkland Islands war with 

Argentina.”93 The narrowly technological appreciation of “good use” in McLarty’s discussion of 

air surveys, without any critical mention of the use of maps or surveys in war, is a reminder of 

the positivist slippage between the productive instrumentality of maps and their ethical 

dimensions as “good use.” 

 

2.5 The Colombo Plan 

 Air surveys also functioned geopolitically as a form of foreign aid. The Canadian 

government’s goals in preserving world peace in the early years of the Cold War converged with 

its objectives to prevent the spread of communism to China and countries in the USSR’s 

geographical and cultural orbit.   

 With South and South East Asia emerging as geopolitically-contested regions in the Cold 

War, in January 1950 Canada’s Prime Minister Lester B. Pearson travelled to Colombo, Ceylon 

(now Sri Lanka) to attend a conference of Commonwealth foreign ministers. Pearson saw the 

Colombo meeting as an opportunity to build economic ties with leaders in South and Southeast 

 
91 Denis Cosgrove and William L. Fox, Photography and Flight, (London: Reaktion Books, 2010), 66. 
92 Gerald McGrath and Louis Sebert, eds. Mapping a Northern Land: The Survey of Canada, 1947-1994, (Montréal: 

McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1999). 
93 Donald W. McLarty, Canada’s Private Sector Air Survey Industry, in Mapping a Northern Land, McGrath and 

Sebert, eds., (Montréal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1999), 1963-189. 
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Asia, and sway the region’s sympathies towards the West, rather than Soviet or communist states. 

The long-term outcomes of the event, however, would not be made manifest until two subsequent 

meetings of Commonwealth ministers, first in Sydney, Australia then in London, UK in the same 

year.94  

 The Colombo Plan is an ongoing multi-national development operation specifically 

geared towards South, Southeast and East Asia. The plan has followed popular economic theories 

of the early 1950s that believed the best way for Western states such as the US and Canada to 

cultivate the sympathies of newly independent countries in the global south was to provide them 

with government-coordinated foreign aid. The prospect of helping young nation-states in the 

region, however, also appeared to the Canadian government as an opportunity to develop trade 

prospects while advancing geopolitical interests and preventing the spread of communism. 

Canada was acting in alignment with its historical role in the (British) Commonwealth of 

Nations, seeking out partner nations in Asia. Much could be written about Canada’s role as an 

intermediary at this time, in its allegiances to both the legacy of a centuries-old British empire 

and the quickly growing American superpower next door.95 Suffice to say that Canada’s 

contribution of air surveys in the context of the Colombo Plan inscribed itself within both of 

these Western allegiances, allowing the young country to champion the ideological fight for 

capitalism on a geopolitical stage. Nik Cavell, the first administrator of Canada’s contribution to 

the Colombo Plan, gave a speech at the PSC’s offices in 1955, using lofty terms to inscribe aerial 

 
94 Robert Bothwell, Alliance and Illusion: Canada and the World, 1945-1984, (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2007), 79. 
95 See Bothwell, Alliance and Illusion; David Webster, Fire and the Full Moon: Canada and Indonesia in a 

Decolonizing World (UBC Press, 2010); and Sean Mills, Scott Rutherford, and Karen Dunbinsky, eds. Canada and 

the Third World: Overlapping Histories (University of Toronto Press, 2016). 
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surveys into a broader ideological agenda, and describing employees of the survey corporation as 

“warriors” in the fight against global communism.96 

 Under the Colombo Plan, the Canadian government foregrounded the role of natural 

resource extraction as a path to development. Privileging such industries—presented under the 

guise of benevolence and “humane internationalism”—encouraged markets in South Asia to 

develop trade relations with Canadian counterparts. The extraction of resources in countries such 

as West Pakistan (now Pakistan) thereby also facilitated natural resource extraction domestically, 

and the circulation of resources from Canada to new Asian markets. This benefit for Canada’s 

own model of resource extraction is made plain by Cavell, in a 1952 speech to the Empire Club 

of Canada in Toronto, in which he references the PSC’s work in West Pakistan: 

If a nation is to be industrialized, she must first know what raw materials she has—

and this Pakistan did not know. We arranged with her for an Aerial Resources Survey 

of her country, and a Toronto firm, which took this contract, has now its men and 

planes in Pakistan actually operating on such a survey. Within two years, we hope to 

have produced a resources survey map, which will give indications of what natural 

resources are available and where they are most likely to be found. I do not think we 

could have made a better or more fundamental contribution to the future of Pakistan, 

than to undertake this job for her.  

 

To any country trying to develop, communications are vital, and Pakistan was 

 
96 “Will communism in China bring economic advancement to that country quicker than the free world can assist the 

free Asian countries to attain it? That is the great question […] The work you have done in Pakistan and will do in 

Ceylon makes you all warriors in that struggle.” Nik Cavell, “The Ceylon Air and Ground Survey,” transcript of a 

speech delivered at the offices of the Photographic Survey Corporation Limited, Toronto, on the occasion of the 

inauguration of the new project embracing a resources survey for the Island of Ceylon, on Friday, October 21, 1955. 

Library and Archives Canada, File number: T-36-1459; volume 2. 
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fortunate in obtaining a loan from the World Bank for the rehabilitation of her 

railways, largely for converting them from coal to diesel operation, because she can 

obtain fuel-oil but has no coal. Her tracks, however, were in a very bad condition, and 

thousands of miles had to be relaid to accommodate the diesels. Since we have a 

wood industry in this country, we agreed to give her nearly $3 million worth of 

wooden railway ties, to help her with this task. These ties will shortly be on their way 

to Pakistan.97 

The Colombo plan labeled the region for which foreign aid was earmarked as “Southeast Asia,” 

including countries such as Sri Lanka, India, Indonesia and West Pakistan. As scholar Ademola 

Adeleke has noted however, the plan’s strategically vague qualification of “Southeast Asia” 

reveals its underlying ideological aims: Afghanistan, commonly situated in Central Asia, was 

included while the Philippines, typically categorized as part of Southeast Asia, was markedly 

absent. This strategy occurred in the context of the decolonization movements of the postwar 

period and in the years leading up to the Bandung Conference of 1955 in Indonesia, which laid 

the ground for newly independent Asian and African states to form geopolitical alliances outside 

the Soviet and American spheres of influence through the Non-Aligned Movement. Adeleke 

comments on how the Colombo Plan’s geographical categorisations reflected geopolitical games 

of the time, and speculates on the possibility that Colombo Plan administrators left the 

Philippines outside the Plan because of its position outside the Commonwealth, but within the 

sphere of US influence.98  

 
97 “Canada and the Colombo Plan,” The Empire Club of Canada Addresses (Toronto, Canada), 4 Dec 1952, p. 112-

128. Quoted in Molly Kane, “Canada and the Third World: Development Aid” in Canada and the Third World: 

overlapping histories, Karen Dubinsky, Sean Mills, and Scott Rutherford, eds. (University of Toronto Press, 2016). 
98 Ademola Adeleke, “Ties Without Strings? The Colombo Plan and the Geopolitics of International Aid, 1950-

1980,” (PhD Thesis, Department of History, University of Toronto, 1996), 174. 
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 The Canadian government eventually allocated $3M towards an aerial resource survey of 

West Pakistan, to be carried out by Kendall and the PSC. The PSC’s work included aerial 

photography, a geological survey, and a soils and land use survey. The area covered—

comparable to the size of Ontario—was completed with two aircraft between 1952 and 1954. 

Film used through the photographs was processed and inspected at the PSC’s headquarters in the 

town of Quetta, Baluchistan before being sent to Toronto to produce sets of contact prints and 

mosaic sheets.99 This would be one of many contracts the PSC carried out in the region in the 

1950s.  

  

 
99 B.C. Hodges, “THE AERIAL RESOURCES SURVEY OF WEST PAKISTAN,” The Canadian Geographer/Le 

Géographe canadien 2, Issue 8 (December 1956), 63. 
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Figure 3, Figure 4. Pages from a print publication showing land in Sri Lanka with vellum 

transparency to be superimposed by the reader to suggest the need for a land survey. The 

Aerial Survey Project: A Canadian Colombo Plan Contribution to Ceylon’s Economic 

Development (Toronto: The Photographic Survey Corporation Limited, n.d., c. 1959), © 

Government of Canada. Reproduced with the permission of Library and Archives Canada 

(2021), Library and Archives Canada/Canadian International Development Agency 

fonds/File T-36-3601, Vol. 6 

 

 In addition to its technical details, the previously mentioned PSC pamphlet also 

articulates the broader geopolitical importance of surveys. Before suggesting techniques for 

compiling a resource inventory, the PSC sought to justify the urgency of such work, as the 

practical means to lift countries of the global south out of poverty and aim for world peace in the 
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context of the Cold War. The publication foregrounds the importance of assistance to “under-

developed” nations in candidly ideological terms: “in the past two years there has been a growing 

awareness that the low standard of living in many of the world’s under-developed countries is an 

important factor in the spread of communism and a serious threat to world peace.”100 It goes on to 

explain how assistance in the form of knowledge and instruments for the extraction of natural 

resources represents a long-lasting and effective form of aid. 

 Government organisations were not so candid, however, and the Colombo Plan benefitted 

from a degree of ambiguity between promoting altruism and promoting self-serving economic 

interests. This ambiguity extended to how the Canadian public perceived foreign aid. In the first 

decade of the plan, Canada contributed a total of $331 million in aid. As historian Robert 

Bothwell writes:  

Canadians liked to pretend that their aid program was apolitical, offered without 

strings [...]. Indeed, Canadian aid always had a political dimension, internal and 

external. The Colombo Plan, as we have seen, was rooted in the Cold War as well as 

philanthropy [...] What, besides reinforcing anti-communism, did Canadians of the 

1950s think they were doing with aid? There is little doubt that the Canadian 

government believed that it was exporting a proven model of achievement – and that 

it hoped it was exporting Western values in a broad sense and not merely the tools for 

local economic success.101 

While the Canadian government considered loosening ties with the Commonwealth after the 

War, the Colombo Plan and broader Commonwealth framework emerged as an attractive strategy 

 
100 Photographic Survey Corporation, “Resources inventory: the first step in assisting under-developed areas, and 

planning a better world of tomorrow,” (1951?) Library and Archives Canada, AC901 P3 no. 4827. 

 
101 Bothwell, Alliance and Illusion, 112. 
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for officials to form a “bridge” between the West and Asia. The metaphor of the bridge was 

repeated over and over in speeches and government documents.102 The aid was also tied into 

Canada’s national identity as a model in a decolonizing world. This position by which the 

government projected itself to nations in the global south as ideologically distinct from major 

imperial interests while nonetheless closely supporting the geopolitical aims of Great Britain and 

the US is reflected in the Latin American context, as previously outlined. 

 The cultural implications of air surveys used in the Colombo Plan can also be evaluated in 

the survey images themselves: the composition of pictures, the use of perspective and other 

techniques of preparation. The casting of vast expanses of land under a superimposed grid was 

one technique that reflected contemporaneous desires to represent space in a rigidly systematized 

way. Framing photographs with the horizon towards the top of the image, surveyors would apply 

a grid image and vanishing point to their landscapes as a way to subdivide sections, which were 

then repositioned in print.  

 Superimposing an inherently heterogeneous space with the dividing capacity of the grid 

echoes the aesthetic ambitions of high modernism in the radical, if misguided, transformation of 

social space in the postwar period. The role that modernist aesthetics have played in such 

reshaping has been well documented by authors, notably James C. Scott in Seeing like a State. In 

his discussions of planning and architecture across the United States, the USSR and Germany, 

Scott described the profoundly centralizing effects of modernist plans geared towards 

standardization and conformity to the grid of master planners. Addressing the technology of the 

airplane and the shift in scale that aerial views entail, Scott writes: 

By virtue of its great distance, an aerial view resolved what might have seemed ground-

 
102 Webster, Fire and the Full Moon, 47. 
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level confusion into an apparently vaster order and symmetry. It would be hard to 

exaggerate the importance of the airplane for modernist thought and planning. By offering a 

perspective that flattened the topography as if it were a canvas, flight encouraged new 

aspirations to synoptic vision, rational control, planning, and spatial order.103 

Scott further examines how the effect of the grid and perspective on visual representations of 

space tend to covertly elevate the viewer, through the representational order by which images of 

land are submitted to the viewer’s gaze. Scott thus draws on the analysis of art critic John Berger, 

in the latter’s comments on perspective in the Renaissance, which bear a striking relevance to the 

use of perspective centuries later in photographic survey documents. Berger writes: 

The convention of perspective, which is unique to European art and which was first 

established in the early Renaissance, centres everything on the eye of the beholder. It is like 

a beam from a lighthouse – only instead of light travelling outwards, appearances travel in. 

The conventions called those appearances reality. Perspective makes the single eye the 

centre of the visible world. Everything converges on to the eye as to the vanishing point of 

infinity. The visible world is arranged for the spectator as the universe was once thought to 

be arranged for God […] According to the convention of perspective there is no visual 

reciprocity.104 

For Berger therefore, perspective systematized a visual system in which representations are 

designed to submit to the viewer’s gaze. The lack of “reciprocity” of perspective can serve as a 

visual support for the imposition of a particular meaning onto land. Certainly, the use of maps to 

reductively impose a settler or colonial meaning is well documented. Such representations are, 

 
103 James C. Scott, Seeing like a state: How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition have Failed (New 

Haven: Yale University Press, 1998), 58. 
104 John Berger, Ways of Seeing (London, British Broadcasting Corporation and Penguin Books, 2008), 22. 
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however, only one apparatus of control for a broader epistemology that sees land—especially 

land not inhabited by settlers—as available for extraction and capitalist development.  

Canadian air surveys imposed the geo-epistemology familiar to (settler) Canadian 

cartographic practices through its mapping of natural resources. The millions of dollars invested 

in surveying parts of South and Southeast Asia as part of the Colombo plan are reflective of a 

modernist desire for ordering and cataloguing social space through totalizing systems. Echoing 

Benedict Anderson’s work on the mapping of colonial administration in Southeast Asia, the 

aerial surveys commissioned for the region classify and regulate terrain so as to assert the 

prominence of particular aspects—land, soil, minerals—while excluding others.  

 In Imagined Communities, Anderson specifically addresses relations between grids and 

maps in the context of European colonial administration in Southeast Asia. Anderson writes, 

“like censuses, European-style maps worked on the basis of a totalizing classification, and led 

their bureaucratic producers and consumers towards policies with revolutionary 

consequences.”105 Anderson further describes the work of colonial map-making as part of a 

“warped” representation of space that falls under a totalizing classificatory grid, which “could be 

applied with endless flexibility to anything under the state’s real of contemplated control: 

peoples, regions, religions, languages, products, monuments, and so forth. The effect of the grid 

was always to be able to say of anything that it was this, and not that; it belonged here, not there. 

It was bounded, determinate, and therefore –in principle—countable.”106 Anderson here points to 

how the form and use of maps can prefigure different ways of ordering social space.  

 The capacity of maps to reduce imperial strategy to discussions of technological 

proficiency, presenting space as inherently countable, as transparent and legible, would see 
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another major shift as cartography entered the computer age in earnest with the arrival of 

Geographical Information Systems. 

 

2.6 The Canada Geographical Information System  

 Roger Tomlinson, a former pilot with the Royal Air Force, is known as the primary figure 

in the developments of Geographical Information System (GIS), for the work he conducted 

combining aerial surveys and computerized data commissioned by the Canadian government. 

GIS can be defined as a system designed to store, process or present geographical or spatial data. 

First emerging in Canada in 1964 as the Canada Geographic Information System, the technology 

reflected the desire of the Canadian government to efficiently map its northern territories, 

combined with the emerging possibilities of new computer technologies. The Canada Geographic 

information System was the first program in which computers did the work of processing 

geospatial information to produce maps. While GIS is now widespread across applications –

including national defense, education, engineering, and location-based services for mobile 

devices— the origins of GIS are directly intertwined with the evolution of air travel and the 

Canadian state.107 

 All maps feature reductive representations of objects. As Shannon Stunten Bower, notes 

however, GIS contributed to producing ahistorical visions of space that did not account for 

change over time or competing claims to sovereignty, such as those borne out the effects of 

colonization or Indigenous title over land and water.108 Concerning the socio-cultural outcomes 

 
107 Roger Tomlinson and Michael A.G. Toomey, "GIS and LIS in Canada," in Mapping a Northern Land, McGrath 
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of the state’s development of GIS, Stunden Bower claims that:  

CLI [Canada Land Inventory] and CGIS, innovative tools intended to arm decision-

makers with essential geographic information, registered neither the historical factors that 

created intractable resource-management problems nor the prospect that people living in 

Canada might maintain diverse ambitions for their futures. As a result, these new 

technologies worked to naturalize patterns of inequality and normalize urban-industrial 

modernity.109 

This technology has increased exponentially since the 1960s, adapting to a wide range of 

applications. However, a significant change occurred in the mid-seventies, when the source of 

primary documentation shifted from aerial –plane – photography to satellite imagery. Today, the 

satellite imagery available for GIS is produced on a daily basis, allowing for new opportunities 

for governments, the private sector, but also artists. GIS standardized the aerial view into a 

networked and digitized form. With GIS, the perception of mastery attributed to the paper map 

was replaced by the authority of the database.   

Google Earth, a widely used program available across computer platforms, is one of the 

most popular examples of GIS technology today. Cosgrove and Fox have traced the military 

origins of Google Earth and its own replication of the “airman’s view” of aerial surveys: 

 As computers moved out of government laboratories and military facilities and into 

homes and private offices, mapping software companies added programs available to 

civilians. Keyhole, Inc.–named after the satellites and funded in part with venture capital 

funds from the CIA – developed a geospatial application that used digital remote sensing 

data called Earth Viewer. In 2004 Google bought the company and the following year 
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launched what is now the most widespread aerial viewing mechanism currently available, 

Google Earth. Essentially a user-friendly –that is, a computer and software system able to 

manipulate locationally coordinated data from different sources and present them in 

various graphic formats to allow web-based mapping–Google Earth offers the viewer the 

conceit of flying over the earth at altitudes ranging from outer space (nearly 16,000 miles) 

down to less than 100 feet.110 

In addition to developing the superimposition of tiered divisions initiated by photographic air 

surveys, Google Earth—as with other popular GIS technologies such as QGIS and ArcGIS— 

also developed the propensity of users to “gain altitude,” extending their ability to view 

representations of land synoptically and at different scales.   

 

2.7 The Extractive View 

 Stunden Bower notes that in 1968, as the term “GIS” first appeared in published material, 

the Canadian government initiated measures to build awareness and understanding of the 

CGIS.111 In 1968, the National Film Board of Canada (NFB) produced a film demystifying the 

workings of GIS for a general public: Data for Decision is directed by David Millar, with 

experimental editing by Arthur Lipsett. The film walks the viewer through analogue processes of 

CGIS, from hand-drawn cartography with transparencies, to computer terminals that allow users 

to input commands about particular regions in Canada, to then receive information about relevant 

land use within seconds.  

That same year, the NFB released Cosmic Zoom, directed by Eva Szasz, a film which 
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strangely parallels, in its form and content, the emerging technology of GIS.112 An eight-minute 

educational short, the film experimentally combines hand-drawn animation with a short film 

sequence. The film is structured, as the title implies, on shifting scales of image, zooming out of 

the Earth’s surface into the cosmic and interplanetary, before reversing the movement to zoom in 

to increasingly small scales, eventually reaching the microscopic. Its “hinge” scene is an 

establishing shot of a sun-drenched body of water, along which a boy peacefully rows his canoe, 

alone with a black Labrador dog to keep him company. This sequence suddenly turns into a still, 

its colours flattened as the photographic image blends into the film’s dominant aesthetic of hand-

drawn animation. The frame of the image (no longer limited to the camera’s viewfinder) zooms 

from the image of the boy on a canoe with his dog, to the scale of the city, in which the Canadian 

houses of parliament are briefly visible, to a bird’s eye view of Ottawa and the Ottawa river, 

North America and so forth, until the viewer sees the Earth become increasingly smaller as a 

distant blue dot. Suddenly, the musical soundtrack indicates a change of direction, as the viewer 

plunges into the frame with the inverse movement, eventually showing the image of the boy on 

the canoe once again, before zooming in further to reveal the surface of the boy’s skin, on which 

a mosquito sucks blood, and to delve into details of microscopic activity within blood cells. The 

frame then zooms out for a second time, now back to the boy, and the sequence returns to 

photographic rather than animated imagery, as the boy continues to peacefully row along the 

Ottawa River.   

 Eva Szasz created the film based on the book Cosmic View of 1957, by Dutch educator 

Kees Boeke. Charles and Ray Eames have also credited the illustrated children’s book as an 

influence for their widely celebrated film Powers of Ten, released the same year as Cosmic Zoom, 

 
112 Cosmic Zoom, directed by Eva Szasz, National Film Board of Canada, 1968, last accessed March 30, 2021, 
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although the Eames’ 1968 “sketch” version would later be updated into a final release in 1977. 

The Eames’ final version differs from its Canadian counterpart in a few important aspects as it 

orders changes in scale through factors of ten, with the frame zooming in or out by orders of 

magnitude determined by this factor. The original Eames film also includes an expository voice-

over, and its central establishing scene features a woman and a man picnicking in a lakefront park 

in Chicago. 

 Both the original Eames film and the Szasz film feature images of the planetary on a scale 

that would become prevalent across visual culture and notably echo the emergent “global 

consciousness” in which decolonization movements and anti-nuclear movements played a part. 

Both films also echo the images of the Earth from space that were widely reproduced around that 

time, notably through the widely diffused “Blue Marble” and “Earthrise” images produced by the 

North American Space Agency. The films’ images from space, in their radical change of scale, 

however, feature perfect examples of what Cosgrove has popularized as the “Apollonian view” 

i.e. an uninhabitable viewpoint that seeks to discern order and looks at planetary matter as if 

viewed from space.113 

 Both American and Canadian film adaptations are grounded in markedly different cultural 

terms, however. While the American 1977 film features an idyllic scene that skirts overtly 

political referents,114 its Canadian counterpart could hardly do more to centre symbols of the 

Canadian nation-state. Released a year after Canada’s centenary and the Montreal world 

exhibition, Cosmic Zoom showcases national symbols with the same zeal as it probes into the 

microscopic composition of red blood cells. In addition to geographically and narratively 
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centering the political heart of the country and depicting a race of dog named after the region of 

Labrador, the film also reveals a deeper cultural current in Canadian settler relations to territory. 

The opening shot features houses set against a rolling leafy background, and an industrial 

operation in the foreground that seems to include a grain elevator. The camera tilts down towards 

a logjam in the river, before reaching the canoe. Of course, as a transportation tool for Indigenous 

people later adopted by early settlers in the region, the canoe served to define settler relations to 

territory through the exploration of voyageurs who found and traded in beaver pelts, while 

increasing the volume of incursions into Indigenous territory through commercial prospects.115 

As Leanne Betasamosake Simpson puts it: “The canoe, the kayak, any technology that we had 

that was useful was extracted and assimilated into the culture of the settlers without regard for the 

people and the knowledge that created it.”116 Is it thus any coincidence that the canoe, one of the 

most prominent early transportation technologies through which settlers ventured into frontier 

territory, is also, in Cosmic Zoom, the cinematic device by which the penetrating gaze of the film 

ventures into radically different facets of the natural world?  

The capacity for maps to abstract space, and in so doing, take on the appearance of artistic 

gesture or personal alteration has been overtly addressed by artists, but also carries a potential for 

covert manipulation. As geographer Mark Monmonier notes, in his discussion of “image maps,” 

which can include satellite images and survey photographs:  

Colored image maps that are based on orbiting or airborne sensors with more than three 

channels are very much authored views of the landscape and occasionally resemble 
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abstract paintings. Possibilities for benign or malignant deception abound because 

imaging specialists have digital tools similar to the software with which twenty-first-

century portrait photographers correct crooked noses, fix yellowed or missing teeth, and 

remove wrinkles, acne scars, and aging spots. National defense might justify blurring or 

erasing military targets like rooftop surface-to-air missiles, and privacy concerns might 

require the blurring of nude sunbathers or outdoor fornicators on very high-resolution 

online image maps. Because blurring is a telltale sign that attracts further scrutiny, careful 

redacting is needed to preserve a reassuring sense of authenticity.117 

This critical consideration of the veracity of image maps provides a fertile ground to question the 

extractive views more mechanistically promoted by Canadian air surveys. Under the Colombo 

Plan, surveys have served as instruments to provide the logistical framework for capitalist 

expansion to continue unabated under the guise of foreign aid or economic development. 

Canadian air surveys of the early postwar period provide an index of the convergence of capitalist 

accumulation or its expansion geographically into new markets, the rise of calculative ways of 

seeing, and the growing rule of abstraction in the perception of land and resources. The aim of 

making land transparent through aerial instruments reveals as much as it conceals, and the role of 

deceit in “discovery” is a function of cartographic abstraction. Philosopher Henri Lefebvre has 

commented on the occasionally deceitful dimension of pursuing legibility and transparency: 

The reading of a space that has been manufactured with readability in mind amounts to a 

sort of pleonasm, that of a “pure” and illusory transparency. It is hardly surprising that 

one soon seems to be contemplating the product of a coherent activity, and, even more 

important, the point of emergence of a discourse that is persuasive, only because it is 
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coherent. Surely this effect of transparency—so pleasing, no doubt, to lovers of the 

logical—is in fact in the perfect booby trap.118  

Legibility in the representation of space, which Lefebvre evokes specifically through highway 

signs—but which could apply just as well to land delineated by aerially mapped resources—can 

be made to appear convincing solely through the coherence of its systematization. What do the 

aerial surveys convince viewers of? Through their form, they communicate transparency and the 

exactitude of technical instruments. Through their content, they identify locations of particular 

value. 

 Extractivism functions through this “drawing out” of value specific to capitalism. 

Moreover, it does so in the roughly binary form vividly appearing in aerial surveys of the 

Colombo Plan. Extractivist plans, cartographic or otherwise, add value to sites of natural 

resources, inscribing these within the commercial exchange of the world-system, but only at the 

expense of a negation of place-based relations. Thus, the pre-existing relationality of a site 

mapped is negated in favour of the relationality of exchange value under capitalism. Thus, 

extractivism is composed of two negations. One concrete negation removes or subtracts an object 

for circulation. To facilitate such material changes, another negation must occur at the level of 

consciousness: the denial, obstruction or contradiction of any relation that does not tend towards 

capital accumulation. This circulation is perhaps most effectively apprehended critically through 

a discussion of global logistics, in which air travel play a materially small, but symbolically 

important role.  
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Chapter 3 

Aerial Logistics 

 

As everything from the internet to the shipping container testify, in 

keeping with cold wars and wars on terror that lead always to the 

failure of strategy, it is logistical free transfers that matter.  

—Stefano Harney and Fred Moten119 

 

3.1 Pudlo’s Planes 

 

Figure 5. Pudlo, Aeroplane, 1976, stonecut and stencil print, 24.5 × 34 in., reproduced 

with permission of Dorset Fine Arts 

 
119 Stefano Harney and Fred Moten, The Undercommons: Fugitive Planning & Black Study, (Brooklyn: Minor 

Compositions, 2013), 89.  
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The picture piles horizontal lines on top of one another, lines that gradually become wider 

towards the top of the composition, from the thin outline of waves to the bold decorative lines of 

an airplane. Against these variegated horizontal lines, six figures stand atop mounds, two of 

which seem to be covered entirely of ice. The figures appear alert, arms raised, gazing towards 

the airplane. The picture’s central figure and another figure to the right of the composition seem 

to have limbs integrated into the mounds, as if moving with them.  

 Several gazes cross each other in this picture. First, the gaze of the pilot, whose face is 

visible in profile through the cockpit window. There is the gaze of the central figure, turning 

down towards the front of the flying plane. The other figures seem to have their backs turned to 

the viewer, but their postures suggest upward gazes. Finally, with this picture the viewer is 

confronted with the gaze of the artist, Pudlo, and this ludic vision of transportation. Like the gaze 

atop the central mound, the artist’s vision is one that troubles the conventional vertical 

geographies of air travel and its symbolic dominance. By placing the topmost figure above the 

plane in flight, and by depicting an airplane curiously without wings, Pudlo reverses the sense of 

dominance attributed that aerial vision has carried throughout much of the twentieth century.  

 Titled Aeroplane, this 1976 stonecut and stencil print was created by Pudlo, also known 

as Pudlo Pudlat, an Inuk artist who made the airplane one of his central motifs across a 

production spanning thousands of prints and drawings. Pudlo’s oeuvre is unparalleled in its 

singular focus on airplanes, which the artist depicted alongside other forms of transportation such 

as helicopters, boats, dog sleds and more fantastical means. Aeroplane was created while the 

artist was living in Cape Dorset, in the territory now known as Nunavut. Pudlo’s work serves as 

testimony to the vast infrastructural changes occurring in Canada’s North. 
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In this chapter, I will examine the role that planes and air travel have played in shaping 

new representations of space borne out of logistics, specifically in Canada’s North.120 I draw on 

recent humanities scholarship examining business logistics, paying particular attention to its 

underexplored representations through maps. I have also chosen a few visual artworks by Pudlo 

from the 1970s to examine the radical cultural shifts that Canada was undergoing at this time in 

terms of logistics, both in the Arctic North as well as in the country’s largest airports.  

How has the airplane contributed to shaping visual representations of space along the 

lines of logistics? From the late 1960s, the graphic lines of cartographic representations came to 

echo the commercial corridors opened up by developments in air travel. Such lines, able to be 

remade through aerial mobilities more freely than with rail, road or sea, have in many ways 

reflected emerging patterns of neoliberal globalization. Following an introductory discussion of 

Pudlo’s work, I turn to examine the colonial histories of logistics, the logistical roles that 

airplanes have played for transporting cargo in the postwar era, and the part played by airports as 

infrastructural nodes in global networks. After considering how maps from the late 1960s 

onwards have functioned to support logistics, I plan to outline potential counterpoints to the 

logistical representations of space through the concepts of “grounded normativity” and “deep 

reciprocity” formulated by scholar Glen Coulthard and writer Leanne Betasamosake Simpson.   

 When Pudlo exhibited Aeroplane in Ontario in 1976, southern markets were surprised. 

Here was an Inuk artist drawing what he saw around him, and moreover, acknowledging the 

means by which southerners accessed the North and thereby transported his works to Southern 

markets.121 However, the rich semantic potential of the three main gazes of Aeroplane—that of 
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the artist, the Inuit on the ground, and the pilot’s— have been recuperated in different ways over 

the past few years. Three significant examples come to mind: the decision by Iqaluit airport to 

adorn a wall with Aeroplane, above a screen with departure times; the use of Aeroplane on a 

1978 Canada Post stamp with the caption “Inuit – travel”; and lastly, the digital reconstruction of 

the picture’s constituent parts for a video game produced by Pinnguaq, an Inuit design studio, in 

collaboration with the McMichael Canadian Art Collection for a 2015 project.122 In each 

remediation, the picture brings to light different gazes, looking onto the 1970s from the present, 

onto the Inuit (as a constructed whole) from a settler-state perspective, and onto printmaking 

from a digital perspective. 

Contemporary articles and art historical sources on the airplane motif in Pudlo’s oeuvre 

address its symbolism in broad terms, gesturing towards how it represented an intervention of 

“modernity” or “modern technology” into an Inuit social life characterized by supposedly 

divergent modes of communication and transportation.123 However, it is misleading to neatly 

construe airplanes as a “foreign” transportation technology representing a form of modernity 

wholly at odds with Pudlo’s experience. While hunting in Nunavut, Pudlo had seen aircraft flying 

overhead as early as the late 1940s, and boarded planes from the late 1950s, including travels to 

Ontario for medical reasons and to Germany for an exhibition.124 Furthermore, the supposed 

“modernity” represented by the airplane motif is scarcely addressed in more detail in discussions 

of Pudlo’s work, overlooking the important changes in logistics and material histories of air 
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travel in Canada. Pudlo’s Aeroplane may have provoked southern audiences to confront the 

technological means by which logistics and air travel have forged traffic corridors between 

Northern and Southern Canada, but these are also communication channels that allowed artistic 

exchanges through figures such as James Houston (a friend of Pudlo who helped establish a print 

studio at Cape Dorset) from the South, and access to commercial galleries selling Inuit work, 

notably in Toronto and Montreal.125  

 The eponymous subject of Aeroplane appears largely symbolic, however, with its 

particular cargo or purpose unclear, much like Pudlo’s other depictions of airplanes. Generally, 

their level of abstraction and their playful alterations preclude any clear link to precise types and 

uses of air travel. This was, in any case, not the artistic intent of the airplane as motif. However, 

Pudlo has spoken about some of the planes that he has seen and flown on, and the details of his 

representations provide some determining features. For instance, the eponymous subject of 

Aeroplane stands out in Pudlo’s oeuvre since it carries a propeller at the front, unlike the larger, 

turbo-jet-fueled planes making longer journeys to the South.  

 Pudlo was born in 1916 in Ilupirulik, a small camp approximately 350 km east of Cape 

Dorset in Nunavut.126 From his early years, Pudlo and his family had regular contact with non-

Inuit: missionaries, traders, and government personnel who were having an increasing presence 

in the Arctic, significantly impacting Inuit ways of life. In 1919 for example, a small Hudson’s 

Bay Company supply ship, the M.V. Nannuk displaced Pudlo and his family from Lake Harbour 

 
125 Notable exceptions to the representations of air travel in Canada’s North include T. Cummings’ painting 

Greenland Flight (1944), in which the artist added the image of an airplane in the portrait of a Naskapi wilderness 

guide. The painting was prepared for an exhibition at the National Gallery of Canada intended “to show the results of 

constructive recreational activities of over 450 professional and amateur artists in the R.C.A.F. stations in Canada 

and Overseas.” See Mary Campeau, “Communicating Places, Ideas and Canadian Identity in a Changing World: A 

Social Biography of Thomas C. Cummings, 1904-1996,” (PhD Thesis, Department of Geography and Planning, 

Queen’s University, 2018), 114.  
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to Coats Island, so that they could form part of a new Hudson’s Bay post settlement.127 Spending 

much of his early life on Baffin Island, Pudlo would travel repeatedly to southern Ontario for 

health reasons and to show his work as an artist from the 1950s, and worked in Nunavut for much 

of his life until his passing in 1992. 

 Having lived on Baffin Island for most of the twentieth century, Pudlo would have 

witnessed the radical changes created by logistics and transportation technologies in the region, 

from the regular boats delivering food and supplies from the South (summer sealifts), to the 

airplanes that would prove to be critical to Pudlo’s urgent medical needs, as well as his access to 

wider art communities. Pudlo’s favored motif is testament to its wider cultural, social and 

economic relevance, and the airplane (understood generically) is an important metonym for forms 

of communication and labour practices that were new in the 1950s but quickly gained traction, 

becoming widespread across Canada in the following decades. Airplanes facilitated the delivery 

of prints and artworks to the South, providing a robust communications infrastructure for the 

burgeoning artistic community of Cape Dorset. As the fur trade was dwindling down, the art 

market gained prominence. The history of contemporary Inuit art is often traced back to artist 

James Houston’s first trip to the Arctic, in Northern Quebec in 1948. By 1953, prints made by 

Inuit were being produced to such an extent that Southern markets had a hard time keeping up.128 

This flux coincided with an increasing number of communities in Nunavut being connected to 

each other and to the south by scheduled flights.  

According to the Qikiqtani Truth Commission, the capital and largest community of 

Nunavut, Iqaluit, was built on “the broad, level site of a Second World War airfield, which was 
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revived as a marshalling point during work on the DEW Line. It is the least favoured of the 

communities in terms of access to game but it survived and grew by maintaining the original 

momentum from the airfield.”129  

It also worth remembering that Inuit communities were some of the first in the world to 

witness new labour practices facilitated by regular air travel, i.e. the temporary worker 

settlements and arrangements known as fly-in/fly-out operations (FIFO). Canada was one of the 

first countries to develop such operations, and one of its first was in Nunavik, Québec, where a 

mostly Inuit labour force would spend three months per year at the mine of Asbestos Hill.130 

One of Pudlo’s great—but rarely commented on—cultural interventions was his 

representation of the cultural and social implications of rapidly changing communications 

networks facilitated by airplanes. Pudlo documented how rapidly communications infrastructure 

was changing art and social life around his community of Cape Dorset, but he represented the 

processes reshaping travel across the world in more than merely illustrative terms. Pudlo stylized 

the movements of airplanes to outline their curved trajectories, therefore evoking how the 

airplane was introducing an emergent, flexible mode of travel, bringing with it a way of seeing 

movement through space as flexible and malleable.  

Pudlo depicted planes as deeply hybrid objects. He would represent planes in ways that 

defy technological possibility, for instance with wings seemingly flapping in in the wind as those 

of a bird, or retracted like the fins of a fish in water. Pudlo experimented with the formal 

correspondences between planes, fish and birds, sometimes making these allusions explicit. 
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Usually playful, his depictions of these flying metal objects typically introduced a measure of 

irreverence into this symbol of rapidly developing economic and cultural connections between 

North and South.  

 

 

Figure 6. Pudlo, View from the Ice, 1979-1980, acrylic, coloured pencil, and black felt pen 

on wove paper, 56.7 x 76.1 cm, reproduced with permission of Dorset Fine Arts 

 

 

3.2 Introducing Logistics 

The word “logistics” today is used liberally to refer to the processes of calculation 

involved in virtually any complex operation. While the term has different meanings in the 

humanities, these relate closely to the definition of business logistics, the art and science by 

which commodities are moved across space, between sites in which goods are produced towards 
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the enterprises in which they are sold. The paradigmatic form by which goods are moved today is 

the supply chain. Logistics can be defined as the management of supply chains.131  

Although business logistics is a postwar invention, Canadian geographer Deborah Cowen 

has outlined its origins in military and colonial history. Cowen notably traces the history of 

logistics back to Napoleonic wars in the early 19th century, during which French forces perfected 

the process of calculation and organization that brought provisions and military equipment to 

fronts across Europe. Scholars Sandro Mezzadra and Brett Neilson echo such origins, while 

referencing military historian Martin van Creveld, who traced the emergence of logistics to the 

late 16th century, when it was used as a means to limit European armies’ pillaging and looting of 

civilian populations, and instead organize the provision food and other supplies in advance.132  

 This military role of logistics is also manifest through colonial histories and the expansion 

of empires across North American frontier spaces, by which settlers assured their continued 

presence on Indigenous lands through supply lines. Cowen has extensively mapped the 

contemporary systems of logistics, outlining important implications for scholarship in the 

humanities and beyond. For Cowen, logistics “maps the form of contemporary imperialism.”133 

This is strikingly exemplified by the parallels between the supply chain and the supply line. As 

Cowen writes:  

The corporate supply chain has a history in the military and colonial supply line. It is no 

accident that the supply chain of contemporary capitalism resonates so clearly with the 

supply line of the colonial frontier. It is not only striking but diagnostic that old enemies of 
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empire—“indians” and “pirates”—are among the groups that pose the biggest threats to the 

“security of supply” today. It is also incredibly revealing that these groups frame their 

struggle in explicitly anti-imperial terms. Indeed, the supply line or chain is the geography 

of transnational flow but also of imperial force.134  

In the Canadian context, there are many examples of how Canadian settler-colonialism is 

interwoven into large infrastructure projects for logistics and the “security of supply” in natural 

resources. The Canadian Pacific Railway has often been described as a nation-building project in 

the 19th century, and the topic has been widely addressed by historians including Pierre Berton, 

and communication studies scholar Harold Innis.135 Airports, however, have also played a role in 

the strategic positioning of the British Empire and its supply lines. Lying on the Pacific Coast as 

an intermodal link between the North American continent and maritime routes in the Pacific 

Ocean, Vancouver’s Airport, like Montreal’s, served the purposes of the British Empire from its 

very beginnings.  

As the front page of local newspaper from the 1930s attests, Vancouver’s strategic position 

was deeply inscribed within the networks formed by the British empire, so that the airport would 

provide easier links from Europe to “the sister Dominions beyond the South Seas and to the 

Orient,” and thereby act as a “keypoint on the British all-red air route around the world via 

Imperial Airways.”136 During the war, the airport promoted itself through unabashedly imperial 

language couched in troubling frontier mythology. “Westward the Course of Empire” reads a 

promotional pamphlet produced by the airport in 1943.137 While a less potent symbol of colonial 

 
134 Cowen, The Deadly Life of Logistics, 9. 
135 See Pierre Berton, The National Dream: The Great Railway, 1871-1881 (Anchor Canada, 2001); Pierre Berton, 

The Last Spike: The Great Railway, 1881-1885 1881 (Anchor Canada, 2010); Harold A. Innis, A History of the 

Canadian Pacific Railway (Creative Media Partners, 2015). 
136 Syd Williamson, “Vancouver: An Aerial Capital of the Empire,” The Sunday Sun, 12 February, 1938, cover. City 

of Richmond Archives.  
137 “Wings Over Vancouver,” (1943), 3. City of Vancouver Archives. 
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infrastructure than the end of the Canadian Pacific railroad in Vancouver, the airport nonetheless 

extends early colonial desires to build infrastructure for increased trade links across the British 

Commonwealth.  

Logistical media, then, in a literal sense are media that express, reflect or act on the 

management of supply chains. I will use this definition—supplementing Durham Peter’s wider 

definition of logistical media as those media whose “job is to orient and organize”–as a 

materialist approach for analyzing economic changes of the second half of the twentieth and their 

expression in maps of air travel and artistic projects that reflect on contemporaneous supply 

chains.  

 

3.3 Global “Hops” 

In discussing the regular movements of goods between continents, it is common practice 

to use the metaphor of flow. “There can be no denying that the hydraulic metaphor of flow has 

almost come to monopolize the critical discussion of the new forms of global mobility”138 write 

Mezzadra and Neilson. Such a metaphor, however, tends to gloss over the varied rhythms and 

paths that goods take in logistics. Perhaps the metaphor reflects how discussions of maritime 

traffic themselves dominate discussions of logistics, and it is arguably more apt to echo the 

common means by which varied goods moved throughout the world by lock, canal, river or 

ocean. 

 To understand and elucidate the historical difference that air travel introduced into 

business logistics, however, we need different metaphors. Airplanes, understood generically, can 

 
138 Sandro Mezzadra and Brett Neilson, “Border as Method, or, the Multiplication of Labor,” European Institute for 

Progressive Cultural Policies, (March 2008), last accessed March 30, 2021 

http://translate.eipcp.net/transversal/0608/mezzadraneilson/en.html. 
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circumvent the limitations of previous modes of transportation, which tend to be limited to the 

pre-determined altitudes of water and land. Airplane routes generally have a much greater 

flexibility than maritime or road logistics along measures of altitude, latitude and longitude. 

Operating across these three axes introduces a comparative freedom to skirt impediments on the 

ground or in the waters. Within the framework of logistics in contemporary globalization, air 

travel routes thus have a greater propensity to adjust destinations to favor sites of production and 

distribution, or other logistical hubs serving the efficiency of supply chains.   

 The global mobilities of air travel could find a more pertinent metaphor in the work of 

anthropologist James Ferguson. As Mezzadra and Neilson have noted, Ferguson introduced the 

concept of global “hops” to describe the mobilities of resource extraction in sub-Saharan Africa. 

Ferguson describes the process of global hops in his book Global Shadows: Africa in the 

Neoliberal World Order:  

 We have grown accustomed to a language of global ‘‘flows’’ in thinking about 

‘‘globalization,’’ but flow is a peculiarly poor metaphor for the point-to-point connectivity 

and networking of enclaves that confront us when we examine Africa’s experience of 

globalization (cf. Tsing 2001). Such language literally naturalizes globalization by making 

it analogous to the natural process of flowing water. Rivers really do flow. Like so many 

ecologically significant processes, a river’s flow works via spatial contiguity—a river goes 

from point A to point B only by traversing, watering, and connecting the territory that lies 

between the two points. But as the contemporary African material shows so vividly, the 

‘‘global’’ does not ‘‘flow,’’ thereby connecting and watering contiguous spaces; it hops 

instead, efficiently connecting the enclaved points in the network while excluding (with 
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equal efficiency) the spaces that lie between the points.139  

Despite its references to a particularly African experience of globalization, Ferguson’s 

formulation of global, logistical hops is apt for considering the commercial corridors forged by 

air travel in Canada and Canadian mining companies. Such a metaphor resonates with the routes 

devised by corporations to transport workers in fly-in/fly-out operations in remote parts of 

Canada. For instance, Toronto-based Barrick Gold, until recently the world’s largest gold mining 

company, operated the Eskay mine in northwest British Columbia from 1995 to 2007, offering 

pick-up points in southern locations of the province. By dictating the pick-up points from which 

to fly workers, the company eliminated regional centres from capturing any benefits from the 

mine.140 Barrick Gold, like other mining corporations operating transnationally, offer many more 

examples of the global scale of this phenomena.141 Ferguson, writing on the impact of mining 

corporations (including Canadian ones) in African jurisdictions, comments that “Capital is globe-

hopping, not globe-covering.”142 It is through this metaphor of the global hop that the 

representations of flight in Pudlo’s work and across maps, can be seen to reflect how the logistics 

of air travel shape and reflect the perception of aerial mobilities. 

Furthermore, the metaphor of the global hop in air travel is inextricably linked to the 

development of the jet engine, a major postwar turning point in commercial travel that ushered in 

the “Jet Age” of cheaper and faster flights, for both goods and passengers. The turbine engines of 

jets replaced propeller planes and jet airliners travelled higher and faster, making longer routes 

such as trans-Atlantic flights much more accessible. The Boeing 707 aircraft, introduced in 1958, 

 
139 James Ferguson, Global Shadows: Africa in the Neoliberal World Order (Durham: Duke University Press, 2006), 

47. 
140 Keith Storey, “Fly-in/Fly-out: Implications for Community Sustainability,” Sustainability 2 (2010), 1164; 

doi:10.3390/su2051161  
141 These are covered in more detail in Chapter 5 and the web-based project (miningmaps.net). 
142 James Ferguson, Global Shadows. 
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and which remained a common passenger aircraft model in the 60s and 70s, radically changed 

patterns of tourism and business travel. Through such developments, passenger prices dropped 

significantly, leading to an increase in flight paths.143 The jet engine thus drove the global scale 

of “hops” in the Jet Age, and more specifically, the frequency of trans-oceanic flights. British 

geographer Doreen Massey quotes journalist Dea Birkett on what could be another kind of 

logistical hop across the Pacific Ocean: 

The border of the world's greatest ocean have been joined as never before. And Boeing has 

brought these people together. But what about those they fly over, on their islands five 

miles below? How has the mighty 747 brought them greater communion with those whose 

shores are washed by the same water? It hasn't, of course. Air travel might enable 

businessmen to buzz across the ocean, but the concurrent decline in shipping has only 

increased the isolation of many island communities ... Pitcairn, like many other Pacific 

islands, has never felt so far from its neighbours.144 

Maps of air travel have come to represent the global movements of air travel increasingly, from 

early 1970s, as graphic “hops.” Differentiating air routes from the straight cartographic lines used 

to represent railroads, for instance (indexed to measurements ordering adjacent sites such as 

towns or borders), aerial routes became increasingly abstracted throughout the twentieth century. 

Many early maps of aerial routes used straight lines, thus echoing the graphic representation of 

trains, depicting stops in different cities as discrete nodes (Fig. 7). Lines illustrating air travel 

became increasingly curved for several reasons. Firstly, mapmakers, designers and artists 

increasingly reflected how the line marking flight path was merely to reassert the connection 

 
143 For Air Canada, for instance, prices for individual tickets in 2012 dropped to one tenth compared to 1938. Spafax 

Canada, “75 Years of Innovation,” promotional publication (2012), 67, City of Richmond Archives, Richmond, BC. 
144 I explore Massey’s work on the power-geometry of time-space compression further in Chapter 4. Doreen Massey, 

“Global Sense of Place,” in Space, Place, and Gender (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2014). 
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between two points rather than any territories crossed. Secondly, the number of flights across the 

world vastly increased in the 1960s and 1970s, following developments in jet engine technology, 

and these paths had to all be clearly legible on a map, rather than confusingly crisscrossing each 

other. Thirdly, as air travel routes grew longer, and airline networks expanded, the curvature of 

the Earth increasingly factored into map projections, with flight paths integrated into such 

projections as curved by default. On Mercator map projections, the curved—rather than 

straight—line was a cartographic solution that also echoed the movements of airplanes across the 

skies, if only in subtle symbolic terms. It encoded connotations of flexibility in movement 

alongside more conventional and linear cartographic features, at a time that coincided with 

neoliberal globalization.  

 

 

Figure 7. Detail from “Map of the World showing Existing and Proposed Air Travel 

Routes,” The Approach Towards a System of Imperial Air Communications, Air Ministry 

(London: H.M. Stationery Office, 1926). Dotted red lines indicate proposed British air 

routes; continuous blue lines indicate existing “foreign” routes. Library and Archives 

Canada, control no. RG2S-1685, OCLC 2167358. 
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This graphic evolution is also illustrated in images of printed paper maps showing routes 

offered by Canadian air lines.145 It is significant that many early 20th century airline maps 

strongly echo conventions for representing rail travel in North America. In the postwar period, 

and especially from the Jet Age, flight paths are increasingly differentiated with curved lines,146 

or showing the surface of the Globe, acknowledging the frequency of wider transoceanic and 

circumpolar networks.147   

Such maps also carry an ideological weight, connoting personal possibility, and 

imagining the world through possible flight connections. The map of flight networks reaching 

across disparate places can also offer, in the advertising logic of commercial air lines, the promise 

of a connection or escape as clear as the drawing of a line. As geographers Martin Dodge and 

Rob Kitchin write: 

Air travel is presented as a benevolent force that is inherently good for commerce and can 

bring greater understanding between people. The aviation industry strives to portray an 

image that it transcends geopolitics of the terrestrial world and offers travelers who can 

afford it an uncomplicated world without frontiers. The commercial aircraft 

manufacturers and major airlines spend heavily on marketing and advertising to 

promulgate this powerful, idealistic rhetoric, often utilizing universalist, visual tropes of 

the globe and world route maps.148 

Maps are instruments that serve the purpose of abstracting and summarizing.149 Historian of 

 
145 Trans-Canada Airlines adopted its French name, Air Canada, for all markets in 1965. 
146 See for example, the Pacific Western map featured in Mark Ovenden and Maxwell Roberts, Airline Maps: A 

Century of Art and Design (London: Penguin, 2019), 125. 
147 See for example, the Canadian Pacific map featured in Mark Ovenden and Maxwell Roberts, Airline Maps: A 

Century of Art and Design (London: Penguin, 2019), 83. 
148 Martin Dodge and Rob Kitchin, Code/Space:Software and Everyday Life, (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2011). 
149 James C. Scott, Seeing Like a State, 87 
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cartography J.B. Harley has clarified that “Far from holding up a simple mirror of nature that is 

true or false, maps redescribe the world—like any other document—in terms of relations of 

power and of cultural practices, preferences, and priorities.”150 Government-sanctioned 

cartographic representations of land in Canada—across analogue and digital forms—tend to 

perform the reduction of social relations into things to serve settler-colonial interests. Harley 

further writes that  

Maps are preeminently a language of power, not of protest. Though we have entered the 

age of mass communication by maps, the means of cartographic production, whether 

commercial or official, is still largely controlled by dominant groups. Indeed, computer 

technology has increased this concentration of media power. Cartography remains a 

teleological discourse, reifying power, reinforcing the status quo, and freezing social 

interaction within charted lines.151 

The concept of reification, also known through the neologism “thingification” entails the 

transformation of a relation between people into a thing, a process for which cartographic 

reductions are especially well-suited. The bias of maps becomes glaringly apparent in the 

competing conceptions of space between settler and Indigenous peoples in Canada. 

 

More than merely reflections—of makers, military strategy, corporate networks, 

topographies—maps play important roles ideologically. Geographer John Pickles echoes this 

ideological dimension in relation in the production of Western colonial outlooks: 

 
150 J.B. Harley, The new nature of maps: Essays in the history of cartography (Baltimore, Johns Hopkins University 
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Mapping technologies and practices have been crucial to the emergence of modern 'views 

of the world', Enlightenment sensibilities and contemporary modernities. The world has 

literally been made, domesticated and ordered by drawing lines, distinctions, taxonomies 

and hierarchies: Europe and its others, West and non-West, or people with history and 

people without history. Through their gaze, gridding, and architectures the sciences have 

spatialized and produced the world we inhabit. And, indeed, this is perhaps the crucial 

issue: maps provide the very conditions of possibility for the worlds we inhabit and the 

subjects we become.152  

Advocating for the need to examine processes of mapping as opposed to maps as discrete 

aesthetic objects, in a 2005 article Cosgrove writes that “[w]hile the idea that cartography has 

progressed historically from art to science was effectively expunged in the late 1980s, 

epistemological distinctions between art and science in mapping have remained relatively 

unexamined, and twentieth-century relations between the two practices are unexplored.” This is 

the basis for transdisciplinary investigation, with Cosgrove arguing that “in order to explore the 

relations between art and cartography in the modern period we should shift attention away from 

the map itself and towards the process of mapping and consider the ways in which maps are 

deployed in both scientific and artistic projects.”153 The technology of the airplane is therefore 

crucial to understand various factors of this deployment in the early postwar period, and to avoid 

unduly isolating maps from their producers, viewers and social context.  
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3.4 Aerial Logistics 

The optimistic connotations of airline maps and the promise of connection between 

disaparate parts of the world can be troubled when considering the imbrication of passenger 

movements with the movement of goods. For over half a century, Canada’s major airports have 

played significant roles as intercontinental hubs for the movement of goods. Airports modulate 

aerial logistics, securing the capacity of air cargo supply chains to operate with the least friction 

possible.  

In the 1970s, at the dawn of the deregulation marking the beginning of neoliberalism and 

the growing of transnational supply chains, Vancouver’s Airport (YVR) started playing an 

important role for intermodal transport. The holds of passenger aircraft, in which most cargo was 

shipped,154 would leave empty on journeys towards Europe. Meanwhile, across the seas, the 

twenty-foot-equivalent unit (TEU) cargo containers were becoming a ubiquitous feature of 

maritime trade, notably transporting goods between East Asia and the North American West 

Coast. While standardized internationally in 1968, TEUs grew profitable in the shuffling between 

the supply lines of war and the supply chains of globalization.155 Air Canada jumped on the 

commercial opportunities provided by this increase in maritime traffic, to develop intermodal, 

“sea-air” deliveries between Asian sites of production and European markets. Air Canada thereby 

“linked their own European services with the container ships to provide a 10-14 day service from 

Japan to Europe at a cost mid-way between direct air cargo and the much slower all sea 

service.”156 Curiously, Air Canada’s main competitor for sea-air transport between East Asia and 

 
154 “Vancouver International Airport, Master Plan Study Report (TP 2373).” n.d. City of Richmond Archives, 255. 
155 In another link between logistics and empire, one interpretation for this success lies in supply line routes that US 

forces forged across the Pacific at the start of the Vietnam War. “Containerisation was failing as a business 

innovation until the American government used containers to try to supply its troops in South East Asia with enough 

weapons, booze, and drugs to keep them from killing their own officers, to keep a war going that could not be won 

strategically.” Stefano Harney and Fred Moten, “Logisticality, or the Shipped” in The Undercommons, 89. 
156 “Air Cargo” Vancouver international Airport, Charter of North America Inc., (1992). City of Richmond Archives. 
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Europe was the Trans-Siberian Railway, which offered fast rail links combining container 

transport from Japan to links across Eurasia. From its introduction in 1972, the sea-air service 

continued to grow, expanding at a rate of “almost 10 per cent per year” to other North American 

airports and airports in the Middle East.157 In parallel, between 1969 and 1978, the total air cargo 

at the airport more than doubled.158 

Vancouver has long positioned itself as a commercial corridor connecting Asian and 

American markets at faster speeds than cargo transiting directly between Asian jurisdictions and 

the US.159 YVR thereby offers an example of how, in the late 60s and early 70s, airports in 

Canada formed gateways for frictionless intermodal transport between international markets.160  

For most flight passengers, air cargo lies hidden in plain sight, since most air cargo is 

transported within the holds of passenger aircraft, processed and ordered through different parts 

of an airport. While airline maps have long appeared as a widely reproduced forms serving 

prospective passengers, such maps rarely account for the goods transported independently of 

passengers, which nonetheless support the commercial viability of particular routes and reflect 

important shifts in the global economy. 

 

 
157 “Air Cargo” Vancouver international Airport, Charter of North America Inc., (1992), 19. City of Richmond 

Archives. 
158 “From 1969 to 1978, total air cargo increased from 29,100 tonnes to 61,800 tonnes.” During the same period, 

passenger traffic tripled, from 2.2 million to 6.5 million. “Air Traffic,” City of Vancouver Archives. 
159 See Cowen’s discussion of rail links between Vancouver and Chicago, in which US customs clear cargo alongside 

Canadian Customs on Canada’s West Coast. Cowen, Deadly Life of Logistics, 75. 
160 As Thomas Edlund of the logistics company Danzas (now DHL Global Forwarding) claimed in 1992, “We have 

cargo that’s flown in from Asia and trucked to Los Angeles as fast or faster than it could be flown direct to [Los 

Angeles International Airport] and cleared by customs there.” Vancouver owes its popularity in the air cargo market, 

Edlund claims, to “its expertise in the speedy handling of cargo and the relative ease of Customs clearance. US-

bound cargo can move through Vancouver International in bond with no delays whatsoever.” “Air Cargo” 

Vancouver international Airport, Charter of North America Inc., (1992), 15. City of Richmond Archives. 
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3.5 Pudlo’s Travels 

Struck with ill health in 1969, Pudlo travelled to Toronto Hospital in Weston, Ontario to 

be hospitalized. Shortly after his treatment that summer, he returned to Cape Dorset and joined a 

group of men who responded to an opportunity to work in the High Arctic. The work entailed 

assisting a mineral prospecting team in the settlement of Resolute.161 “Our job was to unload 

pipes and other things” says Pudlo. “For me it was a different experience, a very interesting 

experience. [...] We stayed in tents, big heavy canvas tents. I was the only Inuk in my tent – the 

others were all qadlunaat [non-Inuit]”162 Pudlo’s experience reflects accounts of other workers at 

Resolute Bay during the same period: “Former workers from Resolute stated that the majority of 

mine workers came from Southern Canada, including a large number from Springdale, 

Newfoundland, and many from Alberta and Manitoba. They also remembered non-local 

Aboriginal people working at the mine, including Dene from Dettah (near Yellowknife) and Inuit 

from other areas in the Northwest Territories.”163 

 Although short-lived, Pudlo was vividly conscious of the possibilities for travel and 

observation that the experience entailed. “When the job in Resolute was finished we flew home” 

he recounts. “The pilot knew where there was a herd of musk-oxen along the way, and we went 

by and saw lots of them. The first time I had seen a musk-ox was when I was travelling down 

south [in 1957]. But this was the first northern musk-ox I ever saw, in Resolute.”164  

 
161 Resolute is one of two communities in the High Arctic, along with Grise Fiord, where Inuit settled as part of a 

highly controversial federal government programme from 1953. Resettling Inuit from Inukjuak, northern Quebec to 

these remote parts of the High Arctic, the Canadian government has been accused of using this relocation solely for 

the purposes of securing sovereignty at a time of competing territorial claims in the High Arctic during the Cold 

War.  
162 Jackson, “Looking Back,” 77. 
163 Heather Green, “’There Is No Memory of It Here’: Closure and Memory of the Polaris Mine in Resolute Bay, 

1973–2012,” in A. Keeling & J. Sandlos, eds, Mining and Communities in Northern Canada: History, Politics, and 

Memory, (University of Calgary Press, 2015), 327. 
164 Jackson, “Looking Back,” 77. 
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Figure 8. Pudlo, Winds of Change, 1985, lithograph, 55.9 x 76.2 cm reproduced with 

permission of Dorset Fine Arts 

 

 

Pudlo represented aerial mobilities in relation to human and non-human life, and as 

intertwined with conceptualizations of place. It is more than playfulness that led him to 

experiment with representations of airplanes as non-human life. Far from repudiating the 

importance of air travel, Pudlo embraced its role in northern expeditions and acknowledged 

airplanes as important features of Northern life. On Baffin Island, Pudlo would climb to the 

nearest hill to watch planes flying overhead when he saw them arriving. He also witnessed first-

hand their value for rescue operations during an accident while hunting in 1957. Pudlo was 

deeply interested in how means of transportation fit within ecologies of place. His compositions 

are testament to the potential for subverting logistical forms through play and humour, but also to 
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“ground” representations of air travel, revealing the entanglement of people and goods travelling 

through the skies with relations existing outside the circulatory systems of the market. 

 

3.6 Logistical Traces 

In the same period that Pudlo was exhibiting drawings in prints depicting air travel in 

Ontario and Quebec, a young artist from Toronto was becoming increasingly interested in how 

communication networks in Canada could be represented through his own artistic and logistical 

operations. 

Bill Vazan’s career as an artist has been largely concerned with the drawing of lines, 

examining how the physical traces of lines bridge distances, at the scale of a city, region or the 

world. Early in his career, Vazan was thereby concerned with how the drawn lines of his personal 

diagrams and sketches could manifest materially, i.e. how the map transformed into the territory. 

He took the artist Paul Klee’s famous adage that “a line is just a point going for a walk” and 

transformed it into a model of performance, for instance methodically taking photos at regular 

intervals of different stops along walks, bus trips and subway rides in different cities. Vazan 

experimented widely with this practice in the cities of Toronto and Montreal, letting his body 

perform the linear demarcations—echoing the work of artists of the time using walking practices 

to evoke or draw lines in the ground, such as Richard Long, known for walking repeatedly in 

parts of the English countryside until a line was clearly delineated on the ground. Vazan walked 

to highlight process, setting himself intangible and impossible objectives such as walking as far 

North as he could, or walking as much as possible towards a vanishing point. During the same 

time, many artists of Vazan’s generation were experimenting with maps and different ways of 

representing space, notably through the fervour for documentation of conceptual art in New 

York, and the various ways artists investigated, documented and transformed vast tracts of rural 
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land, as with the earthworks of land art. Vazan, like contemporaries from the US including 

Robert Smithson and Douglas Huebler, were working with maps during a time of economic 

development in the US and Canada and the expansion of means of transportation, including 

notably air travel between cities on eastern and western coasts of the continent. 

Perhaps the paradigmatic project in which Vazan elevated the artistic line to a national 

system was his vast collaborative project Canada Line. Here he engaged in an extensive 

correspondence with different art institutions across Canada. Museums and galleries in 

Vancouver, Edmonton, Toronto, Montreal, St John and St John’s eventually joined in Vazan’s 

project. This collaborative work—part conceptual art, part land art and mail art piece—requested 

that participating members install vast pieces of tape across exhibition spaces. These 

demarcations were planned with the help of Ahmad Salahuddin, a civil engineer and professor at 

Sir George Williams University, and arranged according to geodetic coordinates taking account 

of the Earth’s curvature.165 The planned outcome was to exchange with counterparts in different 

cities and enact the project through consistent markings, thereby systematizing a large-scale and 

mutually-agreed upon artistic gesture.  

In Canada Line, Documentation Work 1 (1969-1970), Vazan represented such 

connections as relations between various art institutions in which the line of his imagination 

“touched down” through the collaboration of different institutional actors. Tellingly, the map 

onto which such relations are reproduced possesses a multitude of other delineations, depicting as 

it does the geological strata of the Earth’s surface within the physical boundaries of the Canadian 

state. The base map was produced by the Geological Survey of Canada in 1968 and reveals an 

institutional view of Canada’s mineralogical diversity. Detailing the age of rocks across the 

 
165 Marie-Josée Jean and Bill Vazan, Walking into the Vanishing Point. The Conceptual Works of Bill Vazan, 

(Montréal: VOX, centre de l’image contemporaine, 2007), 138. 
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Canadian territory, Vazan’s work contrasts the garish colours of the Survey map—each indexed 

to a detailed legend—to black and white photographs of his collaborative artistic work, which 

appear as inserts indexed to particular cities in Canada.166 

Perhaps inevitably, Vazan chose to further expand the scale of line drawings to the world. 

In this project’s larger iteration, he was able to exchange by mail with various art institutions 

across the world. Through this extensive correspondence (although with travels mostly between 

Toronto and Montreal, and a budget of approximately $1,500), Vazan obtained detailed 

information on the geographical features of corresponding institutions. The amount of maps and 

information shared by mail reached such an unusual volume that Canada Post decided to alert the 

Royal Canadian Mounted Police of the character of Vazan’s correspondence.167  

One of Vazan’s ludic cartographic projects during this period gives us a sense of the 

geographical imaginaries the artist was entertaining. Montreal Raft proposes, through drawings 

and plans, a world in which the island of Montreal could be transported, as if a raft, to warmer 

climes, specifically, the Gulf of Mexico.168 Vazan’s drawings for this project, which include 

reproductions from satellite imagery, handwritten notes and diagrams, are reminiscent of 

architectural blueprints in their detail and provisional character.169 Spaces around cartographic 

collages include notes such as “widen St Lawrence River” and we see arrows showing how the 

islands of Laval and Montréal are to separate and flow through the St Lawrence River Gulf.  

 
166 For a detailed view of Vazan’s Canada Line, Documentation Work 1 (1969-1970), see “Vazan, Bill: Canada Line, 

Documentation Work 1,” Musée national des beaux-arts du Québec, last accessed March 30, 2021, 

https://collections.mnbaq.org/fr/oeuvre/600044674#galerie 
167 Jean and Vazan, Walking into the Vanishing Point. 187. 
168 David Burnett, Bill Vazan: Ghostings, Early Projects and Drawings (Montréal: ARTEXTE, 1985) p.12. 
169 The artist has made these drawings available to the general public, clarifying that, rather than being of “secondary 

nature” to his actually realized photo and land works, “they are part of a general all-encompassing field in which 

both the ideas and the finished works have equal importance.” David Burnett, Pierre Landry, and Bill Vazan, Bill 

Vazan Ghostings: Early Projects and Drawings / Premiers Projets et Dessins (Montréal: ARTEXTE, 1985). 4.  
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While such a proposal may seem to resonate with artistic experiments in ludic conceptual and 

land art of the time—such as Robert Smithson’s “floating island” along the Hudson River in New 

York—the desire inherent in this project speaks to a culturally specific history of postwar 

logistics and along the St Lawrence River, specifically the St Lawrence Seaway. Inaugurated in 

1959, this colossal infrastructure project relied on the partnership of both US and Canadian 

federal governments, and connected the Atlantic Ocean to the Great Lakes through a network of 

locks and dams along the river. Despite massive opposition at municipal and provincial levels of 

government, protracted negotiations that included five decades of proposals, drafting and 

redrafting, the Canadian federal government, and later the US government (under Louis St 

Laurent and Dwight D. Eisenhower respectively) finally pushed through the Seaway. Designed 

for the creation of dams and power stations, and to transport goods across continents through 

ocean-going vessels, the Seaway is still in operation today for large vessels and cargo ships. The 

US-Canada partnership notably also presaged the loosening of the North American borders for 

economic infrastructure projects, notably through US-led deregulation from the 1970s.  

Vazan’s Montreal Raft project reflects the consciousness emerging from the reordering of 

land according to the aims of logistics, evoking the primacy of mobility (for tourism, in this case) 

in a vision that brings the circulation of commodities to bear on the circulation of land itself. 

While this project most acutely expresses the carving of space that results from logistical 

operations in maritime trade, Vazan’s Word Line project has been interpreted as a reflection of 

emerging patterns in air travel.170 However, the style of Vazan’s inscriptions leave any allusion to 

transportation and the forms of connection open. It remains that Vazan’s work reflected 

transnational mobility and transnational networks in an abstracted and ludic way. The fluidity 

 
170 Serge Bérard, « Du concept au cosmos : perspectivisme chez Bill Vazan, » Ciel variable 76, (2007), 24–25.  
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with which Vazan carved out representations of space, and the authoritative gesture of drawing 

straight lines across his network of associated institutions is reflective of settler and logistical 

ways of seeing, inasmuch as his works represent place as interchangeable and malleable and uses 

maps to solidify personal or professional networks.  

Vazan’s artistic use of maps is paralleled by a US counterpart who has more directly 

addressed air travel. Working at the same time as Vazan and living only a few kms across the 

US-Canada border, Douglas Huebler was another artist known for cutting up maps. Having 

worked for the US Navy, Huebler learned photogrammetry and mapping techniques while 

studying aerial photographs during WWII.171 

  

 
171 Denis Cosgrove and William L. Fox, Photography and Flight (London: Reaktion Books, 2010). 57.  
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Figure 9. Douglas Huebler, Site Sculpture Project - Air Marker Piece, The Contrails from 

Three Jet Airplanes (Flying Simultaneously) Will Mark the Space between Vancouver, 

B.C. and St. Johns, Newfoundland, Portland Ore., and Halifax N.S., Eureka, Calif. and 

New York City. (All Planes Will Leave at the Same Time from the West Coast), 1968,  

colored felt-tip pen and colored pencil on photocopied map on wove paper, 21.6 x 27.9 

cm, © Estate of Douglas Huebler / SOCAN (2021), reproduced with permission. 

 

In the late 1960s Huebler renounced the making of discrete objects, famously saying that 

“the world is more or less full of objects, more or less interesting. I do not wish to add any more. 
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I prefer, simply, to state the existence of things in terms of time and place.”172 In his work Site 

Sculpture Project - Air Marker Piece… (fig. 9), Huebler depicts the lines drawn by airplanes—

here, specifically the vapour trails of planes known as contrails—and uses their representation as 

cartographic devices to “connect” cities across the US and Canada from West to East Coasts. 

While prominently including a map, the work itself acts as a plan for an unrealized project, 

proposing as it does to fly planes in unison, each followed by a differently-coloured contrail. The 

lines of the map in Huebler’s work are thereby drawn only to evoke evanescence, with the subject 

of contrails evoking the transitory and immaterial, speculative and occasionally whimsical 

character of the process of drawing straight lines on maps of North America. However, the 

parallel lines following latitude have had a specific role in producing space in North America and 

in ordering and parcelling land along settler rationalizations. In Huebler’s Site Sculpture Project 

series, maps appear as plans for physically distinct artist objects. The artist thereby denotated 

sites on maps for pieces of sculpture, and the series thereby consist of Huebler’s written 

statements, maps, documentation as well as sites referred to.173 The aesthetics of cartography are 

thereby reworked through these relations. 

Whereas modernist American and Canadian art in the early postwar period had 

extensively embraced the grid to organize composition and focus on the picture plane, in this 

period of the late sixties and early seventies, a new generation of conceptual artists were ready to 

turn it to ridicule. While the grid previously evoked, as US art historian Rosalind Krauss claimed, 

“modern art’s will to silence, its hostility to literature, to narrative, to discourse,”174 now artists 

 
172 US National Gallery of Art, https://www.nga.gov/collection/art-object-page.78089.html 
173 Denis Wood, “MAPS, ART, POWER/MAPAS, ARTE E PODER/MAPAS, ARTE Y PODER,” Espaço e 

Curtura, no. 36 (July 1, 2014): 17. 
174 Rosalind E. Krauss, The originality of the avant-garde and other modernist myths (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1986) 

9, quoted in Derek Gregory, Geographical Imaginations (London: Blackwell, 1996). 

https://www.nga.gov/collection/art-object-page.78089.html
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brought that very discourse to light by making evident the boldness of grid lines in compositions, 

as if to announce instead how dominant abstract space has become across American and 

Canadian societies, particularly in the ordering of people and goods through quickly developing 

transportation infrastructure.  

Gregory writes that with the end of WWII, abstract space had been imposed on the 

concrete in everyday life in Western countries, so their mutually constitutive relation, required 

critical differentiation and untangling. Echoing Lefebvre, Gregory writes: 

Abstract space is produced through two major processes, each of them “doubled.” First, 

modernity is shaped by an intensified commodification of space, which imposes a 

geometric grid of property relations and property markets on the earth, and an intensified 

commodification through space, which involves the installation of economic grids of 

capital circulation by means of which abstract space inscribes abstract labour and the 

commodity form. Second, modernity is shaped by a heightened bureaucratization of 

space, whereby each administrative system “maps out its own territory, sticks it out and 

signposts it,” and bureaucratization through space, which involves the installation of 

juridico-political grids by means of which social life is subject to systematic surveillance 

and regulation by the state.175   

This superimposition of “juridico-political” grids and grids of “property relations” also found 

complements in the physical traces of plans and bureaucratic process of drawings lines according 

the graphic systems of grids on an artistic level. It is this abstraction of grids that artists were able 

to use for their own ends, in earnest or to ridicule, as reflections of the growing role of abstract 

space around them.  

 
175 Gregory, Geographical Imaginations, 401. 
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In her work investigating the discursive relations between maps, contemporary art and 

forms of capitalist abstraction, Claire Reddleman has clarified how the Marxian concept of real 

abstraction is relevant for ways of critically evaluating the power of maps. Reddleman builds on 

research by scholars such as Donna Haraway, Monmonier, Gregory and Cosgrove to elaborate on 

theorisations of how the points of view produced by maps tend to fall into a few categories of 

“viewpoints,” which Reddleman calls cartographic abstractions. Reddleman lists these 

viewpoints as including “the view from nowhere, the panoptic view, the Apollonian view, the 

drone’s eye view, the god’s eye view, the antipodes and immersive installation viewing.”176 For 

Reddleman and Gregory, the God’s eye view is a loosely-situated viewpoint, it is the expression 

of an imagined capacity to see beyond bounds of time and space, and thus suggests a sense of 

authority for the spectator. Furthermore, Reddleman clarifies that this view “authorizes” or 

underwrites, in particular cartographic abstractions and forms of viewing (including the 

Apollonian gaze and the zenithal gaze), the “investment of the ideas of omnipotence and 

omniscience into viewing from a conceptual height.”177 Reddleman’s definition of the God’s eye 

view is directly relevant to the speculative and physically impossible situations expressed in 

creative projects using the traditional Apollonian view of maps. Vazan and Huebler, in the 

examples mentioned previously, echo this capacity to elevate the spectator through the act of 

looking in the God’s eye view, but the playful means by which space and matter are speculatively 

arranged (without clear social, political or economic object) undo the instrumental and 

determining tendencies of the God’s eye viewpoint.  

 
176 Claire Reddleman, Cartographic Abstraction in Contemporary Art: Seeing with Maps (London: Routledge, 

2017). 7. 
177 Reddleman, Cartographic Abstraction. 15. 
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As cartographic abstractions, the gazes implied by Vazan and Huebler’s artworks also 

speak to particular, emerging ways of ordering space following geometric lines, and express clear 

patterns but without clear practical use. This sense of systematization having a logic that is 

formally dispersed and evasive is reflected in the concept of real abstraction. “Real abstraction” 

for Alfred Sohn-Rethel is an actually existing abstraction, acting “as a kind of social synthesis 

that constitutes commodity producing society as a social totality.”178 The visual systems ordering 

the movement of goods along logistical corridors shape how people navigate through space, and 

thereby act as kind of transnational “social synthesis.” The lines on maps have had a determining 

material influencing how goods move logistically, and in these artists’ cartographic work, the 

transnational mobility of logistics and its visual codes feature as a modality of real abstraction 

particular to the postwar era.  

Artists working critically with the Apollonian perspectives, the God’s eye view, and other 

“viewpoints” have a capacity to concretize and crystallise the processes of real abstraction by 

evoking how abstractions work to shape material systems and consciousness in tandem. The 

God’s eye view evinces processes of abstraction in another sense: the removal or “drawing off 

from” carried by the term’s Latin roots. Of course, the freedom suggested by the God’s eye view 

can also be characterized negatively, as the avoidance of confinement to a particular situation. 

This is the sense of abstraction proposed by Vazan’s Montreal Raft fantasy: it is premised on the 

removal of self and land from climate. 

Abstract space in Canada, however, is not purely the product of postwar commoditization, 

capitalist development, or the bureaucratization of space. The longue durée of colonialism 

 
178 Sean O’Brien, “Marx After Growth,” last accessed March 30, 2021, https://www.the87press.com/post/marx-after-

growth-2-the-esoteric-marx-sean-o-brien. See also Alberto Toscano, “The Culture of Abstraction” Theory, Culture & 

Society 25 (Los Angeles: SAGE), no. 4 (2008): 69. 

https://www.the87press.com/post/marx-after-growth-2-the-esoteric-marx-sean-o-brien
https://www.the87press.com/post/marx-after-growth-2-the-esoteric-marx-sean-o-brien
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provides examples of the organization of land in forms that echo Gregory’s formulations. What 

can the early history of colonial explorations in Canada tell us about the origins of abstract space 

in the country? Are there antecedents for mapping along the lines of logistics in this early 

colonial history?   

 

3.7 Visible Traces  

Martin Frobischer, the 16th century English privateer, is known today for three Arctic 

expeditions that initiated a centuries-long European project to determine the maritime route of the 

Northwest Passage. Venturing into the Canadian Arctic as far as Baffin Island in hopes of finding 

the Passage, Frobischer eventually abandoned this first plan when he found ores believed to 

contain gold or precious metals. Frobischer sailed back to England with more than a thousand 

tonnes of ore that were determined to be of no value, but not without having led an expedition 

that resulted in conflict, leaving several Inuit casualties. His failed attempts to either find 

significant gold deposits in the area, or to determine the Northwest Passage, would nonetheless 

inflect colonial and cartographical imaginations attributed to the North for centuries to come. 

Settler-colonial imaginaries of the Canadian North today are still riddled with hopes to solidify 

trade routes linking Europe to Asia, and to extract mineral wealth for use in distant metropolitan 

centres. Frobischer’s explorations represent early colonial examples of the entanglement between 

extraction, logistics and finance prevalent in contemporary North America, and which, as Sandro 

Mezzadra and Brett Neilson have detailed, offer a window into the intersecting forces shaping 

cultural processes of reification and contemporary operations of extraction. These early 

explorations also form a distant historical backdrop to the modern imperatives of logistics in 

Canada, and act as a cautionary tale for how settlers choose to imagine and represent the rapidly 

warming Arctic. 
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The process of sourcing, collecting and accumulating objects from the North is worth 

commenting on in terms of the role played by visual evidence in colonial expeditions. The form 

of this process corresponds to what French theorist Bruno Latour has described as “cycles of 

accumulation” in reference to specifically European colonization in the 18th and 19th centuries. 

Summarizing these cycles, geographer Bruce Braun writes that they entailed “immutable 

mobiles.” Paraphrasing Latour, Braun writes that “immutable mobiles” 

refers to those things – specimens, maps, sketches, measurements, and other ‘inscriptions’ 

– which could withstand displacement from one spatial location to another without 

distortion. In other words, things that were not too large to move, that retained their 

qualities in transit, and that, crucially, existed in a form that allowed them to be compared 

with, or superimposed on, other objects or information. The significance of immutable 

mobiles lay not only in the fact that they could be ‘gathered and displaced’, but in the fact 

that they could be presentable ‘all at once’ to individuals who had not been there 

themselves. Gathered at centres of calculation – museums, botanical gardens, mining 

schools, private collections and so on these immutable mobiles could be accumulated, 

classified and combined […] Thus, at the end of each ‘cycle’ what mattered in the lands 

Europeans travelled to, and what explorers, traders and administrators were able  to ‘see’ 

in them, were no longer the same, such that at the beginning of each new cycle emissaries 

were sent out to bring other things back. 179 

In sparsely populated areas of the North, the process of capturing, recording and collating 

information through logistical media that is then transported to cultural institutions of 

metropolitan centres continues through various mining museums in southern Canada. The 

 
179 Bruce Braun, “Producing vertical territory: geology and governmentality in late Victorian Canada,” Ecumene 7 

(1), 7-46. 
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primacy of the visual here, in combination with extractivist aims, belies the ocularcentrism of 

early colonial processes of accumulation. Visual imagery, combined with the aerial viewpoint of 

the plane and cartographic abstractions of space, run counter to some Indigenous ways of 

understanding movement through a nation’s territory.180 

  

3.8 Grounded Normativity 

If the paradigm of logistics informs dominant modes of visuality today, what paradigm 

opposes it? I will outline two such concepts here, “deep reciprocity” and “grounded normativity,” 

introduced by Leanne Betasamosake Simpson and Glen Coulthard. Both scholars formulate 

grounded normativity as a framework entirely informed by Indigenous epistemologies. Deep 

reciprocity is one of the relational means by which it is sustained. Just as Simpson proposes that 

the alternative to extractivism is deep reciprocity,181 I suggest here that grounded normativity is 

an alternative to logistics. In a co-written journal article, Coulthard and Simpson have clarified 

the frameworks of grounded normativity: 

What we are calling “grounded normativity” refers to the ethical frameworks 

provided by these Indigenous place-based practices and associated forms of 

knowledge. Grounded normativity houses and reproduces the practices and 

procedures, based on deep reciprocity, that are inherently informed by an intimate 

 
180 For instance, the use of oral testimony to uphold Indigenous sovereignty was exemplified in the legal case of 

Delgamuukw v. British Columbia in 1997 pushed the Canadian Supreme Court to uncharacteristically consider the 

Wet’suwet’en kungax (a spiritual song or dance or performance tying them to the land) as evidence. See Dylan 

Robinson, Hungry Listening: Resonant Theory for Indigenous Sound Studies (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 

Press, 2020); “In 1987 the Gitxsan and the Wet’suwet’en in British Columbia entered the Gitxsan adaawk (a 

collection of sacred oral traditions about their ancestors, histories, and territories) and the Wet’suwet’en kungax (a 

spiritual song or dance or performance tying them to the land) as evidence in their suit seeking title to their ancestral 

lands. In 1997 the Canadian Supreme Court found that forms of evidence like these had to be accepted in Canadian 

courts.” Denis Wood and John Krygier, Making Maps (Guilford Publications, 2005), 20. 
181 Naomi Klein, “Dancing the World into Being: A Conversation with Idle No More’s Leanne Simpson,” Yes 

Magazine (6 March 2013), https://www.yesmagazine.org/social-justice/2013/03/06/dancing-the-world-into-being-a-

conversation-with-idle-no-more-leanne-simpson/ 
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relationship to place. Grounded normativity teaches us how to live our lives in 

relation to other people and nonhuman life forms in a profoundly nonauthoritarian, 

nondominating, nonexploitive manner. Grounded normativity teaches us how to be in 

respectful diplomatic relationships with other Indigenous and non-Indigenous nations 

with whom we might share territorial responsibilities or common political or 

economic interests. Our relationship to the land itself generates the processes, 

practices, and knowledges that inform our political systems, and through which we 

practice solidarity. To willfully abandon them would amount to a form of auto-

genocide.182  

The emphasis placed here on how cultural and social practices stem from, and are informed by, 

relationships with land stands in stark contrast to the framework of logistics. Logistics represents 

natural objects as interchangeable, mobile, as valuable primarily through their potential for 

commercial circulation and integration into the world market. This is one of the ways that 

logistics “maps the form of contemporary imperialism,” as Cowen has argued.183 

The North-South relations solidified by air travel, as exemplified by Pudlo and the 

transportation of his works, is indicative of broader material shifts and cultural confrontations.184 

The institutions of art in the South fuelled the production of Inuit prints and drawings, but also 

 
182 Glen Sean Coulthard and Leanne Betasamosake Simpson, “Grounded Normativity / Place-Based Solidarity”  

American Quarterly 68, No. 2 (June 2016), 254. 
183 Cowen, The Deadly Life of Logistics, 8. 
184 The geopolitical instrumentalization of Canada’s North has also led to government and military infrastructure, 

such as the radar stations of the DEW Line. Another thread to account for Indigenous land alienation therefore leads 

to military infrastructure. Canadian Air Force/NATO base in Goose Bay (now in the province of Labrador) and its 

occupation by Innu protesters in the 1980s and 1990s offers one example. “The occupation was led largely by Innu 

women” writes Coulthard, “to challenge the further dispossession of their territories and subsequent destruction of 

their land-based way of life by the military industrial complex’s encroachment onto their homelands of Nitassinan.” 

Coulthard, Red Skin, White Masks. 117. 
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aided their circulation within profoundly Western economies and attendant modes of 

spectatorship.  

Pudlo’s idiosyncratic representations of air travel are significant because of their lack of 

locational specificity: the lines representing flight, and thus the planes, are going nowhere. 

Furthermore, unlike the nonreciprocal sight imposed by air travel, which lends itself to 

movement through place without being seen and legible to people from the ground, Pudlo’s 

works introduce, or reintroduce, reciprocity into the airplane’s visual field. That is why, for 

instance, the pilot of Aeroplane is visible, while the wings of the plane aren’t.  

After his solo exhibition at the National Gallery of Canada, Pudlo spoke in candid terms 

about the reception of his art, regretting the social context that follows the creation of his work, 

when it goes up for sale. He claimed: “It’s like writing a letter ‘To whom it may concern’. I don’t 

know who will buy it.” According to one account,185 he claimed to prefer it when collectors come 

to him with a request. In opposition to the reciprocity of exchange value introduced through 

southern art markets, Pudlo regretted not knowing where, or to whom, his artworks were going.  

 

 

 

  

 
185 Sarah Jennings, “Being ‘true’ to what he sees,” The Globe and Mail (18 July 1990). Vancouver Art Gallery 

Archives.  
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Chapter 4 

Navigational Media186 

 

The person who sees and knows only how to see, the person who 

draws and knows only how to put marks on a sheet of paper, the 

person who drives around and knows only how to drive car – all  

contribute in their way to the mutilation of a space which is 

everywhere sliced up. 

—Henri Lefebvre187 

 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter I will analyze the cultural patterns that come into focus when processes of 

security and spectatorship in airports are examined through relations of power and 

governmentality. I will argue that media representing human mobility, both in security and 

cultural displays, solidify particular educational roles. This educational capacity is formed largely 

through a visuality that individualizes the experience of transnational mobility, while actively 

obscuring social patterns of historical and contemporary inequalities in mobility. By analyzing 

representations for personal mobility at airports—from biometric imaging, passport photos, and 

installation and media art— I will address how mobility is represented and directed in these 

border spaces. 

 
186 This chapter is loosely adapted from my article “Between Security and Spectatorship: The Media of Transnational 

Mobility at Canadian Airports” published in issue 35 of Intermédialités/ Intermediality.  
187 Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space, trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith (Oxford: Blackwell, 1991). 313. 
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 As scholars Brett Neilson and Sandro Mezzadra remind us, beyond the border archetypes 

that easily fire up popular imaginations—such as walls or clear lines drawn on maps—borders 

are social institutions that perpetuate asymmetrical relations between people.188 Airports are 

important sites to analyze the influence of borders because of the volume of international arrivals 

every year,189 but also because these spaces vividly materialize a variety of ways of 

understanding the border in an immediate, physical sense, as well as through more diffuse 

structures, processes and media. However, it is worth clarifying that the processes of inclusion 

and exclusion of borders—such as the US-Canada border— extend far beyond the gates and ports 

that focalize political attention today, to encompass a heterogeneity of spaces and practices 

perpetuating the asymmetrical relations of borders. The international border in its manifestations 

at airports is therefore not only as a discrete location through which the mobility of passengers 

alternates with security measures, but acts as an “epistemic viewpoint,”190 in which ways of 

seeing are also simultaneously ways of governing.191  

French philosopher Henri Lefebvre has reiterated the importance of the visual in the 

production of space, in which airports are notable examples. While for Lefebvre large 

infrastructural projects are conceived “with the visible in mind” navigation through the visual 

 
188 Sandro Mezzadra and Brett Neilson, “Border as Method, Or, The Multiplication Of,” Labour (Durham: Duke 

University Press, 2013). 
189 In Canada, the majority of international passenger traffic is funnelled through the country’s major urban centres 

and specifically the airports of Toronto, Montréal and Vancouver, with YYZ accounting for roughly half of this 

traffic. See Statistics Canada. Air Carrier Traffic at Canadian Airports 2015. Table 1-2. In 2016, YYZ recorded 42.3 

million passengers (with Europe accounting for 23% of international destinations); YVR recorded 21.4 million 

passengers (with Asia representing 29% of international destinations); while YUL saw 15.4 million passengers (with 

Europe representing 35%). See Transport Canada, Transportation in Canada: Comprehensive Report, 2017, last 

access February 24, 2019, https://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/policy/transporta-tion-canada-2017.html,.  
190 Sandro Mezzadra and Brett Neilson, “Border as Method, or, the Multiplication of Labor”, European Institute for 

Progressive Cultural Policies, 2008, last accessed March 30, 2021, 

http://eipcp.net/transversal/0608/mezzadraneilson/en Last accessed 18 February 2019 
191 Shannon Mattern, “All Eyes on the Border,” Places Journal last access February 24, 2019 (September 2018), last 

accessed 18 February 2019, https://placesjournal.org/article/all-eyes-on-the-border/. 

http://eipcp.net/transversal/0608/mezzadraneilson/en
https://placesjournal.org/article/all-eyes-on-the-border/
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sense is also how the people navigating them can become lost in the spectacle of images. 

Lefebvre writes:   

space is undoubtedly produced even when the scale is not that of major highways, airports 

or public works. A further important aspect of spaces of this kind is their increasingly 

pronounced visual character. they are made with the visible in mind: the visibility of 

people and things, of space is an of whatever is contained by them. The predominance of 

visualization (more important than “spectacularization,” which is in any case subsumed 

by it) serves to conceal repetitiveness. People look, and take sight, take seeing, for life 

itself. We build on the basis of papers and plans. We buy on the basis of images. Sights 

and seeing which in the western tradition once epitomized intelligibility, have turned into 

a trap: the means whereby, in social space, diversity may be simulated and a travesty of 

enlightenment and intelligibility ensconced under the sign of transparency.192 

 

4.2 Surveillance 

 Canada's major airports have introduced increasingly controlling ways to determine the 

movement of passengers, notably through the massive security overhauls and related policies that 

followed the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001. Businesses and 

state interests, however, were largely able to turn international requirements for air travel security 

into opportunities for realising longstanding plans. The government of Canada thus formed the 

Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) in 2003, replacing two federal agencies: Citizenship 

and Immigration Canada and the Canadian Food Inspection Agency. Federal agencies such as the 

CBSA set standards for security and passenger screening procedures. Another government 

 
192 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 75. 
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agency, the Canadian Air Transportation Authority, is responsible for overseeing screening 

processes at Canadian airports, and contracts different private firms to conduct airport screening 

procedures, e.g. Securitas operates at YUL, GardaWorld at Toronto’s, and G4S at Vancouver’s.  

 In addition to these Canadian agencies, the International Civil Aviation Organization 

(ICAO), a special agency of the United Nations, issues Standards and Recommended Practices to 

airlines and airport authorities across the world, which are recommended rather than enforced, 

while ensuring consistency in standards for passenger travel, such as the cropping and 

composition of passport photos. Many of these new security measures following 9/11 were 

recommended through the ICAO and the International Air Transport Association (IATA), an 

organization representing the commercial interests of airlines.193 

 Both the ICAO and IATA are headquartered in Montréal, Québec since 1946. While this 

may seem like a strangely provincial location for these two international organizations, the choice 

is indicative of the outsized role that Canada has played as a testing ground and champion for 

innovations in air travel in the second half of the twentieth century. According to the ICAO, one 

national delegate to the United Nations noted that “the vast spaces of the Canadian territory 

would offer unlimited possibilities for research and development in the field of aviation.”194 

While such a claim does echo the country’s openness to research funding for air travel at a 

federal and provincial level, the reasons behind the choice may have more to do with appeasing 

contests between greater powers. With competition heating up between the United States and the 

United Kingdom to host the permanent seat of the ICAO, a Canadian location was seen as a 

reasonable compromise, given the country’s role in the British Commonwealth, and Montreal’s 

 
193 Mark B. Salter, 'The North Atlantic Field of Aviation Security' In Mapping Transatlantic Security Relations: The 

EU, Canada, and the War on Terror (London: Routledge, 2010). 
194 “Selection of Montreal as the Permanent Seat of ICAO,” International Civial Aviation Organization website, last 

accessed March 30, 2021, https://www.icao.int/about-icao/History/Pages/selection-of-montreal-to-host-icao.aspx 
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geographical proximity to New York City, which had already been chosen as the location for the 

United Nations’ permanent headquarters. The IATA’s internal policy documents, on the other 

hand, indicate a willingness to follow the ICAO’s choice of location.  

 The need to facilitate the movement of people through borders, as well as carefully filter 

such movements for security risks, forms a central challenge for the state at airports. The two 

operational priorities of airports—mobility and security—have manifest themselves through 

visual culture in a number of ways. When travellers move through screening and arrivals sections 

of airports, they present identification in the form of passport photos, magnetic chips, and 

increasingly, part of their bodies—such as faces, fingertips or the iris—for biometric scans. The 

information provided by travellers in this way constitute “data doubles”: the virtual identities 

located in networked databases that follow travellers throughout various security theatres.195 Data 

doubles thus provide airport security staff with detailed transnational information to determine 

security risks and track the movements of travellers through and beyond airports.  

Geographers Rob Kitchin and Martin Dodge have extensively analyzed how airports, and 

human movements through them, are determined by digital code. From baggage checks, to 

passenger tickets, to airplanes, if digital systems break down, none of these would function. In 

their 2011 book, Code/Space: Software and Everyday Life, Dodge and Kitchin write: 

[T]he plane itself is a code/space from the cockpit through to the in-flight entertainment 

system and digital maps displayed in the cabin. Over the past twenty- five years or so, 

avionics has dramatically changed flying for pilots. The increasing integration of 

sophisticated virtual geographic representations into the cockpit means that pilots now fly 

through real space virtually, using digital instruments (artificial horizons, inertial and GPS 

 
195 David Lyon, “Filtering Flows, Friends, and Foes: Global Surveillance,” in Politics at the Airport, Mark B. Salter, 

ed. (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2009), 31. 
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navigation), radio communications systems, real-time radar map displays, and so-called 

fly-by-wire controls, collision avoidance systems, and continuous feedback from onboard 

sensors and ground-based data streams. Further, the pilot and plane’s performance are 

continuously monitored and stored by black boxes, or flight data recorders. The flight 

itself takes place through the coded space of the atmosphere, which contains radio 

navigation beacons, GPS signals, and ATC systems that monitor all movements and direct 

planes on route to their destinations.196 

First introduced on a passenger-class basis (i.e. for passengers willing and able to pay for a 

service expediting security procedures), iris scans represent an alternative to the changes 

affecting other forms of identification over time, for instance passport photos and face scans. 

Biometric imaging, as sociologist Elia Zureik has outlined, relies on the recognition of patterns, 

which are then translated into binary code using algorithms.197 Furthermore, such scans offer 

biometric data in the literal sense of “measuring” “life signs,” since after death, muscles in the 

iris become relaxed, thus disrupting the machine legibility of vital information needed for iris 

scans.  

 Forms of political power at airports are deployed in diffuse ways, from physical contact 

with agents at security checks, to more indirect border processes that deter or facilitate 

transnational movement. The normalization of many of these processes results from a form of 

governmentality whereby narratives of state security and hidden threats allow security processes 

and their oppressive effects to become ingrained in everyday life. Such governmentality is made 

manifest through forms of sensory engagement, and notably through the sense of sight, as visual 

media such as video surveillance footage, X-ray scans and biometric imaging gain prominence. 

 
196 Kitchin and Dodge, Code/Space, 144. 
197 Elia Zureik, "Surveillance, Governance and Security," 117, as quoted in Lyon, “Filtering,” 39. 
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Furthermore, this visual economy includes spaces that are barred from view, in which the state 

exercises privileged control deprived of public scrutiny, e.g. in detention centers for migrants.  

In reaction to the increasing invasiveness of biometric imaging, surveillance studies 

scholar Simone Browne has called for a “critical biometric consciousness”: 

A critical biometric consciousness must also factor in the effects of the supply chain, 

production, and disposal of the hardware of these technologies, whether that be the 

mining of conflict minerals, like coltan, or where the assembly of the devices is tied to 

sweatshop labor […] Importantly, a critical biometric consciousness must acknowledge 

the connections between contemporary biometric information technologies and their 

historical antecedents. Meaning here that this critical biometric consciousness must 

contend with the ways that branding, particularly within racial slavery, was instituted as a 

means of population management that rendered whiteness prototypical through its 

making, marking, and marketing of blackness as visible and as commodity […] It is at the 

border—territorial, epidermal, and digital—a site where certain bodies are cast out and 

made out of place, that a critical biometric consciousness […] can be realized.”198  

Browne’s consideration of biometrics through critical consciousness that encompasses mining 

allow us to consider the question of extraction in relation to biometrics in more depth. To what 

extent, for instance, do security officers’ collection of biometric information from passengers 

constitute a forceful “taking” or extraction? To what extent are biometric data “given”? As Yuk 

Hui has outlined, in Latin the word “data” relates to the “giving” of what is perceived as sense 

data specifically. Hui clarifies the word’s evolution in meaning: 

 
198 Simone Browne, Dark Matters: On the Surveillance of Blackness (Durham: Duke University Press, 2015), 129. 
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Data, in Latin, means something which is already given, like sense data that determines 

the falling of the tick or the red color of the apple in front of me; since the mid-twentieth 

century, data has acquired a new meaning, namely, computational information, which is 

no longer “given” from without, but is rather produced and modulated by human beings199 

Reflecting Hui’s comments and the origins of the word “data,” Dodge and Kitchin have 

distinguished data, which they define as “the total sum of facts that an entity can potentially give” 

from what they call “capta.” Dodge and Kitchin define capta as “Units that have been selected 

and harvested from the sum of all potential data.”200 This meaning of capta is especially relevant 

for considering processes of extraction at airports, since as they write “Capta is derived from the 

Latin capere, meaning to take. In other words, with respect to a person, data is everything that it 

is possible to know about that person, capta is what is selectively captured through 

measurement”201  

Analysing the collection of biometric information by airport security officers at airports 

allows us to delve further into how data is “given” and “taken” in order to determine the character 

of extraction at airports. A passenger may seem to merely “give” information they did not 

directly produce or modulate in order to cross a border. If we stick to this narrow meaning of 

data, the collection of data by government authorities at borders may seem to offer passengers the 

choice to “give” their data or not, and the process in this sense is not extractive. However, when 

considering how air travel is, for many, less a want than a necessity, the question of choice 

 
199 Yuk Hui, “Machine and Ecology,” Angelaki 25, no. 4 (July 3, 2020): 61, 

https://doi.org/10.1080/0969725X.2020.1790835. 
200 Kitchin and Dodge, Code/Space, 261. 
201 Kitchin and Dodge, Code/Space, 261. 
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becomes less clear-cut. As the capacity to refrain from disclosing personal data diminishes, the 

institutional process of requesting data becomes increasingly extractive.202  

  

4.3 Managing Flows 

 In the aftermath of 9/11, and with the increased security measures implemented through 

the ICAO, passengers started arriving earlier at security gates in anticipation of lengthier security 

checks. This resulted in longer waiting times after security and before flight boarding. YUL, for 

instance, responded by adding more restaurants and boutiques in its restricted zone, a process that 

paralleled the proliferation of art both before and after security.203 These changes resulted in the 

increase of what sociologists Justine Lloyd and Peter Adey call "dwell-time," or enforced waiting 

periods, which create the retail opportunities that many airports financially depend on.204 

Furthermore, the specific opportunities offered during this "dwell-time" (before and after 

security) also allow airports to position themselves competitively over other airports across the 

world.205 The visual culture of airports should thereby be understood within a broader neoliberal 

context reshaping airports (alongside other transport hubs) into economically productive sites, to 

be considered in competition with other transports hubs. These are some ways that state-imposed 

security protocols have complemented the privatization and commercialization of airport spaces.  

 The integration of international airports into a globalized economy, and the fragmented 

representations of place that they lead to is perhaps best represented in a recent advertising 

 
202 However, it is not properly extractivist in that capital is not a determining factor in extraction.  
203 Aéroports de Montréal (ADM). Montréal-Trudeau: 75 years told. Targetted publication inserted in La Presse, Le 

Devoir, The Montreal Gazette and The Globe and Mail (Montréal: Communications Chevalier, 2016). 
204 Justine Lloyd, "Dwelltime: Airport Technology, Travel and Consumption," Space and Culture 6, no. 2 (2003): 94. 

Quoted in Mark B. Salter, "The Global Airport" in Politics at the Airport, 2009, 11. 
205 The United Arab Emirates, for instance, have invested huge sums to create hub airports replete with "shops, 

cinemas, churches, spas, hotels, gardens, churches, and medical facilities, so that the time spent on the ground at 

airports is not seen as 'dead-time.'" See Mark B. Salter, 'The Global Airport: Managing Space, Speed and Security,' 

in Salter, Politics at the Airport, 12. 
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campaign by the Hong Kong Shanghai Banking Corporation (HSBC). Campaigns such as 

“Cultural Collisions” and “Different Points of View” echo some of the language of art 

installation found elsewhere in airports, especially in how the campaign’s images wrap around, 

and integrate with, architectural features of airport infrastructure. Indeed, such campaigns have 

taken place at all major Canadian airports and more than a dozen others across the world. They 

are known for extensively using the “jet bridge” of passenger terminals, covering in total more 

than a thousand such bridges across the world with long posters directly catering to the horizontal 

movements of passengers as they board or exit a plane. These campaigns are based on the shock 

of contradictions, for instance using the same image with alternating and conflicting 

superimposed text. Another campaign contrasts two different types of objects with visual 

similarities (turning the “graphic cut” technique of film editing into layer overlays), in order to 

highlight the HSBC logo. The campaign, as featured at Vancouver International Airport, includes 

such slogans as “Difference. The only thing we have in common” and “A tightly-knit community 

of 37 million people.” The messaging of such ads, in the inherently disorienting and mobile 

context of airport jet bridges, invites passersby to find meaning amidst contradiction, belonging 

within globalization, through the circulation of capital.    
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Figure 10. HSBC jetbridge advertisement at Calgary International Airport, 2018, 

photograph by author. 

 

 HSBC’s advertising campaigns are manifestations of the compression of time and space 

in how they smooth over conflict and contradiction in their messaging while expressing the 

dominant order of deregulated capital visually. More broadly, the representation of disparate 

parts of the city in the context of the airport, along with the aesthetics of fragmentation and 

fluidity, are cultural manifestations of an abstracted mode of being, and what geographer David 

Harvey has called "time-space compression." Harvey has commented on the radical impact of 

neoliberalism, economic deregulation and flexible labour in producing a newly accelerated, 

shortened, or "compressed" experience of space and time. He has notably outlined how this 

radical reconfiguration of social and economic life in the global north was made manifest through 
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a distinct aesthetic of fluidity and fragmentation in postmodern art and architecture from the 

1970s and 1980s.206  

 Harvey’s conceptualization and examples, however, largely overlook how political-

economic forces impact people differently according to race, gender, religion and disability. This 

omission has led geographer Doreen Massey to criticize Harvey's concept of "time-space 

compression" as a monolithic category that belies the ways that power impacts people in different 

ways, through different systems of oppression, a process she refers to as "differential mobility." 

Increased potentials in the mobility of some, therefore, have accompanied increased controls and 

restrictions over the mobility of others. Massey therefore argues for the need to consider how the 

mobility that many people have the privilege of enjoying actually weakens possibilities for 

others, through the development of systems of increasing differential and unequal mobility. 

Responding to Harvey's terms, Massey states: "differential mobility can weaken the leverage of 

the already weak. The time-space compression of some groups can undermine the power of 

others."207 Universalizing the experience of "time-space compression" can therefore contribute to 

obscuring how some groups are freer to travel than others.  

 The aesthetic of the HSBC campaigns thereby evoke the phenomenon of time-space 

compression through a postmodern cultivation of disorientation, juxtapositions and pastiche. It is 

fitting in this sense that the campaign’s images are placed in some of the most disorientating 

spaces of airports: the narrow corridors that passengers must transit through immediately after 

exiting a large passenger jet. These are modular, mobile jet bridges that are neither in the airport 

nor on the tarmac. The campaigns’ texts and images are likewise transitory, unfixed, contributing 

 
206 David Harvey, The Condition of Postmodernity (London: Blackwell, 1989). 
207 Doreen Massey, 'Power-geometry and a progressive sense of place', in J. Bird, B. Curtis, T. Putnam, G. Robertson 

and L. Tickner, eds., Mapping the Futures: Local Cultures, Global Change (London: Routledge, 1993), 65. 
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to a discourse that privileges the interchangeability of things but also meanings: the only constant 

allowed is circulation, and the fluidity of the financial sector is here hypostasized as personal 

movement.  

 

4.4 Differential Mobilities  

 Because of the prominence of international borders and attendant forms of control, 

airports are privileged sites for the examination of how systems of power produce differential 

mobility through the institutional forms of the border. To understand the border as an epistemic 

viewpoint is also to understand the heterogeneity of border spaces: how they conduct exclusions 

overtly and covertly, at different intensities. Such differentials in mobility can become starkly 

apparent in the confined spaces of airport screening zones, or what Browne calls “corridors of 

indignity.”208 In relation to the ways that security checks disproportionately focus on Black 

women in the US, Browne calls the process that thus slows down some over others “racial 

baggage.” “Racial baggage,” Browne writes, is “how certain acts and certain looks at the airport 

weigh down some travelers, while others travel lightly.”209 While Browne focuses on the US, 

Canadian airport security routinely displays evidence of discrimination and racism,210 

perpetuating power dynamics of differential mobilities, at the same time that US border control 

 
208 Browne, Dark Matters, 146. 
209 Browne, Dark Matters, 133. 
210 Catharine Tunney, “Rude officers, seized items and touchy pat downs top CATSA complaints list,” CBC News, 

May 20, 2018, last accessed 18 February 2019, 

https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/catsa-complaints-most-common-1.4667623. 
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extends its reach in other jurisdictions to facilitate the flow of goods destined for the US,211 all 

while excluding the flow of passengers destined for the same country.212   

 In her research on air deportations in Canada, scholar Leslie Muñoz has outlined a 

number of ways that government authorities have standardized opacity in processes of 

deportation, as detainees board either chartered or regular passenger flights. As Muñoz outlines, 

airplanes are also carceral spaces, since these limit the movements of deportees.213 Muñoz details 

how IATA encourages security officers escorting deportees to discreetly pre-board deportees 

before other passengers, to avoid “drawing undo attention” to physically restrained deportee, and 

to sit at the back of planes, making sure escorts and deportees “are the last passengers to 

disembark.”214 From the charter or regular air carriers chosen by the CBSA, to the location 

deportees are asked to sit on a plane, and the detention facilities where migrants are held, 

strategic invisibility forms a standard visuality of deportation and detention processes at 

airports.215     

 

 
211 Geographer Deborah Cowen has examined this process through her analysis of the commercial corridors 

facilitated by maritime ports on Canada’s west coast, to “make the border fade into the background as a means of 

strengthening logistics space.” She writes that “[American Customs and Border Patrol] agents are now stationed at 

the Port of Prince Rupert [British Columbia] and carry out their inspections alongside their Canadian counterparts 

when containers reach the North American shore.” Deborah Cowen, The Deadly Life of Logistics (Toronto: 

University of Toronto Press, 2014), 74. 
212 This is a continuing threat at Canadian airports, notably with the bill C-23, which gives several new powers to US 

Customs and Border Protection to conduct preclearance security checks at the Canada’s major airports.   
213 Muñoz outlines ways that this architecture of air deportation has been used strategically by migrants, for instance, 

to call attention to foreign officials through a connecting flight. For example, in the case of Jama Warsame, who 

evaded his removal from Canada to Somalia “by getting the attention of a Dutch official in Amsterdam, a transit 

point in his scheduled removal passage” and thereafter claimed refugee status in the Netherlands. Leslie Andrea 

Muñoz, “State-led Forced Migration in the Canadian Context: A Look into Canada’s Deportation Flights,” (MA 

Thesis, Political Economy, Carleton University, 2016), 73.    
214 Leslie Andrea Muñoz, “State-led Forced Migration in the Canadian Context: A Look into Canada’s Deportation 

Flights,” (MA Thesis, Political Economy, Carleton University, 2016), p 75. 
215 The geography, demographics and facts surrounding Canada’s migrant detention centres are notably made public 

through the Global Detention Project, last accessed 18 February 2019. 

https://www.globaldetentionproject.org/countries/americas/canada. 

https://www.globaldetentionproject.org/countries/americas/canada
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4.5 The Art of Navigation 

 The majority of international passenger traffic through Canada is channeled through three 

airports, the country’s busiest: Toronto Pearson International Airport (YYZ); Vancouver 

International Airport (YVR); and Montréal-Trudeau International Airport (YUL).216 Canada's 

three major airports cater to very different parts of the world, and represent distinct migratory and 

cross-cultural ties.217 Each of these airports showcases a particular visual identity, while using 

media and cultural displays to reflect the airports' respective cities or regions. The visual cultures 

of these airports thus function largely through a showcase visuality, in which municipal, regional 

or national narratives are presented through celebratory representations of place. These airports 

are run by private non-profit organizations, each forming distinct airport authorities for their 

metropolitan area. In terms of its current cultural displays, YYZ showcases a number of works by 

international artists, as well as collections from regional cultural institutions such as the Royal 

Ontario Museum, the Canada Science and Technology Museum, the Museum of Sight and 

Vision, as well as works by local artists. Furthermore, artworks commissioned through a juried 

competition are designed to provide an "uplifting" and "educational" experience, while displays 

are intended to "represent Toronto’s role as the gateway to the North American global air 

transportation."218 YVR also foregrounds regional identity, although through its Sense of Place 

programme, which focuses on Indigenous Northwest Coast art. Finally, YUL showcases cultural 

 
216 YYZ alone carried roughly half of the country's total international passenger traffic in 2015. Statistics Canada. Air 

Carrier Traffic at Canadian Airports 2015 (2016), Table 1-2. 
217 While the United States remains the top international destination overall, last year, YYZ recorded 42.3 million 

passengers with Europe accounting for 23% of international destinations; YVR recorded 21.4 million passengers 

with Asia representing 29% of international destinations; while YUL saw 15.4 million passengers with both Europe 

and the US representing 35%. See Transport Canada, Transportation in Canada: Comprehensive Report, 2017.  
218 Greater Toronto Airports Authority, “The Visual and the Visionary: Art, Architecture and the Airport,” (2003). 

Retrived from 

https://www.torontopearson.com/uploadedFiles/Pearson/Content/ToDo_at_Pearson/Art_and_Exhibits/art_catalogue.

pdf 

https://www.torontopearson.com/uploadedFiles/Pearson/Content/ToDo_at_Pearson/Art_and_Exhibits/art_catalogue.pdf
https://www.torontopearson.com/uploadedFiles/Pearson/Content/ToDo_at_Pearson/Art_and_Exhibits/art_catalogue.pdf
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production from its surrounding region through the Aérogalerie / Montréal Identity programme, 

which brands the city specifically by focusing on photographic and new media projects, such as 

light installations, digital screens, and light boxes. Thus, even though situated in distinct corners 

of Canada, these airports instrumentalize their art and design to serve purposes of state power and 

reify normative forms of mobility. 

 Airports are designed for human mobility, and both mobility and security are the 

overarching concerns for authorities governing how travellers move through borders at these 

sites. Through virtually every one of their facets, as Salter reminds us, “airports are designed to 

survey, discriminate and control mobile bodies.”219 Artworks sanctioned by airport authorities are 

usually presented with this proviso, so that transience is structurally tied to the installation of 

artworks. Canada’s three major airports are therefore, in many ways, sites that pose structural 

challenges to common standards for the curation, display and appreciation of artworks. The 

curation of artworks at these airports is essentially designed for a mobile spectator, while 

teaching these mobile subjects ways of orienting themselves and navigating the spaces of each 

airport. Furthermore, each of Canada’s major airports is run by a private, non-profit organization, 

which form distinct airport authorities for their metropolitan area, mobilizing the curation of 

artistic and cultural objects to competitively position their airport over others internationally.   

 There are many examples of how artworks are integrated into surrounding architecture of 

airports to facilitate human mobility. YUL, for instance, includes many light columns that guide 

travellers while illuminating surrounding signage, such as Caroline Bergeron and Aliya Orr’s 

Orbit (2015). This artwork includes two oval-shaped screens wrapped around concrete columns 

 
219 Mark B. Salter, "At the Threshold of Security: A theory of International Borders," in Global Surveillance and 

Policing: Borders, Identity, Security, Elia Zureik and Mark B. Salter, eds., (Cullumpton, UK: Willan, 2005), 43. 
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surrounding the US Departures gate, and shows a flux of abstract forms through the screens’ 

LED displays. Many other works at this airport use integrated lighting installations while directly 

complementing the airport’s wayfinding systems. Other examples of the curation of art as 

navigational aid include Axel Morgenthaler’s You are almost there! (2005), which consists of 29 

computer-controlled tubes of LED across transborder and international jetties, and Art en 

Couleurs, a series of nine light box columns wrapped around pre-existing airport columns, 

forming a visual dividing line between the departures terminal and the food court facing it. Such 

artworks thereby subtly help travellers navigate through the spaces of the airport—or identify 

areas to rest or dwell.  

 

 

Figure 11. Lightbox columns from the Art en Couleurs display at Montréal-Trudeau 

airport, 2016, photograph by author. 

 

 YYZ references regional institutions through curatorial showcases, and it has included 

cultural displays representing local museums, such as the Royal Ontario Museum and the 
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Museum of Vision Science.220 In this space, works are sited at different heights, thereby 

surrounding travellers as they navigate through its spacious atria. These include Jetstream (2003), 

by local artists Susan Schelle and Mark Gomes, an aluminum, granite and bronze installation that 

hovers over traveller’s heads, through swirling lines that evoke wind currents and weather 

patterns.  

 On the West Coast, YVR showcases art through a programme titled “Sense of Place,” 

which references the sea, skies and land of the province of British Columbia through art and 

design, particularly Musqueam cultural objects and Indigenous Northwest Coast art. Joe David’s 

Welcome Figures (1985), a particularly prominent work, includes one female and one male 

figure, carved in red cedar in the Clayoquot tradition of the Nuu-chah-nulth. This work is based 

on the carved figures traditionally placed on beaches and in front of a village or big house, 

designed to “look out to sea, arms raised, palms facing upward” in order to “greet guests invited 

to special events such as potlatches.”221 Currently sited in the arrivals terminal of YVR, Welcome 

Figures is strategically placed to face the majority of people entering the city through 

international flights.  

 As culturally and geographically disparate as these airports are, the curation of art in each 

of these sites attempts to produce a sense of place by representing work by local or regional 

artists, alongside celebratory displays of touristic or cultural destinations. The art objects thereby 

contribute to forming first and last impressions of place through evocative representations, while 

symbolically orienting travellers in relation to aspects of regional or cultural identity.  

 
220 Greater Toronto Airports Authority, The Visual and the Visionary. 
221 Robin Laurence, A Sense of Place: Art at Vancouver International Airport (Vancouver: Figure 1 Publishing, 

2015), 33. I have detailed the history behind this work and other works at this airport in “Senses of Place at the 

Border: Visual Cultures of Mobility at Canadian Airports,” Synoptique: 8.1: Becoming Environmental: Media, 

Logistics, and Ecological Change, 2019, last access July 4, 2019 <https://synoptique.ca/8-1-becoming-

environmental-media-logistics-and-ecological-change/>. 
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4.6 Place and Non-place 

 The proliferation of signs across airports—announcing gates or advertising products—are 

largely conceived for transience and designed to be experienced in passing. The variety of media 

used for these signs (e.g. light boxes or digital screens) and the variety of their placements across 

the airport, testify to the unique integration tying media to human mobility. The combination of 

these elements—persistent movement and the proliferation of signs—are constitutive aspects of 

the non-place. The concept of non-place, first formulated by historian Michel de Certeau, was 

later developed and popularized by anthropologist Marc Augé in the 1990s. Considering what is 

negated, de Certeau defines "place" as characterized by an order of properties, a locale where 

each spatial element is distributed through distinct positions that create relations of stability and 

coexistence.222 This order and stability are then disrupted in the non-place, through the 

proliferation of language in space. De Certeau especially emphasizes the influence of proper 

nouns, and how they lead to varied and conflicting spatial orientations. Augé develops and 

extends de Certeau's formulations, describing non-places as being "invaded by text" (such as 

navigational aids) and characterized by the dual negation of place by textuality and the movement 

of people. Augé thus mentions such seemingly divergent locales as train stations, shopping malls 

and migrant camps as examples of contemporary non-places.  

 Extending these formulations to the field of aesthetics, philosopher Peter Osborne further 

argues that the dual negation of place that characterizes the non-place is also constitutive of the 

archetypal space of modern art: the white cube. Exhibiting art through standardized architectural 

forms and against white walls, the white cube was famously theorized by artist Brian O'Doherty 

 
222 Michel de Certeau, L'invention du quotidien, I. Arts de faire (Gallimard, 1980), 157. (author's translation) 
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as "the single major convention through which art is passed."223 Despite seeming antithetical to 

the scale and traffic associated to malls and transport hubs, Osborne however argues that the 

white cube is also a non-place, to the extent that it is a self-enclosed locale designed to facilitate 

the movement of people (through the transience of exhibitions) while foregrounding the insertion 

of textuality. For Osborne, modern art is inherently tied to textuality, in the sense that modern art 

is necessarily constituted by the discourses surrounding it.224 

 That the white cube and the airport share these ontological characteristics goes some way 

toward explaining the integration of extensive art exhibitions and displays within the 

infrastructures of Canadian airports. This meeting of two seemingly divergent spaces is made 

literal, notably, through the neologism Aérogalerie, which refers to the evolving exhibitions of art 

and design at YUL. The theme of mobility is evoked in this programme in different ways. Public 

artworks scattered across the island of Montréal are re-presented as abstract photographs in the 

airport's light boxes. These boxes are wrapped around nine of the airports' pre-existing columns. 

Moving through the airport, passengers can thereby encounter columns with fragmented 

representations of the city through variegated geometric abstractions. Many of the columns, 

tellingly, represent the context of other transit hubs where the art or design works are located. For 

instance, some columns re-present the interiors of Montréal's underground metro system through 

Mario Merola's Octavie (1976) at Charlevoix Station; Lyse Charland Favretti's L'Éducation and 

Pierre Osterrath's Untitled (both 1982) installed at Du Collège Station; or .98 (2007) by Alex 

Morgenthaler at Henri-Bourrassa Station. The majority of art and design works in this series of 

columns at the airport therefore represent the theme of mobility through other forms of transport 

 
223 Brian O’Doherty, Inside the White Cube: The Ideology of the Gallery Space (University of California Press, 

1986), 80, as quoted in Peter Osborne, Anywhere Or Not at All: Philosophy of Contemporary Art (London: Verso, 

2013), 123. 
224 Osborne, Anywhere, 122. 
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infrastructure in the city. In fact, most of these works form part of an unbroken underground path 

through the interior spaces of the Montréal Metro, or through the sprawling network of tunnels, 

malls and office complexes that is the RÉSO (or Underground City), the non-place that has 

perhaps most branded the city.  

 

4.7 Senses of Place 

 Airports instrumentalize aesthetics for the purposes of tourism and state power. In so 

doing, they also temporally frame the experience of air travel, often providing first and last 

impressions of place. Airport authorities, along with partner institutions such as museums, have 

carefully curated these impressions to correspond to unique images of place. The large-scale 

exhibitions that result, uniquely adapted to transnational flows, particularly draw from modes of 

representation originating in large-scale exhibitions known as world expositions, or world fairs. 

Two cities in Canada hosted iterations of these events: Montréal in 1967 (Expo 67) and 

Vancouver in 1986 (Expo 86). Beyond the massive changes in transport infrastructure such fairs 

led to,225 more discreet traces of their legacy appear throughout the visual culture of both airports. 

Standing by Vancouver airport's arrivals terminal, Joe David's massive work, Welcome Figures 

(1985), was originally commissioned by Expo 86 to stand in front of the British Columbia 

Pavilion. David's work includes one female and one male figure carved in red cedar, each 

towering at around three meters and carved in the Clayoquot tradition of the Nuu-chah-nulth. 

This work is based on the carved figures traditionally placed on beaches and in front of a village 

or big house, designed to "look out to sea, arms raised, palms facing upward" in order to "greet 

 
225 Notably, the inauguration of new public transit rail lines with the arrival of the SkyTrain (Vancouver), and the 

Metro to Longueuil (Montréal) 
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guests invited to special events such as potlatches."226 Elsewhere, the Sense of Place program has 

sought to foster a sense of belonging, largely by presenting Indigenous Northwest Coast art and 

celebratory reflections of British Columbia's natural environment.227 Under this program, the 

airport has aimed to unify diverse facets of BC, specifically foregrounding relations between 

Northwest Coast art and the region's land, sea and sky. This curatorial focus dates back to the 

early 1990s, specifically with the installation of Bill Reid's massive five-ton sculpture, The Spirit 

of Haida Gwaii: The Jade Canoe in 1994, now in the airport's International Terminal. The work 

is bronze cast and covered with a jade-coloured patina, meant to reflect the province's naturally 

occurring jade. Known as the "Heart of the Airport," the Jade Canoe reflects the setting of 

contemporary air travel through Haida representations of mobility. This work thus draws a 

parallel between the narrative arc of the canoe's journey, of mythical proportions, and the more 

prosaic plight of airport passengers, workers and other people sharing the space of this 

terminal.228 This work, as with David's Welcome Figures, symbolically transfigures everyday 

mobility through Indigenous iconography and aesthetics. Furthermore, Reid's work has already 

gained iconic status through other contexts and has represented the state in more overt ways: the 

first casting of this work, The Spirit of Haida Gwaii: the Black Canoe (1986) appears outside the 

Canadian Embassy in Washington, DC; and an image of the sculpture has appeared on the 

Canadian twenty-dollar bill.229  

  

 
226 Laurence, A Sense of Place, 33. 
227 Laurence, A Sense of Place, xiii. 
228 Laurence, A Sense of Place, 37. 
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Figure 12. Bill Reid, Jade Canoe, 1994, bronze cast, 2.2, jade green patina, 6.05 x 3.89m. 

This illustration shows Reid’s work the context of Vancouver International Airport, in an 

area known as the Heart of the Airport (International Terminal), 2018, photograph by 

author. 

 

 While the term "sense of place" can be defined as the various ways in which place 

provides a sense of belonging, creates attachments and constructs meaning, it is an elusive 

concept that reveals how deeply intertwined perceptions of place are with psychological, political 

and sensory factors.230 Frank O’Neill, president and CEO of YVR Airport Services for over two 

decades, has commented on the relationship between Northwest Coast art and the fostering of a 

"sense of place." While "travellers from the four directions arrive and depart" at the airport, he 

 
230 Jen Jack Gieseking, William Mangold, Cindi Katz, Setha M. Low and Susan Saegert., The People, Place, and 

Space Reader (London: Routledge, 2014), 82. 
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claims, the "sense of place created by the art of the Northwest Coast helps to anchor and orient 

their feelings."231 Indeed, in the first years of the airport's focus on "sense of place," O'Neill 

argued that the presence of Indigenous art would "provide a competitive advantage over an 

airport that looks upon itself as a processing factory."232  

 Despite the paradox of aiming to produce a "sense of place" within the airport (an 

archetypal non-place), the affective evocations of place at both YVR and YUL largely draw from 

historically ingrained, Eurocentric modes of representation at mega-events. The format of 

Vancouver and Montreal's world expositions originated with the Crystal Palace exhibition of 

1851 (London, UK) and the World Exhibition of 1889 (Paris, France). For political theorist 

Timothy Mitchell, these expositions emblematized a characteristically Western way of seeing the 

world, through their production of totalizing representations of place, scripted relations between 

viewer and representation, and an emphasis on passive spectatorship. Mitchell recounts how non-

Western visitors to world expositions of the late 19th century saw them as "emblematic of the 

strange character of the West, a place where one was continually pressed into service as a 

spectator by a world ordered so as to represent."233 Geographer Denis Cosgrove further remarks 

that Egyptian visitors to the 1889 Exposition were struck by displays that organized the world 

"according to visual criteria, staging reality as a dramatic performance."234 This paradigm, which 

Mitchell describes as "the world-as-exhibition" sheds light on the modes of representation that 

inform how Vancouver and YUL represent senses of place. Furthermore, Montréal’s own world 

exposition, in 1967, occurred during a historical phase during which such mega-events were used 

 
231 Frank O'Neill, quoted in Rita Beiks, Ilona Beiks, Land, Sea and Sky: Art at YVR (Vancouver: YVR Art 

Foundation, 2003), 36. 
232 Vancouver Sun (April 26, 1996), quoted in, Shannon Leddy, “Tourists, Art and Airports: The Vancouver 

International Airport as a Site of Cultural Negotiation,” (MA Thesis, University of British Columbia), 52. 
233 As quoted in Gregory, Geographical Imaginations, 37. 
234 Denis E. Cosgrove, Apollo's Eye: A Cartographic Genealogy of the Earth in the Western Imagination (Baltimore: 

Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001). 
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for nation-building, effectively contributing to shoring up the settler state of Canada by 

showcasing itself to the world through (tourist) flows. The “world ordered so as to represent” 

finds a contemporary echo in the airports’ visual culture displays, but also in how navigation is 

funneled and directed at the airport to facilitate the representation of people in transit. After the 

aesthetics of showcase in the publicly accessible areas of airports, passengers find themselves 

represented through state security processes, which seek to make their mobility conditional on 

their authentication through personal data.  

 These state imperatives for navigating the airport notably diverge from Indigenous forms 

of mobility and sovereignty. The Montréal Identity / Aérogalerie programme's claim to represent 

a city as culturally diverse as Montréal while showcasing the work of almost exclusively white 

artists, shores up settler understandings of mobility that actively erase Indigenous and non-white 

patterns of migration through the city. These forms are representative of the privilege by which 

some settlers can move across the continent and claim somewhere to be “their home” in a way 

that disassociates the land from Indigenous systems of knowledge. Settler sovereignty is, 

according to scholars Emma Lowman and Adam Barker, "essentially 'portable' anywhere inside 

the settler’s domain."235 The Montreal Identity programme thereby extends settler processes by 

which senses of place and belonging are naturalized as being “portable,” abstracted from, and in 

conflict with, existing place-based epistemologies. It is important, however, to note the ways in 

which some non-Indigenous people in North America are theorized beyond a polarized 

opposition of settler and Indigenous forms of mobility, for instance as “arrivants.” Borrowing the 

term from African Caribbean poet Kamau Brathwaite, Chickasaw writer Jodi A. Byrd explains 

how “arrivant” relates to “those people forced into the Americas through the violence of 

 
235 Emma Battell Lowman and Adam J. Barker, Settler: Identity and Colonialism in 21st Century Canada (Halifax: 

Fernwood Publishing, 2015), 23. 
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European and Anglo-American colonialism and imperialism around the globe.” Arrivants, 

therefore represent a different relation to the settler-state, a position that should be nuanced to the 

extent that they have “functioned within and have resisted the historical project of the 

colonization of the “New World.”236 

 Airports emblematize processes of globalization, but they also extend processes of 

representation imbricated in national (state) interests. Furthermore, because international airports 

in Canada operate through, and include, international borders, the Canadian state regulates 

transnational movements. This is a conception of spatial limits at odds with senses of place of 

Indigenous peoples, such as the Kanien'kehá:ka (Mohawk). Anthropologist Audra Simpson has 

shed light on how Mohawk forms of sovereignty allow for an alternative understanding of forces 

regulating the flow of bodies through the US-Canada border. "I have crossed the border my entire 

life" Simpson writes, "in cars, on buses, and had my first flight alone into Dorval [Montréal's] 

International airport at age seven to see my grandparents and my extended family."237 This 

border, Simpson claims, "cuts through [Mohawks'] historical and contemporary territory" and is 

"simply, in their space and in their way." Despite the enforcement of this settler-state border, 

mobility through it enacts the Mohawk nation's understanding of history and law.238 This 

understanding of mobility as a form of sovereignty is echoed by scholar Gerald Vizenor, whose 

concept of "transmotion" provides another way of thinking of Indigenous mobility. He defines 

this concept as being:  

 
236 Jodi A. Byrd, The Transit of Empire: Indigenous Critiques of Colonialism (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 

Press, 2011), xix. 
237 Audra Simpson, Mohawk Interruptus: Political Life Across the Borders of Settler States (Durham: Duke 

University Press, 2014), 199. 
238 Simpson, Mohawk Interruptus, 115. 
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a sense of native motion and an active presence [that] is sui generis sovereignty. 

Native transmotion is survivance, a reciprocal use of nature, not a monotheistic, 

territorial sovereignty. Native stories of survivance are the creases of transmotion 

and sovereignty.239 

The differential mobility of airports has been exemplified in relation to Indigenous nationhood 

through the use of particular documentation affiliated with Indigenous nations. Thus, the Iroquois 

Lacrosse National team has been denied entry twice in the past few decades because its team was 

flying on the Iroquois National passport rather than the Canadian or American passport (as might 

pertain to their territories). An Inuk woman was prevented from flying within Canada, across 

provinces, because the NunavuKavuk identity card, which had served her previously as 

identification for travel, was not accepted by airport authorities.240 

 While "transmotion" could be implicit, for instance, in the iconography of individual art 

and design works at YVR, it is not immediately apparent in the airports' curatorial framing. Coast 

Salish nations have for long lived on their ancestral territories on both sides of the US-Canada 

border, but in the airport, artworks from these nations are used to shore up a "sense of place" that 

extends specifically to the territorial limits of British Columbia. Elsewhere, Audra Simpson 

argues that “the very notion of indigenous nationhood which demarcates identity and seizes 

tradition in ways that may be antagonistic to the encompassing frame of the state, may be simply 

unintelligible to the western and/or imperial ear.”241 Simpson's stories of border crossing as the 
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enactment of sovereignty suggest that while Indigenous cultural expressions can unsettle the 

reification of state borders, these stories may not be intelligible through a particular sense, or for 

particular circles. Their power can lie in the embodiment of movement as cultural expression, 

rather than through visual representations that continue to separate observer and observed, actor 

and spectator.  

 It is telling that airports have emerged as sites for the concerted curation of large-scale 

representations of place, given airports' crucial roles as nodal points for the circulation of goods 

and people in contemporary globalization. The extent to which non-places in Canada are 

prominent sites for the representation of place goes some way towards revealing the growing 

cultural importance of infrastructures for mobility, notably in shaping perceptions of place. 

Counter-cartographies, like those presented by Audra Simpson, suggest how an aesthetics of 

mobility can form part of a vital, decolonial way of undercutting the reification of settler borders, 

as opposed to an extension of biopolitical control through forms of spectatorship. In the context 

of these major Canadian airports, representations of place take on roles consistent with a broader 

biopolitical mode of representation: the ordering of mobility through an aesthetic of 

authentication, in which institutions alternately submit place and individuals to rituals of display, 

constructing a visual order amidst the airport’s diverging flows.   

 

4.8 Educational Spaces 

 Learned processes of authentication at various stages of security—including iris scans, 

but also the airport “confessional,” through which government agents question travellers242—can 

easily become second nature, through their mechanical repetition at airports across the world. For 

 
242 Salter, "At the Threshold of Security: A theory of International Borders." 
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scholar Mark B. Salter, this is part of the pedagogical function of airports, where relations with 

representatives of state authority are performed in repetitive fashion, so as to normalize state-

sanctioned processes of mobility.243  

 In her analysis of surveillance at airports in the US,244 Simone Browne examines how 

airports are notable examples of how security processes are made to seem routine, benevolent and 

playful while nonetheless extending state-led and institutionalized bias. Browne considers the 

processes regulating passenger mobility through Foucault’s concept of pastoral power. For 

Foucault, pastoral power is not defined by its influence over a space, territory, city or state. 

Instead, it is exercised essentially “over a multiplicity on the move.”245 Pastoral power therefore 

involves a process of guidance, direction or control for a group of people on the move. This form 

of power appears as an aid to navigation and has the ultimate goal of helping a multitude reach a 

promised destination. Foucault describes the Judeo-Christian symbolic roots of pastoral power, 

manifested notably in the figure of the shepherd, leading a flock from place to place.246 For 

Foucault, this guidance in moving across space is at the root of the form of “care” that defines 

pastoral power, a form that Browne then applies to how movements at airports are regulated and 

controlled. The customs of security protocols, Browne writes, “all reveal the workings of pastoral 

power at the border. This is a power that is individualizing, securitizing, and said to be 

beneficent. It is a power mediated by new technologies of bodily surveillance that enable post-

9/11 mandates concerning security.”247 Through this form of power, the sense of sight plays a 

critical role in leading and managing the movement of crowds through borders.  

 
243 Salter, Politics at the Airport, xii. 
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 Delving further into how this sense of sight is imbricated in relations of power, visual 

culture scholar Louise Amoore has discussed how the rituals of border security are ordered 

through the visual sense in such a way that modes of attention and distraction figure as 

complementary. Drawing from art historian Jonathan Crary’s analysis of the evolution of 

attention and distraction from the nineteenth century, Amoore notes how the rituals of border 

security, which identify and call attention to different categories of traveller, often distractedly 

evoke stereotyped representations that stoke fear, or evoke the extraordinary character of security 

risks. As Crary has argued, distraction is not necessarily independent from forms of attention, but 

instead features as an effect, and sometimes a constituent element, of attempts to produce 

attentiveness in modern human subjects.248  

 It is worth extending this discussion of the complementarity of attention and distraction in 

border security rituals to the context of visuality at Canadian airports. This tension is here 

embedded in structures of representation and the materiality of cultural objects. For example, 

travellers routinely allow biometric information and baggage contents to be turned into imagery 

to facilitate movement through borders, and this imagery focuses the attention of security agents, 

and travellers, on particular details that evoke security risks. Symbolic representations linked to 

distraction in these spaces, however, lure travellers towards destinations and commodities 

showcased through private interests at the airport. Most sanctioned artworks at airports, such as 

those mentioned previously, are meant to be experienced in passing; they therefore contribute to 

an aleatory, contemplative and ultimately distracted form of engagement. Airports in Canada and 

in many other parts of the world are increasingly positioning themselves as commercial centres in 

their own right. Understanding airports as commercial centres akin to shopping malls notably 
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provides a material angle for understanding the value of distraction in terms of its direct 

consumer potential. This form of distraction thereby complements, in scale, focus and affect, the 

more granular, scrutinized and anxiety-inducing modes of attention of security processes.   

 The distracted modes of engagement elicited by the airports’ art and cultural displays, 

therefore extend the individualizing force of pastoral power, and distracts from how security and 

mobility through border spaces directly impact some groups rather than others. Along the paths 

of pastoral power, airport authorities cultivate attention towards particular representations to 

order mobilities, while exclusions such as detentions or deportations are relegated to the airport’s 

opaque spaces and relations. In the following section, I will argue that the dialectic of attentive 

and distracted forms of engagement supported by airport visuality serve to obscure migratory 

patterns, notably as these relate to racialized groups, and processes of deportation and detention.  

 Canada’s major airports are thus educational spaces in three important ways. Visuality at 

each site instructs mobile spectators how to, firstly, move through the physical and architectural 

space of the airport; secondly, orient themselves in relation to aspects of regional or local senses 

of place; and thirdly, navigate through state-sanctioned security protocols in border spaces.  

 Another artistic project, one radically distinct from the projects mentioned above, 

critically draws attention to spectators’ positions within airport spaces. Passage Oublié, an 

artwork launched in 2007, included touchscreens at YYZ.249 It was created by Maroussia 

Lévesque, Jason Lewis, Yannick Assogba and Raed Mousa, and produced by Obx Laboratory for 

Experimental Media at Concordia in Montreal. This artwork produced visualizations of rendition 

 
249 Passage Oublié, by Obx Labs, uploaded to Vimeo February 2008, 5:06, 
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flights250 across the world and allowed spectators to interact with them through screens displayed 

in the airport’s public area. Passage Oublié focuses on user-generated documentation of these 

flights, which often occur through regular, civilian aircraft. At YYZ, people were thereby 

encouraged to interact with the work by text message, and answer questions such as: “does the 

end justify the means when it comes to pre-emptive war on terror?”251 Projects like these have the 

potential of reframing the educational role of art to how transport hubs fit within a broader logic 

of US imperialism, neoliberal governmentality, and pastoral power. They identify the unjust 

ways that transnational aerial mobilities are perceived and experienced today. As its creators put 

it, “Passage Oublié is an undercover radical agent in a neutral setting. If renditions can 

camouflage themselves in airports, so can we.”252 Such artistic projects have the capacity to not 

only identify the state’s abuses of power on differential mobilities, but to evoke counter-

cartographies of mobility, and utopically imagine new ways of navigating through social space. 

 This project, while serving to expose particular mobilities that the state has an interest in 

keeping opaque and invisible, also draw patterns of mobility at airports into relation with each 

other. Through such cognitive mapping, the pastoral power that otherwise determines 

transnational mobility at airports can be contested through its individualizing influence and 

appearance of benevolence. Such projects thereby provide a counterpoint to the prevailing 

aesthetics of mobility at airports, while on another scale mapping relations of power in a way that 

defies the epistemological view of mobility as individualized, local and fragmentary.253  

 
250 Rendition flights are covert and illegal military operations that transport detainees, often Muslim men, towards 

interrogation sites. This process offers no protection for the detainees, many of which have subsequently reported 

human rights abuses at the hands of US military personnel. 
251 For more information, see the project’s dedicated website http://www.passageoublie.net/ Last accessed 18 

February 2019. 
252 Quoted in Browne, Dark Matters, 158. 
253 In this respect, politically the project is more akin to collective activist interventions at airports, such as the 

“Border are Bonkers” action by the collective Solidiarité Sans Frontières / Solidarity Across Borders at YUL, 

protesting Canada’s exclusionary system of regular migrant detentions and deportations. Borders Are Bonkers // La 

http://www.passageoublie.net/
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 Passage Oublié visualizes covert movements in air travel, lending them weight and 

critical consideration, opening such movements to discussion in a space that tends to visually 

represent transnational mobility and its relations between places as things. This process—

whereby passport photos, tickets, fingerprints and other things stand in for relations— is the 

reifying work of airports, and it is expressed clearly in the representations of place at YUL and 

YVR. Capitalist processes of reification, in the technologically-mediated encounters of airports, 

produce relations as standing-reserve, i.e. things to be called on, ordered or assembled. It in this 

light that the concept of “non-place” can be understood ideologically at YUL and YVR. At these 

sites, transitoriness and relations between places are transfigured into a pastiche of place, ordered 

by an assemblage of objects standing in for it.  

 

  

 
Folie des Frontières // Las Fronteras están Chifladas, Sans Frontières MTL, youtube video, published on 27 Jun 

2016, 2:41, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4gacEaue3EE 
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Chapter 5 

Flight Network Case Study  

 

 

The good Lord did not put gold deposits in the middle of Manhattan or 

Paris. The good Lord, picked, for some obscure and unique reason, to put 

gold into areas like the middle of the Tanzanian jungle, on top of the 

Andes mountains, in remote communities where the options to escape 

poverty are nil. 

— Peter Munk, former CEO of Barrick Gold254  

 

Only let mankind regain their rights over nature, assigned to them by the 

gift of God, and obtain that power, whose exercise will be governed by 

right reason and true religion. 

—Francis Bacon255 

 

 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, I will outline forms of visual representation that counter dominant modes 

of extractivist and logistical ways of seeing. I will examine how artistic projects can use the 

means of logistics against their dominant uses extending the agendas of contemporary 

 
254 Speech at Barrick Gold meeting in Toronto, as shown in Mirages d’un Eldorado, directed by Martin Frigon, 

Multi-Monde Diffusion/Production, 2008, 75min. 
255 Francis Bacon, “Aphorisms Book I: On the Interpretation of Nature and the Empire of Man,” The Premium 

Complete Works of Francis Bacon, 1394. 
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globalization. Furthermore, I will outline the methods and findings of a web-based research-

creation project that accompanies these chapters.256 This web project forms an opportunity to 

describe particular types of air travel for which a traditional scholarly approach is ill-suited. This 

chapter thereby serves to contextualize the research-creation project, and its more speculative and 

artistic approach to representing aerial mobilities. In this chapter and the attendant research-

creation project, I engage with more contemporary and concrete examples of how visual media, 

air travel and extractivism relate to each other to produce space.  

5.2 Mining Interfaces 

“The need for mining is undeniable when you look around you—everything relates to 

mining in some way.” This is one of the first sentences I read upon walking through the Teck 

Suite of Galleries at the Royal Ontario Museum in 2019, in the heart of Canada’s largest city. I 

look around me, and after a quick assessment, the statement revealed itself to be comically true. 

In the galleries, the world is represented through the lens of Canada’s mining industry: 

everything is about mining because the world is represented so as to be mined.257  

 I am not only in the Royal Ontario Museum, the largest museum in Canada with a 

significant number of collections and natural history displays. I am in the Barrick Gold 

Corporation Gallery, itself in the Teck Suite of Galleries, on the Museum’s second floor. These 

spaces are named after Toronto-based Barrick Gold, until 2019 the world’s largest gold mining 

company, 258 and Teck Resources, the Vancouver-based diversified mining corporation. The 

galleries display the majority of the museum’s collection of minerals and ores. Barrick’s Gallery 

 
256 Available at www.miningmaps.net 
257 The Royal Ontario Museum’s statement that “everything relates to mining” is meant prefiguratively and the Teck 

Suite of Galleries embraces the pioneer rhethoric as gamified challenge: in an asteroid mining game, players of 

different ages are tasked with blasting as many asteroids as possible to collect mineral riches. 
258 It was recently supplanted in the first position by Newmont Goldcorp, through Colorado-based Newmont’s 

acquisition of the Vancouver-based company Goldcorp. 

http://www.miningmaps.net/
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includes one large wall-mounted interactive touch screen, one video display, a low eight-foot-

long interactive touch screen featuring the “ROMining” (also called “Challenge Mining”) game, 

a large wall of bare rock displaying a tonne of ore said to be required to find a few ounces of 

gold, a small display inserted into the wall displaying this amount of pure gold, and a large gold 

coin, with Queen Elizabeth II embossed on one side and maple leaves embossed on the other, 

presented as legal tender for $1 million.  

 Opened in 2014, the Barrick Gold Corporation Gallery coincides with the corporation’s 

$3 million gift to the Royal Ontario Museum. Headquartered in Toronto, a short walk from the 

Royal Ontario Museum, in the city’s financial district, the corporation has little commercial 

influence in the everyday life of the city, since its diversified operations of gold and silver are 

spread throughout the world. It has, however, contributed considerable sums in charitable 

donations in Canada and elsewhere, either through the corporation itself or its former chairman, 

Peter Munk.259 The geographically dispersed nature of the corporation’s operations means that it 

invests heavily in transport and logistics, notably with its own fleet of aircraft, which I will 

outline below. 

 
259 This is reflected in institutional names such as the Munk School of Global Affairs at the University of Toronto 

and the Munk Cardiac Centre at Toronto General Hospital. 
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Figure 13. The ROMining game at the Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, 2018, 

photograph by author. 

 

The ROMining table is ambiguously placed between the distinctive flooring of Barrick’s 

Gallery and the rest of the of the Teck Suite of Galleries. It plays a significant educational role, 

both for sharing values that Barrick and the Museum want to impart through the game, and for 

Barrick’s self-presentation as a “responsible miner.” The game’s background consists of a virtual 

landscape as seen from the air, rendered in an abstracted style of basic geometric shapes 

representing blue waterways rendered in a T-shape, rolling hills, low-lying buildings, open-pit 

mines and a few roads. Smoke from industrial chimneys gently passes, along with cargo ships 

passing through waterways. Clouds gently pass from one side of the screen to the other, and this 
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feature, along with the stationary view, perpendicular angle, and choice of scale liken the 

perspective to that of a satellite rather than a plane or bird’s eye view. 

 The game deserves further scrutiny for the discourse it advances, which I will examine in 

terms of how the game’s interface mobilizes cartographic and diagrammatic imagery to represent 

land in its potential for natural resource extraction. Designed by Robert McMahon, in 

collaboration with Aesthetec Studios, the game is on an eight-foot-long table is positioned low 

enough to be accessible to kids. Up to eight players can take part,260 with each player invited to 

take one of the following roles: “consumer,” “local community,” “government leader,” 

“environmentalist,” “mine manager” or “mine worker.” Visitors are presented with a series of test 

scenarios regarding the operations of a mine. What would you do if market prices for the ore or 

mineral are down? What would you do if a competing mine offers you a better offer?  

Choosing the role of environmentalist, I am presented with this scenario: “There’s an 

endangered fish population where the mine is getting their water from. What should the mine 

manager do to make sure this doesn’t have a negative impact of the fish?” The possible answers 

are “Relocate: relocate the population to another water body, although it may have an impact on 

the other wildlife there”; “Habitat: create a new aquatic habitat elsewhere for them. We’ll have to 

find somewhere to put it though” and “Breeding: start a breeding program for the fish.” 

Answering with the last option led to a 1 point reduction of my Production score, and a 1 point 

addition to my Sustainability score. Each score is tallied up in the centre of the table, where large 

circles represent “Production,” “Market,” “Sustainability” and “Ethics.” All decisions however, 

contribute to educating the museum visitor on management: what are the best to position oneself 

in terms of the long-term viability of mining operations?  

 
260 A wall display claims the game is also accessible through the ROMining mobile app, although at the time of 

writing such an app is not available.  
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The aerial view on the mining landscape reinforces the sense of interchangeability in 

infrastructure and forms of life. If local fish habit will be disrupted by a proposed mine operation, 

where could the fish be relocated to? The landscape is represented at a scale by which neither 

animal species nor humans are visible. Such specificity would also counter the generic 

characteristics of the landscape, and the game scripts’ efforts to evoke neither particular cultures, 

places nor communities. This aerial view serves to universalize certain decisions but ask users to 

skirt cultural difference. Its abstraction, however, ends up representing an epistemic shift from 

the cartographic (in which signs are indexed to objects in the world) to the diagrammatic (in 

which signs indicate an object through abstract coordinates or measurements). Like the 

population of endangered fish users are asked how to manage, particular sites of production and 

impacted environments in the game are represented as abstract, i.e. interchangeable across space 

and time. 

The Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto is arguably one of the most prominent sites 

through which the city’s mining industry displays itself to the general public. Here, some of the 

world’s largest mining companies have a platform to shape narratives about their industry. While 

the museum displays, such as those outlined above, task themselves with describing minerals in 

detail and in material isolation, the displays widely belie the social, cultural and environmental 

consequences of mining operations. No mention is made, either, of the methods by which 

minerals today circle the planet, moving from mines to refineries to markets.  

 

5.3 Gold in the Air  

At the Royal Ontario Museum’s Barrick Gold Corporation Gallery, the process of mining 

is made plain as a necessity in everyday life. The extraction and transport of minerals is made to 
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appear inescapable. The reality of Barrick Gold’s networks present a more complicated picture, 

however.  

Toronto is one of the global centres of the mining industry. The world’s most prominent 

mining companies are listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange and Canada is home to three-

quarters of the world’s mining companies. While Vancouver forms a major centre for the 

industry, Toronto retains the largest number of corporate mining headquarters in the country.  

Authors including Lucy Lippard, Gray Brechin and Martín Arboleda have commented on 

the material inversion that cities represent in relation to mining.261 With these authors, bold 

symbolic inversions powerfully suggest how cities are dependent on subsurface ores in their 

hinterlands. Gray Brechin has perhaps articulated the inversion most eloquently:  

the mine-as-skyscraper has materialized in today’s financial districts, which are nothing 

less than inverted minescapes reaching up from the staked claims of downtown real 

estate. Through the means of modern technology that developed from the mine, the 

world’s ores—whether mineral, animal, vegetable, or human—are extracted, processed, 

and distributed through a global service economy whose command centers are those very 

downtown buildings. Behind that economy, the Pyramid of Mining remains the same as it 

was in Roman times and the Renaissance, though given vastly greater potency by the 

remote control technology it has generated.262 

That Brechin was writing about early twentieth-century San Francisco in no way discredits the 

image’s metaphorical potential for thinking of other financial centres in a contemporary 

 
261 “Like archeology, which is time read backwards […] gravel mines are metaphorically cities turned upside down, 

though urban culture is unaware of its origins and rural birthplaces.” Lucy R. Lippard, Undermining: A Wild Ride 

Through Land Art, Politics, and Art in the Changing West (New York & London: The New Press, 2014), 11. See 

also Martín Arboleda, Planetary Mine (London: Verso, 2020), 130. 
262 Gray Brechin, Imperial San Francisco, (University of California Press, 2006), 224. 
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globalized economy, although it is especially true for those global centres of the mining industry, 

Toronto and Vancouver. For Brechin, the “high-rises of a modern downtown resemble an 

inverted minescape” and such a statement suggest an unconventional way of perceiving vertical 

space. Far from asserting the ubiquity of mining in cities, the statement suggests a structural and 

economic correlation across geographically disparate places. Considering the growth of cities in 

the postwar period alongside the increasing depths by which industrial gold mining probes the 

depths of the Earth is a powerfully symbolic way to culturally apprehend the vertical geographies 

of gold mining for cities like Vancouver and Toronto. Another important way to consider the 

industry’s cultural and social impacts is through air travel, and specifically the industry’s 

extensive use of long-haul flights on luxury jets and the regular flights to and from mine sites.   

Airports support such industries and their geographically dispersed operations in critical, 

if largely hidden, ways. One of Toronto’s most visited museums, The Royal Ontario Museum is 

widely frequented by tourists. It even represented the city’s cultural sector at YYZ, where it 

curated a number of themed exhibitions, and displayed artifacts and craft objects from its own 

collections.263 Roughly half of all international air travel in Canada passes through YYZ.264 Not 

only does the airport serve Canada’s most populated region, it is also adjacent to the US’s 

northeast, and flights to New York or Washington DC take roughly an hour and a half.  

While the critical study of logistics has gained in popularity over the past decade, 

relatively little critical writing has appeared on the subject of air cargo. Unsurprisingly, it is 

eclipsed by maritime cargo, the primary mode of transportation for goods internationally. More 

than three quarters of the world’s commercial traffic passes through the sea. Standardized Twenty 

 
263 Greater Toronto Transport Authority, Art, Architecture and the Airport: The Visual and the Visionary (2002), 23-

24.  
264 Transport Canada, Transportation in Canada 2016. 
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Foot Equivalent Unit (TEU) cargo containers are ubiquitous sights at ports across the world. 

While a small volume of air cargo is transported by air service exclusively for freight, the vast 

majority is transported in the holds of passenger aircraft in unit load devices, or ULDs, the 

airborne equivalent of the TEU.  

 

Figure 14. Air cargo unloading at Vancouver International Airport, showing ULD 

containers at left, 2019, photograph by author. 

 

Although air cargo accounts for around 10% of global cargo traffic, it corresponds to a very 

particular niche. It is typically low in volume, since it needs to fit within the relatively 

constrained parameters of aircraft, high in value and “time-sensitive,” given the relative expense 

of shipping by air. Cargo transported by plane to and from Canada notably includes perishables 

such as seafood, pharmaceuticals, electronics, plane and automobile parts, and precious metals.265 

 
265 KPMG, “Profile of the Logistics and Transportation Sector in Greater Montreal,” (2013), 10. 
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For instance, large amounts of gold mined by Canadian corporations move through the world’s 

skies. 

The annual rate of air cargo was approximately 1 million metric tonnes in 2016, steadily 

growing since 2009. The majority of this traffic is with international markets, defined either as 

“transborder” (quarter of a million metric tonnes) or “other international” (half a million metric 

tonnes).266 In the “central corridor” (which concentrates most of the Canadian population, 

roughly between Windsor, Ontario and Québec City), the airports of Toronto, Hamilton, 

Montréal-Trudeau and Montréal Mirabel represented about half of total air cargo traffic, with 

most of that cargo traffic occurring with the US, the United Kingdom and China.267  

The most high-value commodity transported by air cargo is gold.268 Furthermore, by 

comparing official records for gold imports and exports269 with the volume of gold transported as 

air cargo, I have found that the vast majority of imported gold is transported into the country by 

air.270 While the precise types of planes transporting such gold (company-owned, charter, etc.) 

can only be a matter of speculation, these movements have important logistical implication for 

the locations where such high-value commodities “touch down” and the mine-adjacent sites from 

which the commodities originate rather than the space in-between (compared to road and rail 

logistics for instance).  

The movement of gold is largely inscrutable to the general public but for a few rare 

occasions of failure. One such moment occurred in 2017, when an airplane operated by Toronto-

 
266 Transport Canada, “Transportation in Canada 2016, Statistical Addendum,” (2017), 76. 
267 Transport Canada, “Transportation in Canada 2016,” (2017), 10. 
268 Specifically, smelted but unwrought gold categorized by Canadian customs as “Gold, in unwrought forms, non-

monetary." This corresponds to the international Harmonized System code of 710812. 
269 Relevant information is publicly accessible via Statistics Canada, “Canadian International Merchandise Trade 

Database,” https://www5.statcan.gc.ca/cimt-cicm/home-accueil?lang=eng 
270 Since precise data on the contents and destinations of air cargo are only available via custom order, and because 

of the prohibitive cost of such orders, I have limited my comparison to to a period of four years: 2016 to 2019. 

During this period, an average of 94% of imported gold (declared at Canada customs) arrived in Canada as air cargo. 
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based gold mining company Kinross Gold lifted off from a rural airfield in Siberia. Shortly after 

going airborne, its cargo space broke open, raining the snow-covered airfield below with bars of 

gold and silver.271 This was a rare moment revealing the transportation of high-value bullion as 

air freight.  

 More shrouded in mystery is the story of a flight run by Barrick Gold carrying gold 

concentrate, and which crashed in a remote part of northern British Columbia in 1996. The pilot 

lost his life in the crash. By the time inspectors arrived at the crash site, however, the plane had 

been stripped of its parts and the gold concentrate was gone. Rumours abound, and one story 

suggests local mine workers salvaged airplane parts, and the gold. Long buried under silt, the 

plane’s wings only resurfaced in 2012, and Barrick Gold has not provided any clarifications on 

the crash itself or what happened to the plane or its contents.272 

A more detailed analysis of the commodity flows reveals the growing part of the market 

represented by Latin America. In 1991, the total imported gold from Latin American countries 

was roughly CAN$ 25M out of a total of CAN$ 656M. In 2019, this climbed exponentially to 

reach roughly CAN$ 5 trillion out of 7 trillion of total imported gold.273 This is why I have 

focused one visualization of my research-creation project on gold imports from the Americas 

specifically—“Gold in the Sky (Imports)”—even though Canadian mining operations led by 

companies such as Barrick Gold, Goldcorp and First Quantum tend to be dispersed across 

continents. 

 
271 Marwa Eltagouri, “A plane’s door flew open during takeoff, raining gold and silver over 16 miles of Siberia,” 

Washington Post (March 15, 2018), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/2018/03/15/a-planes-

door-flew-open-during-takeoff-raining-gold-and-silver-over-16-miles-of-siberia/ 
272 Josh Wingrove, “The crash, the trapper and a plane load of missing gold,” The Globe and Mail (July 5, 2012),  

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/the-crash-the-trapper-and-a-plane-load-of-missing-

gold/article4393806/ 
273 Totals limited to gold categorized by Canada customs 6-digit commodity level as "710812 Gold, in unwrought 

forms, non monetary," Statistics Canada, adapted from International Trade Database. 
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5.4 Art and Cognitive Mapping 

The research-creation project accompanying this thesis—Mining Maps 

(www.miningmaps.net)--is part of a practice of knowledge translation, through which the 

research outlined in these chapters influences the form of the research-creation project, and vice 

versa. Both thesis and research-creation therefore exist as discrete, autonomous research outputs, 

yet complement each other conceptually and aesthetically. 

The past decade has seen a growing number of independent, small-scale or experimental 

projects using web-based tools to investigate issues on their own or in small informal groups. 

This rise of “open source investigation” or “citizen journalism” is due in large part to the rapid 

proliferation of handheld devices that people use to record and upload any aspect of their lives, 

with media that can double as potential evidence.  

 The process of flight tracking, on the other hand, has played a prominent role in 

understanding the hidden machinations of the state through open-source investigations. Beyond 

journalism and hobbyist activities, flight tracking has been used by artists such as James Bridle, 

and Trevor Paglen through the field of experimental geography.274  

Part of my intention for the research-creation project is to counter the prevailing 

narratives of gold mining at Canadian cultural institutions and provide a more critical 

transnational account of how mining corporations exert their influence. The project will act a 

form of countervisuality. Scholar Nicholas Mirzoeff has defined visuality not as a regime of 

images, but a regime that visualizes and lends authority to power. It is, he writes, “the name for 

 
274 Paglen is a US artist known for investigating special operations by the American military, including rendition 

flights. See Trevor Paglen, “Blank Spots on a Map” (PhD diss., Geography, University of California at Berkeley, 

2008), https://search.proquest.com/docview/304695321?pq-origsite=summon. 
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that process by which certain persons claim the authority to determine what may or may not be 

“seen,” literally and metaphorically, in the operations of power.”275 Visuality in other words, is 

always the result of how power seeks to perpetuate its authority, often naturalizing a visual order 

of relations. As with concepts such as “empire” and “global capital,” visuality “does not act in 

and of itself but it seems to us that it does.”276 Mirzoeff claims that against the authority that 

orders and represents what is visible, “popular countervisuality claims autonomy,” or what 

Mirzoeff has called the “right to look.”277 

The use of diagrams and maps in this project is also inspired by recent writing on 

cognitive mapping. Cognitive mapping is a methodology usually associated with philosopher 

Fredric Jameson, who draws from an earlier formulation by urban planner Kevin Lynch. 

According to Jeff Kinkle and Alberto Toscano, the aesthetic of cognitive mapping “called for the 

imperative elaboration of a cultural and representational practice adequate to the highly ambitious 

(and, Jameson suggests, ultimately impossible) task of depicting social space and class relations 

in our epoch of late capitalism or postmodernity. Behind this call lay the claim [...] that an 

inability to cognitively map the gears and contours of the world system is as debilitating for 

political action as being unable mentally to map a city would prove for a city dweller.278 Jameson 

and Kinkle and Toscano’s interpretations of cognitive mapping evoke the potential of positioning 

the subject in relation to a social totality, while acknowledging the ways such a project can most 

truthfully be created as a “desire” with aesthetic value, rather than as any kind of totalizing 

representation.279   

 
275 Nicholas Mirzoeff, “The Clash of Visualizations: Counterinsurgency and Climate Change,” Social Research 78, 

no. 4 (1 December 2011), 1189. 
276 Nicholas Mirzoeff, “The Clash of Visualizations,” 1193. 
277 Nicholas Mirzoeff, “The Clash of Visualizations,” 1189. 
278 Jeff Kinkle and Alberto Toscano, Cartographies of the Absolute (Portland: Zero Books, 2015), 7. 
279 Kinkle and Toscano, Cartographies of the Absolute, 7 
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Rather than a method for producing paper, digital or other types of cartographic objects, 

cognitive mapping is therefore a means of understanding mechanisms of power and orienting 

oneself in the face overwhelming networks of contemporary globalisation. In my web-based 

project I have echoed the desire of cognitive mapping while producing image maps that address 

how specific networks of Canada’s gold mining industry use logistical infrastructure (most 

prominently YYZ) as nodes within interlocking networks. Attempting to form a “picture” of 

company flights opens onto social, political and cultural considerations.280  

However, the design of particular visualizations is here meant to resist totalizing views 

elevating the user through an imagined sense of mastery, and the project instead encourages users 

to scroll through each page, and piece together different fragments through the deliberate process 

of scrolling. The visualizations are thereby meant for the web: they are themselves networked and 

fragmentary, and there is no unfolding that allows viewers to get a sense of a whole, synoptically, 

“at a glance.” The process of scrolling to view maps is of course, not new, and the visualizations 

in this web project are particularly inspired by the form of 19th century “ribbon maps” meant 

unspooled with a crank in travelling through regions depicted. 

 Mining Maps takes advantage of this analog form’s suitability for experiencing maps on 

the web, and the project thereby acts as an intervention into the vertical or “infinite” scrolling that 

characterizes the user experience for how landscape images are commonly viewed today, i.e. on a 

phone and through social media. The form of the vertical scroll is also relevant for considering 

how practices in the extractive sector, understood generically, have been represented historically. 

 
280 For instance, several mining companies are known to extensively lobby government figures—sometimes inviting 

them onto their private planes in ways that could be considered covert lobbying. “Watchdog group questions MP trip 

to Guatemala,” CBC News (September 19, 2012), https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/watchdog-group-questions-mp-

trip-to-guatemala-1.1225808; “PMO chief lobbied by Barrick Gold despite personal ties” CBC News (August 28, 

2012), https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/pmo-chief-lobbied-by-barrick-gold-despite-personal-ties-1.1193101 

https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/watchdog-group-questions-mp-trip-to-guatemala-1.1225808
https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/watchdog-group-questions-mp-trip-to-guatemala-1.1225808
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From early European manuals for mining,281 technologies for extraction have typically appeared 

vertically, i.e. by emphasizing processes interacting with land and subsurface ores. In Mining 

Maps, I have expanded on the verticality of the pictorial “genres” of mining in order to 

emphasize terrain elevation and to evoke the wide differences in altitude between long-haul 

flights and mining operations. The data visualizations addressing Goldcorp and Barrick Gold 

thereby specifically use maps showing contour lines.282 In addition to emphasizing the measure 

of altitude, these contour lines are more specifically meant to evoke a particularity of gold mining 

operations in the Americas, since they tend to be sited in high-altitude locations (with many 

operations along the American Cordillera, from Alaska to Chile). The web-based project also 

addresses air travel through the mining industry’s extensive carbon emissions, which can be 

measured in terms of Arctic sea ice, through processes I will detail at the end of this chapter.  

 

5.5 Fly-in/Fly-out Operations 

The change in labour practices towards “fly-in/fly-out” operations in the second half of 

the twentieth century was coupled with Canadian government policy. From the 1950s, the federal 

government initiated policies for the Arctic north that echoed the modernist liberalization 

schemes it had pursued in parts of the global south. These are policies that strikingly echoed the 

Cold War ideology underpinning Canadian foreign aid. “Since the 1950s, the Canadian state has 

promoted the mineral industry as part of its agenda of northern modernization,” writes scholar 

Heather Green. Green also echoes the prevalent belief across Canada and Australia at the time 

 
281 See Allan Sekula’s discussion of the educational engravings on mining produced in the 16th century by Georgius 

Agricola’s De Re Metallica, and later, by D’Alembert and Diderot’s Encyclopédie. Allan Sekula, “The Emerging 

Picture-Language of Industrial Capitalism.” In Allan Sekula and Leslie Shedden, “Mining Photographs and Other 

Pictures,” 1983.: 203-249. 
282 Each continuous contour line in these maps represent a consistent elevation (e.g. of 2; 5; 10; 20; 40; 75; 125; 250; 

or 500m). The maps were downloaded from Axis Maps, https://contours.axismaps.com/#12/27.9885/86.9233. 
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that “mining was moral progress, bringing ‘value’ to the land and allowing people to ‘maintain a 

standard of living’ through industrial opportunities.”283 

The history of fly-in/fly-out operations is inextricably linked to the development of 

natural resource extraction in North America. According to scholar Keith Storey, its origins can 

be traced back to offshore oil operations in the Gulf of Mexico in the 1950s, where the distance 

between work and shore made daily commutes impractical. According to Storey, onshore use of 

fly-in/fly-out operations gathered momentum “in the 1970s in both Canada and Australia, 

encouraged by the expansion of mining activity into increasingly remote areas at a time when 

corporate interests were focusing on lean and flexible modes of production.” 284 Construction, 

mining and oil production are all sectors that have subsequently adopted FIFO operations in 

Canada.  

 Describing the community impact of FIFO operations at the mine of Resolute in Canada’s 

North, Green draws a sobering picture: 

Short term benefits [of the mine] included increased income for those individuals employed 

at the mine, more frequent and less expensive jet services in and out of Resolute, and 

cheaper grocery prices due to the frequency of air traffic coming into the community. When 

asked if there were any major changes to the community as a result of the mine, all 

interviewees said the mine had “no real impact” or benefits for the community, other than 

for the individuals who worked there. Some residents had hoped that Polaris’ fly-in/fly-out 

structure would stimulate extra spending in the community co-op store and the hotels while 

 
283 Heather Green, “There is no memory of it here”: Closure and Memory of the Polaris Mine in Resolute Bay, 1973-

2012,” in Mining and Communities in Northern Canada: History, Politics and Memory,  J. Sandlos and A. Keeling, 

eds. (Calgary: University of Calgary Press, 2015), 322. 
284 Keith Storey, “Fly-in/Fly-out: Implications for Community Sustainability,” Sustainability 2, (2010), 1162; 

doi:10.3390/su2051161 
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incoming workers waited for the company charter to fly them to the mine for their rotation. 

However, these workers stayed at a company hotel next to the airport and very rarely came 

into the town.285 

In Southern Canada, the extensive use of air travel by workers affiliated with the mining industry 

from the 1970s is reflected in the country’s major airports. A 1973 report commissioned by the 

Ministry of Transport claimed that about 13% of Canadians took at least one flight annually, with 

only about 8% flying on a regular basis.286 The same report interviewed some 334 personnel 

across four firms of the mining industry in and around Vancouver, finding that they were 

frequent users of YVR, flying on average every two months. As the statement concludes, such a 

high frequency for 1973 indicates the importance of both overseas markets for mining companies 

based around Vancouver and their contact with existing subsidiaries abroad.287  

 Industrial mining also has important social and cultural implications for mine-adjacent 

communities, with Canadian mining operations often leading to devastating effects on Indigenous 

communities in Canada and parts of Latin America.288 Due to the temporary nature of 

settlements, the demographic composition of workers (notably the prominence of men) and mine-

adjacent communities (notably the prominence of Indigenous people), mining has had severely 

negative implications for communities through its “fly-in/fly-out operations,” some of which are 

known as “man camps.” A recent Yellowhead Institute Report defines man camps this way: 

“Man camps are temporary base camps for men involved in construction, most often around 

 
285 Heather Green, “There Is No Memory of It Here,” 329. 
286 “Notes for an Address by the Honorable Paul Hellyer, Minister of Transport at the Official Opening of the New 

Air Terminal Building, Vancouver International Airport, Friday, October 25, 1968,” 15, City of Vancouver Archives. 
287 “Notes for an Address by the Honorable Paul Hellyer, Minister of Transport at the Official Opening of the New 

Air Terminal Building, Vancouver International Airport, Friday, October 25, 1968,” 146, City of Vancouver 

Archives. 
288 Most recently exemplified in the legal case surrounding Toronto-based Hudbay Minerals. See Sandra Cuffe, 

“Guatemala mine's ex-security chief convicted of Indigenous leader's murder,” The Guardian (7 January 2021). 

https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2021/jan/07/guatemala-nickel-mine-death-adolfo-ich 
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major development projects. Sometimes called “industrial camps,” they are populated by a mix of 

specialized workers and low-skilled labourers.”289 Man camps thereby also include the fly-in/fly-

out operations used by Canadian mining companies, within the country and abroad. The Report 

further outlines some of the significant social issues created by such camps: 

 There is also evidence linking extractive industries to conditions that lead to gender-

based violence, such as increased levels of crime, drug, and alcohol use. “Man camps,” in 

particular, have been linked to domestic violence, sexual assault, rape, and sex trafficking. 

This is another form of slow violence that is linked to processes of alienation of 

Indigenous land.290  

The Report makes the links between man camps, violence against Indigenous women, and land 

alienation clear. The violence imposed by man camps extends the alienation produced by the 

differential effects of settler dispossession occurring against the background field of colonialism 

broadly construed.  

In investigating the movement of flights as networks, it is important to remember such 

differential impacts of mobility, especially as the phenomenon of “man camps” continues to have 

toxic effects. The Tiny House Warriors, a group building houses along the path of a proposed 

Kinder Morgan pipeline to block its development on Secwepemc territory, released a statement in 

2018 that specifically calls to an end of man camps. The declaration outlines the documented 

incidence of rape tied to such camps, and compares the violation of land with the violation of 

Indigenous women, girls and two-spirits. The statement forcefully reiterates the relation between 

natural resource extraction and violence to Indigenous people: “The colonial corporate system of 

 
289 Yellowhead Institute, “Land Back: A Yellowhead Institute Red Paper” (October 2019), 26. 

https://redpaper.yellowheadinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/red-paper-report-final.pdf. 
290 Yellowhead Institute, “Land Back". 281. 
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resource extraction relies on the connected violences of destroying our lands and violating our 

bodies.”291 In terms of the precise social dynamic of man camps, the declaration clearly situates 

their labour policies in line with the legacy of settler-colonialism: 

Man camps provide temporary employee housing to thousands of mostly non-Indigenous 

male workers – who are legally disallowed from bringing their families – in the resource 

sector. This is a consistent pattern of the settler state over the past century. Hudson's Bay 

Company prohibited European women from accompanying, and flooded Indigenous lands 

with non-Indigenous men who kidnapped, sexually exploited, enslaved and sold 

Indigenous women.292 

In many communities in Canada, man camps are largely associated with oil and gas operations, 

as is the case with the route of Kinder Morgan’s own pipeline project. Indeed, it is important to 

acknowledge the differential repercussions of a resource “boom,” especially as temporary 

settlements, man camps or FIFO emerge, while inhabitants adjacent to developed sites are forced 

into displacement.  

It is this differential impact that I wish to consider as it applies specifically to Canada’s 

gold mining industry and the cultural dimensions of its widespread use of FIFO. The important 

difference with oil and gas exploration, however, pertains to the transportation of the commodity, 

since, as we’ve seen, paths for the movement of industrially mined gold tend to be more covert 

than paths for fossil fuels.       

Although much of the purpose of journeys on planes used by Canada’s gold mining 

industry can only be a matter of speculation, the patterns of company-owned flights are worth 

 
291 “Women’s Declaration Against Man Camps,” Secwepemcul’ecw Assembly, last accessed January 30, 2021, 

https://www. secwepemculecw.org/women-s-declaration 
292 “Women’s Declaration Against Man Camps,” Secwepemcul’ecw Assembly, accessed January 30, 2021, 

https://www. secwepemculecw.org/women-s-declaration; See also Yellowhead Institute, “Land Back.” 29. 
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analyzing in aggregate so as to determine patterns, and thus get a better sense of the cultural 

implications of the use of private aircraft in the gold mining industry. The analysis of such 

aggregate data—tracing the broad lines of a company flight network—cannot account for the 

important social and economic implications of regular flights in mine-adjacent communities. 

However, data concerning the location and frequency of flights reveal what appear to be two very 

different patterns divided by workers’ roles within a company. From the total of recorded flights, 

it is quickly visible that Barrick and other prominent gold mining companies, such as Goldcorp, 

have scheduled regular flights to transport workers to and from mine sites. These are usually 

short flights under an hour connecting a rural site (mining operation) to a nearby pick-up point, 

usually a small town or regional centre. On the other hand, records show a contrasting pattern: 

long-haul flights of four hours or more, connecting one major urban centre to another, often 

across oceans. These are the flights of a company’s executive class. While these two contrasting 

patterns seem to reflect completely different facets of a company’s operations, they are in fact 

very much alike, even though several salary figures may set them apart. The parallels become 

clear when considering which cities Barrick’s flights from Toronto were destined to.  

In poring over online flight records from the OpenSky Network, I was initially puzzled by 

regular patterns—almost weekly flights—between Toronto and Miami, Florida. I knew that 

coverage for the global south on the site is limited, which seemed unsurprising considering the 

financial and technological limitations preventing people from owning the receivers required to 

record flight data in the receiver’s vicinity.293 In tracing weekly flights between Toronto and 

Miami, I had come to the conclusion that coverage must have stopped abruptly en route to one of 

the Barrick’s many operations in Latin America, such as the Pueblo Viejo mine in the Dominican 

 
293 Specifically, Mode S or Automatic Dependent Surveillance–Broadcast (ADS-B) receivers, which are used by 

hobbyists and non-professionals to track aircraft up to 600 km away. 
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Republic, the largest gold mine in the Americas. It was only by reading about Barrick’s executive 

that I finally understood: the company’s executive chairman, John L. Thornton, was going home.            

The pattern of flying into work, it seems, is common in the mining industry. However, it 

was only by analysing flight data in aggregate that I began to consider how the patterns of fly-

in/fly-out operations are entrenched in the industry as a way of life. The hypothesis that 

executives regularly fly-in to work in Toronto is supported by the executives themselves. Mark 

Bristow, the company’s CEO, has at least three residences: one in London, UK; one near Jackson 

Hole, Wyoming; one in Mauritius.294  

It is clear that Barrick has forged a wide transnational network for air travel, only partly 

justified through the locations of its mining operations in North and South America, Africa, the 

Middle East, and Oceania. Unlike the smaller planes owned by Barrick, such as its fleet of Twin 

Otter planes, which largely serve to transport workers to and from mine sites in under 40 minutes, 

the corporation’s fleet of Gulfstream luxury jets are used for considerably longer journeys.  

 While YYZ remains the northernmost destination for most private flights, many connect 

to airports exclusively catering to the billionaire class, such as Teterboro—for connections to 

New York— and Biggin Hill, or Farnborough—for connections to London, UK. This is another 

way in which YYZ communicates with the rest of the world.  

The movements of three Gulfstream IV airplanes owned by Barrick—the company’s only 

publicly listed, luxury-class aircraft—show a concentration of travel between Toronto, New York 

 
294 Trish Saywell, “Randgold’s Mark Bristow dreams big,” Northern Miner (December 24, 2014), last accessed 

January 30, 2021, https://www.northernminer.com/news/randgolds-mark-bristow-dares-to-dream-big/1003389172/ 

Goldcorp’s CEO (before it was acquired by Newmont Mining), Ian Telfer, also has three residences: one in West 

Vancouver; one in Muskoka Lakes (Ontario); and one in Palm Springs, California. Lucy Hyslop, “Lunch with 

Goldcorp Chair Ian Telfer,” BC Business (1 Aug, 2011), last accessed January 30, 2021, 

https://www.bcbusiness.ca/lunch-with-goldcorp-chair-ian-telfer. Such networks are reflected in the research-creation 

visualizations. 

https://www.northernminer.com/news/randgolds-mark-bristow-dares-to-dream-big/1003389172/
https://www.bcbusiness.ca/lunch-with-goldcorp-chair-ian-telfer
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and Washington DC, forming the most high-volume network in the record of the corporation’s 

global flight patterns from the past five years.  

 The luxury flights I have included in the dataset for miningmaps.net are for airplane 

registration numbers C-FHPM, C-GCPM and C-GGPM. The models are Gulfstream IV for the 

first, and Gulfstream G550 (GV-SP) for the last two. The registration numbers each include the 

initials “PM” in honor of the company’s former CEO, Peter Munk.295   

 

5.6 Sources and Data 

The OpenSky Network is a non-profit association based in Switzerland. Started as a 

research project across European universities in 2012, the network crowdsources global aircraft 

flight data and shares the data with researchers free of charge. Researchers with OpenSky have 

estimated capturing close to half of all global flights.296 

In my research for this thesis, I was able to gain access to particular data from the 

Network, specifically to chart airplanes owned by Barrick Gold. I had determined the ownership 

of these planes through other sources, namely Planelogger and FlightRadar24, two websites for 

flight tracking akin to OpenSky, but organized on a commercial, subscription-based model.  

Mining Maps was created in consultation with the Vancouver-based data visualization 

company Plot + Scatter, artists and fellow Cultural Studies graduate students Hiba Ali and Elvira 

Hufschmid, and writer Noah Brehmer. The website includes a detailed list of references and tools 

used in the projects, and it is worth explaining a few of them here. The use of contour maps, 

showing varying degrees of elevation across regions—ranging from 5,000 m interval line maps to 

 
295 Peter Kuitenbrouwer, “No glut of planes in Canada: Few private jets: [National Edition]” National Post, Don 

Mills, ON (28 Sep 2002: FP5).  
296  Strohmeier, Martin, Xavier Olive, Jannis Lubbe, Matthias Schafer, Vincent Lenders. “Crowdsourced air traffic 

data from the OpenSky Network 2019–2020,” Earth System Science Data 13, no. 2 (11 February 2021), 359. 

http://www.miningmaps.net/
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1m interval line maps—were downloaded from Axismaps.297 The process of calculating fuel 

consumption for Barrick Gold flights emerged as important because the minimum volume could 

be established, while the many limitations of coverage for flight data prevented a total assessment 

of flight routes and attendant data. Furthermore, a series of recent articles loosely tied to the 

“flight shaming”298 movement prompted my attention to online tools for calculating the flight 

emissions of average passenger aircraft. With further research, I was able to establish average 

fuel consumption data for particular luxury jets,299 and from there, carbon emissions. Flight 

carbon emissions have been correlated to the loss of September Arctic sea ice300 and shrewdly 

made accessible through sites such as Shame Plane.301 I identified the formula used in such sites, 

inputting these into Google Sheets as functions alongside the recorded journey time of targeted 

flights.   

  

 
297 “Axis Maps,” last accessed March 30, 2021, https://www.axismaps.com/ 
298  Damian Carrington, “Your carbon footprint destroys 30 square metres of Arctic sea ice a year,” The Guardian, (3 

Nov 2016), last accessed January 30, 2021, https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/nov/03/your-carbon-

footprint-destroys-30-square-metres-of-arctic-sea-ice-a-year 
299 “Gulfstream IV,” last accessed March 30, 2021, https://www.omao.noaa.gov/learn/aircraft-

operations/aircraft/gulfstream-iv-sp-g-iv 
300 https://science.sciencemag.org/content/354/6313/747; 

https://www.eci.ox.ac.uk/research/energy/downloads/jardine09-carboninflights.pdf 
301 “Shame Plane,” last accessed March 30, 2021, 

https://shameplane.com/?fromCity=Toronto&fromCode=YYZ&toCity=London&toCode=LHR&roundtrip=true&typ

eofseat=1; https://www.offsetters.ca/education/calculators/flight-emissions-calculator 

 

 

https://science.sciencemag.org/content/354/6313/747
https://shameplane.com/?fromCity=Toronto&fromCode=YYZ&toCity=London&toCode=LHR&roundtrip=true&typeofseat=1
https://shameplane.com/?fromCity=Toronto&fromCode=YYZ&toCity=London&toCode=LHR&roundtrip=true&typeofseat=1
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

 

Through the paradigms of logistics and extractivism, air travel in postwar Canada has 

contributed to producing space through emergent separations. If the train contributed to the 

“annihilation” of the spaces it crossed,302 air travel has contributed to the fragmentation of 

vertical space, i.e. the spaces integrating aerial corridors, land and subsurface resources. The 

verticalization of the mining industry through such widespread practices as temporary settlement 

at mining operations and the increasing distance used to prospect potential resources, have 

combined with the growing propensity of logistical media to render land transparent. While these 

processes are in no way limited to the airplane as an instrument and transportation technology, 

they were explosively spurred by the airplane alongside the growth of its civilian use in the 

decades following WWII. Through such processes, air travel in Canada eroded pre-existing 

relations of reciprocity in place-based epistemologies, and curtailed their possible emergence. 

In this thesis, I have examined how practices and media intended to “connect” disparate 

parts of the world have contributed to ways of seeing that reproduce the epistemic separations led 

by capitalism and colonialism through the paradigms of extractivism and logistics. Such 

separations ensure that mapped locations are linked through the exchange of commodities. The 

development of technologies for air travel in Canada, as the by-product of long histories of 

colonial and capitalist entrenchment, has thereby produced instruments that ensure the 

 
302 Wolfgang Schivelbusch, The Railway Journey: The Industrialization of Time and Space in the Nineteenth 

Century (University of California Press, 2014).  
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reproduction of an extractive outlook, and the reciprocity of exchange value, rather than deep 

reciprocity. 

As examined through the chapters of this thesis, extractive practices—being endemic to 

capitalism in the Americas—are prone to reinvent themselves. Emerging academic research in 

the politics of data extraction points towards the expanding territories of capital that fit within 

this pattern.303 As the displacement of remote sensing devices from airplanes to satellites mark 

the most significant change for surveying, it is nonetheless important to note ideological 

continuities. David Hargreaves, vice-president of surveillance and intelligence at McDonald's, 

Dettwiller, and Associates limited (MDA), a British-Columbia-based company offering 

Information Services and systems solutions to customers in land surveillance, aviation, and 

mining clarifies how the process of mining with new, non-optical images occurs. MDA provides 

infrastructure for data mining, sharing its geospatial information to Google, as one of many 

smaller companies supporting the tech giant’s own extensive practice of data mining.304 

Extractivism thrives on distance. When the object of extraction is not in market 

circulation, it is more easily turned into a commodity through distance, which provides the 

 
303 See two books by American authors published in 2019: Nick Couldry and Ulises A Mejias, The Costs of 

Connection: How Data Colonizes Human Life and Appropriates it for Capitalism (Stanford University Press, 2019) 

and Shoshanna Zuboff, Surveillance Capitalism: The Fight for a Human Future at the New Frontier of Power, 

(Hachette, 2019). In her discussion of “reality mining”  and “data mining” involving recent platforms such as social 

media, Zuboff for instance addresses an extractive, “God’s eye view” that seemed to have greatly influenced one of 

the architects of computational instrumentarism, Alex Pentland, who in turn greatly influenced tech giant Google’s 

data mining. Zuboff writes: “The God view would come to be essential to the conception of instrumentarian society, 

but a comprehensive picture emerged gradually over years of piecemeal experimentation […] It all started with 

beavers. When Alex Pentland was three years into his undergraduate degree at the University of Michigan, in 1973, 

he worked part-time as a computer programmer for NASA’s Environmental Research Institute. One of his first tasks 

— part of a larger environmental-monitoring project — was to develop a method for counting Canadian beavers 

from outer space. There was just one problem: existing satellites were crude, and beavers are small. “What beavers 

do is they create ponds,” he recalls of his eventual solution, “and you can count the number of beavers by the number 

of ponds. You’re watching the lifestyle, and you get an indirect measure.” Zuboff, Surveillance Capitalism, 393. 
304  “Sensing Like a State: A conversation with David Hargreaves,” Extraction Empire (Cambridge: MIT Press, 

2017), 108.   
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physical basis for the mystification of the object’s original conditions. Distance provides refuge 

from locally determined accountability, and muddles the possibilities for deep reciprocity.  

The expression of extractivism through visual media is constituted by two negations. One 

process entails the concrete withdrawal or transformation of a valued object from its original site, 

for prospective inclusion in capitalist circulation. To facilitate such material changes, another 

negation must occur at a level of consciousness: the denial, obstruction or contradiction of any 

relation that does not tend towards such circulation. Capitalism transfigures both negations into 

production.   

Art, maps and cultural production tend to reproduce extractivism through the second 

negation, but not exclusively. The practice of settler appropriation of Indigenous cultural forms—

which too often rushes towards the reciprocity of exchange value in ways that actively undermine 

the relationality of the cultural forms’ original context—offers vivid examples of material 

negation.  

To return to the current situation and how media determine it: the devastating economic 

effects of the current pandemic on the aviation industry offer a rare opportunity to critically 

(re)consider how patterns in air travel are entrenched within particular extractive outlooks that 

normalize ways of seeing land and people. With the potential for extractivism to change its 

objects and explore unchartered frontiers, however, critical work in the arts and humanities can 

unravel the continuities by which extractivist practices continue apace. The opportunities for new 

technologies to extend, reflect or oppose processes of extractivism are certainly growing.  
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Appendix 

 

 

Mining Maps, the research-creation project included in this portfolio thesis, can be accessed on 

the web at the following link: www.miningmaps.net 

 

 

http://www.miningmaps.net/
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